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P-R-0-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
2

--ooOoo-CHAIRMAN TORRES:

4

:corporations Committee will come to order.

5

6

The Senate Insurance, Claims and

I would like to welcome you to this hearing of this
~committee

to issue the statements regarding the future of

I

7

8

(/insurance related to AIDS.

Today is an appropriate day to hold

~this hearing because it is World AIDS Day, a special day to

il

')

'I

!'reaffirm, I believe, our community's commitment to AIDS
II

10

11
12

!I research,

education, treatment and care.

And we must help, I

llbelieve, all communities in Los Angeles to assure that AIDS
I,

!!victims and others suffering from catastrophic illnesses are
II

I

,,

'titreat.ed fairly and properly.
'I
14

15

On November 19th, the Supreme Court of the United

I,

i\States gave employers in this country the ability to

16

I,

17

I,

IK

.

II

~dramatically

reduce health benefits to its employees.

ilof McGann vs. H

&

The case

H Music Company focused attention on the

il'
.
.
:crJ.tJ.cal
area of insurance coverage for catastrophic diseases;

ii

19

il

,,.!not

only AIDS, but any other catastrophic disease as well.

20

II

21

II

22

~access

23

li

24

I
li.

25
26

27

The election of President-elect Clinton was in part a

j(call for the issue of comprehensive health care reform, and the
of people to health care, I believe, must be recognized.

i\

The hearing this morning will consider a range of

I'

~J.ssues

relating to health insurance, discrimination in benefit

!I packages,

il

~employers,

and the effects of federal laws on consumers and
the purpose of which is to establish a record for

ipotential legislation in the upcoming legislative session.

28
/:

2

Number one, the issues that we wish to cover are:

insurance

2

coverage for HIV/AIDS illness; restriction on insurance
3

companies, for example, are disease-specific limitations
4

allowable under California insurance law, and are California
5

health insurance companies specifically excluding coverage for
6

AIDS or other catastrophic illnesses; three, what are the rights
7

of employees under California law; and obviously number four,
8

the federal restriction under the Federal Employee Retirement
9

Income Security Act we must consider as well.
10

We have a full agenda today, and I'd like to move as
II

quickly as possible through it.

If we could start with our

12

first witness, who will be Jacques Chambers, AIDS Project LA,
13

and Alan Lofaso, why don't you come forward as well.
14

Welcome to the Committee.
15

MR. CHAMBERS:

Thank you.

I appreciate your

16

invitation.
17

My name is Jacques Chambers.

I'm Program Manager of

18

the Benefits Program for AIDS Project Los Angeles.
19

While I do want to address some of the issues rai
20

I want to concentrate on a few of the items that you ment
21

which are also covered in the recent Task Force Report of
22

HIV Insurance Issues, recently delivered to Commissioner
23

Garamendi.
24

Regarding the AIDS caps, the AIDS-

if

caps,

25

which we have seen through self-funded plans, and we see
26

occasionally arising under insurance plans, but

ly under

27

self-insured plans, I want to first of all assure
28

that

3

financially, as a former underwriter for insurance companies,
there is absolutely no justification for AIDS-specific caps.
3

The dollars saved by the claims limited by these limits are

4

nothing when they're compared to the costs of medical inflation,

5

over use and overcharges, and administrative waste of selfinsured administrators.

7

X
9

Disease-specific caps, especially AIDS caps, are
placed on plans solely for judgmental reasons.

These

administrators claim they are saving money by not paying for

10

disabilities to which the insured's actions were a contributing

II

factor.

12

lung cancer for cigarette smokers?

13

disease for non-joggers?

14

Absolutely untrue.

Otherwise, where are the caps for
Where are the caps for heart

The ultimate example of this type of exclusion is the

15

"Laborers Health and Welfare Trust for Southern California".

16

Its plan lists the following among the list of covered benefits:

17

AIDS and ARC, or related conditions, are covered for children up

IX
I~

w
21
22

to age 13, and for eligibles of any age i f the disease was
contracted through a blood transfusion or a medical transfusion
of blood products.
This plan clearly intends to provide benefits only
for innocent victims of HIV.

Their Claims Supervisor even

confirmed that, that they would, in fact, cover a husband who
24

25

26

27
28

acquired HIV from his wife who got it from a blood transfusion,
despite the fact that this is not covered under the plan
description.
This is not a small, isolated example.

This

4

particular Labor Trust includes employers such as:
2
3
4

5
6
7

Associated General Contractors of California; the Building
Industry Association of Southern California; and Southern
California Contractors Association.
plan include:

Unions covered under this

Southern California District Council of Laborers,

and union locals from Bakersfield through Los Angeles,
Riverside, and Imperial Counties.

8
9

the

This loophole, however, comes under Federal ERISA
laws, so what can State Legislators do to protect their

10

constituents regarding these practices?
II
12
13

Number one, encourage Congress to correct this
egregious loophole that is further eroding the public's
confidence in a collapsing health care delivery system.

14

Number two, strengthen current insurance regulat

15

to prohibit this practice for all plans subject to state
16

regulation.
17

state

Number three, enact legislation prohibiting
18

entity from conducting business with any organization that
19

includes such a disease-specific cap in its benefit

an.

20

Finally, number four, publicly condemn the

t

21

and help us publicize the names of employers who have
22

heinous limits in their plans.
23

because

These plans abound throughout the state,
24

of the recent Supreme Court decision, we

to

25

proliferate.

For example, the University Hi

Hote

of Los

26

Angeles has a $25,000 lifetime cap on AIDS.

Centinela

27

of Inglewood, California recently raised its cap to $ 00,000,
2X

1

5

but it still provides all other benefits of $1 million for other
diseases.
3

And Metro Hotels, another administrator of hotels,

this one

Rosemead

lifetime 1

Rosemead puts a $10,000

on HIV
Two other issues I want to mention briefly are the

practice in California of post-claims underwriting.
7

To please

II

!marketing and agents, carriers have made it very simple to

X

purchase health insurance.

Answer nine, ten simple questions

about your health history, you get the policy.

However, any

10

time a claim is filed during the first two years of that policy,

II

the carrier literally re-underwrites the case.

12

examples where they will withhold payment for up to 18 months

13

while they search out past medical records, looking, quite

14

honestly, for opportunities to rescind that policy.

15

We have had

So, when someone buys such a coverage, they do not

16

know if they have coverage or not.

17

questions, the questions are very, very general in nature.

IX

it is not known for sure whether the carrier will stand by that

19

at the time a claim is filed.

20

legislation.

21

If

These can be corrected by local

involve insurance is, under the federal COBRA law, part of that

[[statute requires employers to notify terminating employees of

24
'i

,,

their rights under that law.

However, terminating employees

25

~have rights under other provisions.

26

~convert

27

II
1/

2X

And

Finally, an area slightly outside insurance but does

22

23

The way they phrase their

II
!I

They have a right to

their health insurance policy occasionally.

Often they

have a right to convert their life insurance policy to a

guaranteed

sue

li

're

If

2

disabil
3

1

continued

're

as

4

disabled,

the neces

c

5

At

no

I

to

6

inform
7

of

ifurther

f

we would

8

Tas

I

q

:Force
10

just

s

non prof

have a

II

a very

Have
of

ff

13

DS Project

what
14

carriers
15

a

16
17

f
18
19

ief in
20
21
22

23
24

25

Project
26
27

f

2X

so I'

s

7

hearing today so maybe we can get on with this important
business.
j

I'd 1

to expand on a few more of the

4

. recommendations of the Report, specifically Recommendation #10

5

:relating to the consolidation of the regulatory bureaucracy,
Recommendations #7 and #9 relating to non-admitted insurers and

7

multiple employer trusts, and Recommendations #23 and 24

X

relating to restoring some current laws relating to extension

I}

and conversion coverage.

10

On the subject of consolidation of the bureaucracies,

II

many individuals with whom I've spoken, and many individuals to

1::!

whom Jacques has referred to me, have noted that they've had an

u

extremely difficult time accessing the consumer complaint

14

bureaucracy in the Department of Corporations.

15

in the phone book, one sees under the Department of Corporations

In

a number for Banks, a number for Securities, a number for Health

17

Care Service Plans.

IX

number for Consumer Complaints.

llJ

bureaucratic obstacle for many people who need access to the

20

Department of Corporations and haven't been able to find it as

21

they've been able to find that access in the Department of

22

Insurance.

And if one looks

The individual looking for help sees no
This has been considered a

There are many issues other than those relating to
24

25
26

27
2X

consumer complaints that are relevant to the regulation of the
Knox-Keene plans in Corporations versus the indemnity plans in
Insurance, but we think that this consumer access issue is very
important and ought to be addressed.

In

1

to

of

terms

'}

"'

of regu

0

bureaucracies

as

f

4

large
5

government:

ERISA

f

6

Labor, and

to

7

Internal Revenue

to

an

g

employer's re
9

We
10

level,
II

allow
12

state consumer

f

Insurance, to
14

the

Revenue

15

that
16

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
17

Berman

to

indicating

lL

IR

on

19

:w

-'

looking at ERI

sense

c
24

'Who are
25

commonly
26

27
2R

,Trusts,
plans is

H

to

9

escape the regulc ion of California Insurance.
2

I
quickly

4

5
6
7

other speakers will expand upon this, and I'll
this works.

a

,of writing a policy

An insurance company, instead

f, creates a trust domiciled in another

,j

~state.

That insurer sells the policy -- or underwrites a policy

i!to that trust, and then the trust sells not a policy, but a
ll

~certificate of group coverage either to a small business or to

llan individual.

This reality has allowed many health insurers, many

!!

10

II
12

II

li
~group

health insurers, to escape important state regulations

!i

irthat are critical for adequate health delivery for many
~Californians.

A couple of those are Sections 10128, et cetera,

jl

llfrom the Insurance Code, which provide for
14

il
~continued

15

:I

16

which provide for

extended coverage for conditions that were experienced

i\during the time a policy was in force; meaning that if an
il

!/individual worked for a company, became disabled as a result of
17

;i

1[an illness, that company's policy ought to continue to cover
IX

IY

~that

individual for that specific condition that that individual

;;

!!experienced while being covered from that policy.
20
21

~

Section 10291.5 further expands upon this provision

lj

l:by requiring that the Insurance Commissioner cannot approve a
22

i

i!policy that -- where an insurer tries to exempt themselves from

!I

~sort of this long-term liability.

24

I believe it's called

I

/terminal liability.

1

25

j,

II

26

'il

27

i:

In addition, Section 12670, et cetera, provides for

~several

conversion coverage rights, many of which have been

undermined by virtue of trusts being domiciled out of state and
2X

ect to

not
2

based
3

s

In
4

are

$1

0

hospital
6

polic

00

000

7

4

8

1

1
9

insurers

'80

10

Republic
domiciled
12

provis
13

whatsoever.

14

still
15

c
16

the
17

we have a
18

is going
l9

that will

many
2!

,s
other
Garamendi'
24

a
25

expands
26

issues of
27

with
2X

Great

11

the health
2

insura~ce

market that cannot get employer-based

'I

I

coverage by

of the fact

employer.

we

they no longer have any
, is putting the universal

in universal
5

And this is important from the state's point of view,
6

as a great deal of cost shifting has occurred, and this is
7

particularly evidenced in the AIDS epidemic, whereby those
X

people who experienced the most catastrophic illnesses are
shifted onto the private -- excuse me, the public sector.
10

Statistics from the Department of Health Services indicate that
II

46% of people with AIDS are on Medi-Cal in this state.

Meaning

12

that -- and larger, a significant percentage of these people are
I~

not even eligible for Medi-Cal and are required to seek care
14

through the county.

And this results in inadequate care that

15

delays the ability of people to obtain early intervention
16

services for themselves.

It makes them more ill, and in fact,

17

ultimately it wastes money for the health care system by not
IX

allowing the most efficient care, and ultimately all these costs
19

are passed on in the form of uncompensated care, and the system
pays for them anyway.
21

So, to quickly sum up, I'd like to say that there are
22

a number of issues relating to caring for people with
2~

disabilities after they leave employment which are particularly
24

important to provide a complete universal system.
25

Thank you very much.
26

27
2X

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you, Mr. Lofaso.

Mr. Michael Weinstein, AIDS Health Care Foundation.

I

know

a

cOUt

as
MR. WE

4

IN

··today can

5

f

want to make

6

view of

7

AIDS f

g

see
9
10

the

I

essential

to

health care

're

II
12

13

current

:as ourselves,

14

the

15

County cut

6

~re-opened

·cared
•

own
20

a
23

growing
24

So
25

are ta
26
'

proposal

'1~

~I

·action to
2X

f

usc

g

9

sue

sel

our

13
being uninsured.

I mean, it's much more difficult to piece

•. something back together once somebody has fallen out of the
out of the

tern than it is to

them in the system.

The current situation regarding the state, I'd like
5

~to
.I

talk about a few specifics.

First of all, I'd like to

·underline what was said by Alan Lofaso on ERISA.
7

You know, ERISA, which was devised to be a protection
for the employee, one side product of it that I think is very
detrimental is, it has really prevented the states, on many
10

II

different levels, from taking effective action that they need to

II

take.

And in the absence of national leadership over the last

12

decade in the area of health, it's really been something that's
been used to prevent reform.
14

I think, first of all, at the state level, there's a
15

project that's been in effect for a number of years called the
16

HIP program, which is used to have Medi-Cal pay private health
17

care premiums in order to extend that coverage.

That program

IX

has been, in my opinion, ineffective because the bureaucratic
19

logjam in the process of getting the person onto the program
20

has resulted in the fact that most people lose their insurance
21

before that takes hold.

And I'd like to see that issue

22

addressed.
Also, the program called MR. MIP, which the state
24

instituted, the major risk program, was capped at $10,000, and
25

there are no plans, given the state's budget situation, to
26

expand it, and therefore, you know, that also means more people
27

going onto the Medi-Cal rolls, and more people going onto -- to
2X

charity
2

so
:the last

4

into PCCM

5

Now, AIDS

6

as

f

is

, or

.• sponsored a

1

7

Governor,

X

patients into

PCCM

,negotiat

more

9

I

10

and we're not

II

they're

s

12

•for treating an AIDS

13

.about $270 a

14

15
16

's

perhaps

IX

because
the bas

20

we've
I

So

•comparable

17

2

1

Now,
,Now,

s

to

'S

on
But

catastrophic
models
attention

24

25
26

27

2X

accomplished~

$11
that
necess

it

f

15
,everybody in the

~tate

of California who's on Medi-Cal now had

Kaiser, they'd get a lot better health care.

But my concern is

.\

how these new

are going to be structured .

..J

I also would like to call on particularly Democratic
leadership and Members of the Legislature, sort of bolstered by
1what's happening at the national level.
7

I mean, if other states

like can pass --and I'll be a little partisan here

X

can pass

noxious proposals against choice in order to have them be

()

legally challenged, and those laws are in effect while the
10

challenge is going on, regardless, I think, regardless of
II

whether they will ultimately stand up to court challenge, I

12

think that the state ought to put into place sanctions against
i
1

self-insured employers.

Let us be on the offensive.

Sanctions

14

against those employers who cut benefits after the fact.
l.'i

The court, after all, only -- their decision is only

16

applicable in one district, because the Supreme Court did not
17

hear the case.

They didn't rule against it.

They just didn't

IX

hear it.

So, it's only applicable in that -- in that region.

IY

And I think we ought to be aggressive in telling
20

employers that they cannot do this.

Until the local Circuit

21

Court rules that way, or until the Supreme Court hears the case
22

and upholds it, rather than just not hearing it, I think we
ought to explore what sanctions can we put in place to prevent
24

the employers from reducing the coverage.
25

I also wanted to say, lastly, that with the defeat of
26

the CMA proposal that was recently on the ballot, I think that
27

one lesson that has to be learned from that is that any proposal
2X

at the state level has to be universal.
2

AIDS

The

providers were unanimous in their opposition to 166.

as

from the fact that in many of our view it was a doctor
4

protection plan, the reason we were opposed to it is that for a
5

person with HIV and AIDS, who is unemployed as a

6
I

of the

disease, is already unemployed, this plan would have done

7

9

initiative.
10

The -- health care was one of the major issues

~all exit polling that people voted on in the nat

II

; I think they ought to seize the initiative and
12

'aggressive action, you know, and again, let's
13

--and I'm glad that Senator Torres

election.
some
to s

up on

14

for ERISA reform, which may be an eas
15

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you

lh

Bert Nance, HIV/AIDS Task Force,
17

'HIV/AIDS Task Force, please come
IH

Is Eliseo Martinez here from the AIDS

Care

19

,Foundation?
20

Welcome to the Committee, gentlemen.
21

MR. NANCE:

Good morning.

I'd like to correct

's

23

Brent, B-r-e-n-t.
24

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you

25

MR. NANCE:

Coming up

you today, most of what has been said I can s
27

perhaps save some time.

to

17

I wou 1 1 like to talk a minute about what I consider a

problem that is increasing in California, and
of an insurance plan marketed by Blue

1

s,

Blue Shield, multiple employer trust plans, that are domiciled
outside of California, to come out with a plan, put it in place
for a couple of years.
7

As soon as the claims start to exceed

the premium income from that plan, the plan is closed to new
business or capped.

No new entrants are allowed into that plan;

that plan will continue to deteriorate.

The rates will

10

skyrocket in an effort and an attempt to dump sick people off of
II

an existing plan that the carrier marketed.

12

Blue Shield has been doing this again and again and
13

again in California.

I happen to have HIV positive -- happen to

14

be HIV positive.
15

When I started my Blue Shield plan, I was

paying about $89 a month.

My rates are now $551 a month.

I

16

have no place I can go to obtain new coverage.

I'm

17

self-employed, and with my existing health problem, carriers,
IX

obviously, aren't going to take me.
19

Blue Shield just recently was approved to issue new
plans in California modifying their existing plans.

While they

21

haven't closed their existing plans, the 10-15% premium
22

differential rate of the new plans will force people to go into
23

the lower priced new plan.

The same thing will happen to

24

hundreds of thousands of people covered under the existing Blue
25

Shield policies who have poor health and will not be allowed to
26

move into the new plan at lower rates.
27

2X

Blue Cross has done this.

There is a company out of

8
Laguna called American Life and Health Insurance
2
3

that

has closed six to seven plans in the last seven years,
these people either out of the product entirely, or fore

4

to a conversion policy that provides substantially less
5

benefits.

6

7

X

This type of conduct is inexcusable and shou
allowed to continue.

II

12

I again support Extra-Territorial

15
16

ion.

That's #9 on the proposal in the Task Force.
business in California should be required to meet
Insurance guidelines, period.

13
14

It's going to take legislation to

the issue.

9

10

not be

i

No ifs, ands, or buts.

We need to do something similar to proposal #1 ,
regarding pre-existing conditions.

For an

a

group plan, going into an individual plan,

some

modification of pre-existing condition

17

Post-claims underwriting, proposal #18

a

IX

significant issue in California.

More and more and more

19

frequently, if someone submits an HIV-related c

m

a

policy has been issued, that insurance company will

21

months to a year investigating past medical
22

claims, looking for some minor reason to get of
23

contract.
24

Another significant problem

're

25

HIV that would correlate to other

ses as

26

number of people who have been working for an
27

totally disabled, disabled still 29 months
2X

of

a

19
onto Medicare.
2

At that point in time, COBRA continuation has

ended; all private health insurance policies end when a person
first become el

4

for Medicare.

In most cases, that person

ilis not eligible for a Medi-Gap policy because they were under
the age of 65, and Medi-Gap reform was for people 65 and over.
This leaves people with HIV and other serious health problems

7

with no ability to pay for prescription drug benefits.

X

Prescription drug benefits are excluded from Medicare unless

y

you're hospitalized at the time.

10

We need not tell you that prescription medications

II

for people who are HIV easily run $600, 800, 1,000 and up to

12

$4,000-5,000 a month, depending on what medications they're on.

13

It's a significant problem if we don't have Medi-Gap coverage

14

available for people under the age of 65.

15

Thank you.

16

MR. ROBINSON:

Good morning.

I'm Bill Robinson, an

17

independent life health insurance agent in Los Angeles for about

IX

ten years.

IY

on the Board of Directors of the L.A. Branch of the California

~)

21
22

I also am a member of the LIFE AIDS Lobby, and serve

Association of Health Underwriters.
In serving on the Task Force, we did some very
intensive studies and discussions, research, that resulted in

23

recommendations I think all of us are very proud of.

24

now is to see these implemented.

25
26
27

2X

Our goal

I'm extremely delighted that hearings like this are
being held and other discussions, I'm told, are happening,
resulting in this Task Force Report, not collecting dust

somewhere, which I think is so often the case.
2

For non-ERISA plans, which I would
3

as

employer-sponsored plans where there are less

100

4

and they're fully insured, we still need the Extra-Territorial
5

protection that's #9.

6

Texas, I particularly know, has had it in part since

7

1979, and strengthened in '85.

8

works.

9

I

It

It's not been chal

had occasion to deal with it as an agent

a

California employer with a branch in Texas and a health

10

in Texas, and we could not change coverage under the

of

II

their law because of controls that it provided.
12

the

Even

employer was

plan was trusted in Mississippi and

California, and this was just a branch in Texas,
14

was protected.
15

to begin

I didn't want to do

employer wanted to do it.

16

The California Department of Insurance

l

17

Department, especially through the ef

of Peter Groom,

18

always responded -- not always as eff

l

iently as we

19

because of staff limitations, and I wish something
20

for that -- to complaints and referrals that

a

s

21

in the entire state, he tells me, including Brent
22
1

1

where we forward up to him copies of l

II

with illegal restrictions or questions about HIV s
24

Alden Life currently is still selling an
25

application asks,

"Have you ever tes

pos

26

That's legal in 49 states, but it
27

28

~and they have --

not legal

i

21
MR. NANCE:
2

Six months later, they're still using it.

MR. ROBINSON:
•. otherwise, and

4

They revised the application

11 has the question.

I believe they're in

the process of finally admitting that it needs to be changed,
but they're not working fast to do it.

6

But generally speaking, I know many cases where Peter

7

Groom has sent what I've called a "bluff letter" to multiple
employer trusts, which are plans, as described, that are not

9

truly under the jurisdiction of the State's Insurance laws, and

10

those plans almost always have taken the plan off the market in

II
12

14

~California

or removed the restriction in California rather than

II

~dea 1

. h
w~t

:I that

the hassle, the pressure, was enough.

~fail-safe

CD!.

Not b ecause t h ey h ad to, b ut b ecause t h ey f e 1 t
That's not a

system to solve it.

1:

15
16

And yes, AB 1672 has, finally, a first instance of
~Extra-Territorial

17

il

IX

~knowledge.

19

control in its regulations, but that control

il only applies to the content of AB 1672, to the best of my

It

It does not retroactively apply to all the rest of

~the Insurance Code of this state to out-of-state plans, and that

20

'I
II

21

II

::needs to be done without question.
Almost no small group plans are domiciled in the

1:

i'I
11

State of California, which leaves very little under control of

II

~the Department of Insurance when you consider that,
24

25

26
27

as your

IIReport states, over half the employees are governed by ERISA
II

plans, so they're not under control, and that most small group

~plans

employers unwitting buy, and not knowing anything about

II

!this esoteric issue, are also not governed by the state's

II

2

Insurance laws.

We have a great law that doesn't

a

f

2

effect unless we bluff it.
3

I do want to state something that too many

I

4

don't think yet appreciate, at least I believe strongly in
5

and that's that AB 1672 does at least solve a whole

of

6

problems relating to cost and access to health care by small
7

employers as those problems relate to or are caused by
8

companies.

Finally, employers will be able to get

9

without being turned down, despite

occupations

have,

\()

or what health history.
II

serv

I have a case in point in Orange
12

Foundation, a much smaller organizat

APLA

, fortunate

13

so that it's under AB 1672, presented a plan

a

14

company, Employers Health Insurance,

its

were

15

experience rated.

The rates were sky high

of claims losses.

And they're paying $300 an

reasons

16

17

now, and it's breaking them.

I can't move them to

18

plan, which we would like to do.

We're reduc

19

Employers Health that they're willing to do,

next

, I

20

can move them to any plan they want.
21

And I'm also interested to note

f

t

22

that Employers Health has been a

at times,

23

claims issues and in this rating issue

they

24

record, sending a Mailgram to every one of
25

they support AB 1672.

They're

steps to

26

They believe in it. They acknowledge other
27

out, proclaiming they can't function in that

we

23

all say, "good rirtdance."

And I'm happy to see companies like

2

Employers bite the bullet and work with it, as Pacific Mutual,
3

and Blue Cross and Blue Shield have agreed to do, because I

4

think it will work.
5

But AB 1672 doesn't do anything to prevent AIDS
benefit caps, or any other dread disease caps, in these out-of7

state trusts.

I think we have a law that prevents that, but

it's got to be Extra-Territorial.

If we could somehow make the

9

entire California Insurance Code applicable to all plans doing
10

II
12

business in California, in the way the wording already is now in
1672, that, with one fell swoop, with no budget ramifications
that I can think of, would make remarkable change.
Obviously, individuals and two-employee firms are out

14

of the loop.

We have to address that, and that's not an easy

15

solution.
16

As far as ERISA plans, I would like to think, though
17

it's kind of a radical approach, but the recommendations in the
IX

Task Force Report are using issues of regulations of insurers
19

and insurance agents who have to be licensed to do business in
20

this state, I think, even to be the administrators for some of
21

these ERISA plans.

If we could use that direction, rather than

22

trying to regulate the employers, we could skirt the ERISA
23

regulations and make it illegal for insurers or agents to be
24

involved in setting up such plans if they have these exclusions
25

in them.

And there'd be no one left to sell them unless these

26

out-of-state suppliers of these plans somehow did business
27

2X

directly, and even there might be a way of controlling that.

4

Until we have that kind of control, it seems to me

i[

2
3
4

i)

il

i:we' re stuck with a very weak control, and that • s public
i

!!pressure, and hoping that the integrity and concern of
;I

!I

~employers

5
6

is sufficiently high to not want to do this.

I

II

~certainly can't conceive of the Los Angeles Times, or Bank of
I'

1America, or Coca-Cola, or other AT&T companies ever doing these

1

7

8
9

iikinds of limits because the public relations would be bad, the
ilemployee morale would be bad.
I:

~ago,

Yet,

I

recall two or three

Circle K stores based in New Mexico or, I think, Arizona

10

~in

II

~their self-insured plan and excluded AIDS entirely.

12

the middle of a bankruptcy re-organization,
At s

imonths, with a lot of pressure and opposition to
1

13

il!i

14

\i

!I

iivoluntarily removed it, but not because they were
ilto
1:,,
•

15
16

1

And in my selling self-insured

to

li

)!employers, which are now available and more cost-ef
17

they used to be for 20 or 30 life firms, where it's

a

18

partially self-funded plan -- that means the employer
19

the liability for, maybe, the first $20-30,000 of
20

a year and then a stop-loss protection kicks
21

like Great West Life, and Principle Mutual,
22

operate these, there is a long 1

of options.

It'

l

Chinese menu of options of what you want to
24

plans.

And to my knowledge, you don't

25

self-funded plans any other variet
26

And I'm happy to say that none of
27

companies have any box to check off to exclude or l
28

AIDS, or

25
any other dread diseases.
2

It's not an option.

But when you get, I think, especially into fully
unfunded plans, where the employer does it all themselves [sic],
'that's where

can come up.

And until we have regulation,

it's going to be a serious shortcoming.
Thank you.
7

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

X

There are other menus besides

Chinese menus that are long.
MR. ROBINSON:

10

I didn't mean to be --

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

II

Right.

All right, thank you very much.

12

Eliseo Martinez, AIDS Health Care Foundation, are you

13

here?

14

No.
Mr. Ross Farley, ACT-UP, Los Angeles.

15

Dr. Russell

Beckley, Health Access.

J(J

DR. BECKLEY:

17

Good morning.

I'm a physician at UCLA Medical Center.

IX

I'm Russell Beckley.
I'm in the Department

of General and Internal Medicine, and a member of Health Access

19

of California.

20

I just have a few very general comments.

21

I can say,

again, ditto to most of the things that have been said this
morning so far.

23
24

The group I am representing, Health Access of
'California, is a broadly based coalition of 180 member

25

organizations that include community and consumer groups, labor
1

27

2X

organizations, provider organizations, and health advocacy
groups.

In addition, there are 6-7,000 individual members.

major

The members of Health Access believe
2

health care reform is essential for California.

3

that health care coverage ought to be universal

4

comprehensive benefits.

5

lieve

The problem of health insurance coverage

6

with catastrophic illnesses such as AIDS is a critical one.

7

too often, patients with chronic or expensive illnesses are

8

denied health insurance coverage or lose their

9

coverage as they become ill, as we have heard previous

10

Center

13

in Los Angeles -- from 1988 until June of this

which, as you're aware, is one of

14

patients who had developed serious il

15

lost their health insurance coverage

16

ended up within the County system.

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26

27

28

s

As a resident physician at Harbor UCLA

12

18

insurance

morning.

II

17

All

are numerous.

County

1

I

ses
other

The reasons

s

Some of the patients become too s

cannot afford their premiums; their premiums can
they can get to levels that the patient can no
especially since many of the patients are border!

a

on

"poverty level in the first place with low-paying j
ans

If the patients are
those groups can be dropped altogether.
small percentage of the patients
plan can be dropped from that group.

When

of

that
When

"insurance policies come up for renewal, that
can be excluded from coverage in the future,

th

27

lose their health insurance as well.
The case of H & H Music Company is a further and very
i'

4

serious indicat

!

il insurance

how fragile health insurance or health

coverage can be.

The insurance coverage of that

1patient was supposed to be $1 million, but once he developed
1AIDS, his coverage dropped to $5,000.
7

llcoverage for a patient with AIDS is simply absurd.
li

Since more and more companies are becoming self-

I
I

9
10

A level of $5,000 for

I

I insured

as they try to control costs, this ruling has very

II

.
1serJ.ous implications for a very large number of California

1

II

il

[!employees.
12

Health insurance is supposed to allow us to obtain

11

II

l,lhealth care when we become ill and protect us from financial
14

15
16

17

!I

II ruin

from the high expense of medical care.

~today,
I

this does not occur.

All too frequently

Many of our population can't obtain

'

~health care because of pre-existing conditions, again as we have
!I
:I heard,

and because of exclusionary waivers in their policies.

IX

I! some
19

20
21
22

'I

entire industries, as we have also heard today, have

~trouble

obtaining health insurance because they're considered at

!high risk for large medical bills.
I

II
il
II

Patients who need health insurance and health care

'i

'ithe most should be able to obtain it.

Patients should not be

denied coverage because of pre-existing conditions.
24

Premiums for insurance must be affordable; caps on
25

benefits should be at reasonable levels.

A lifetime cap, again,

26

of $5,000 is simply absurd.

Patients should not have to pay

27

excessive co-payments and deductibles that will leave them with
2X

28
financial ruin in the event they do become significant
2

ill.

The time for major health care re

3

Any health care reform must include insurance reform,

4

of the health insurance system by itself would be a signif

5

step in the right direction.

6

I applaud you and this Committee on its ef

7

Thank you very much.

X

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

()

taking the time to be with us today.

10

II

Thank you very much, Doctor,

Mr. Lofaso, you have two attorneys
1be very brief; is that correct?

1

12

Are you Dan Gruber?

13

MR. KANTOR:

14

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

15

IX
It)

MR. KANTOR:

Please

fy

My name is Glenn Kantor

in the firm of Gruber & Kantor.

lf

I am
our

We are

practice is limited to representing insureds who
with their health, life, and disabil

20
21

I'm Glenn Kantor.

you represent.

16

17

to

are

insurance

I'd like to discuss today some of
that we see on a day-to-day basis

22

First and foremost

actua

our cl
sue o

Extra-Territoriality, in that the
24
25
26

27

2X

great deal of protection
for insureds with disabling

maybe not enough
lnesses

example is the Health and Safety Code Section 199.21
provides:

the fact that an individual has tested HIV

t
A

h

29
cannot be used to determine insurability.
We've seen a number of different companies that have
the question, "Are you HIV positive?" on an application.

We've

4

had clients who've had their insurance rescinded because they

5

told -- misrepresented the fact that they were HIV positive to
get the insurance.

7

The insurance was issued and then rescinded.

,,

II

X

They did not have AIDS; they were asymptomatic, but their
coverage was taken away.
We've filed lawsuits, and the defense asserted by the

10

insurance companies is always,

II

the policy was not issued in California.

12

abide by California law."

"We are not a California company;
We do not have to

That's equivalent to Detroit building a car, selling
14

it here, collecting the money here, but saying, "We don't have

15

to abide by your emission standards."

16

And we see a very simple solution to this problem.

17

Throughout the Insurance Code, it discusses insurance policies.

IX

All we need is an amendment that provides that the term

19

20
21

22

"insurance policy" is synonymous with "insurance certificate".
. If a certificate is issued to an insured in this state, the
il
!!

1J

II

~

25
If

26

27

2X

certificate should have to abide by California law.

~provide

23
24

It's not acceptable.

It would

protection to individuals with AIDS, as well as many

other individuals who just become disabled while employed.
Another issue that we see on a daily basis is the
manner in which insurance companies deal with HIV positive

!I

ljli status versus an indivi'dual with AIDS.

Insurance companies

I'

~

h

II

frequently will decide that if an insured was HIV positive prior

30
to getting the insurance and later develops AIDS,

IDS

2

was a pre-existing condition.

3

The medical community is almost unanimous in determining

4

That, again, is

HIV positive status is not equivalent to AIDS.

5

We need a judicial or legislative declaration

6

!defining the difference between an HIV positive status and AIDS

7

to prevent insurance companies from taking this step and, once

8

again, preventing people from having the insurance

9

which they're entitled and which they thought they had.

10

Another issue which was addressed by Mr. Nance was

II

12

to

f

that of increased rates.

We've dealt with

The
l

.works is, an insurance company will set up a plan and al
I'

13
14
15

'I

who are eligible to join.

After a few years, when those

are in the plan have become sick, they'll c

the

an,

Those who are healthy in that plan can

16

17
18
19

20
21

22

23
24

25
26
27

28

Those who can't leave are those who are ill.

And

is, every year those who are healthy leave because

rates

that plan are too high; those who remain get s
The insurance company then raises the rates
justifies it by,

"We have to have this plan

But by closing the plan, they've prevented
itself without charging exhorbitant rates.
The Legislature must do something
If it means that a company can only have one
open to all who are then eligible, if that's
it, it must be done.

But we cannot allow the

to

31

companies to continue closing plans to, in essence, force people
2

out who are sick.
In my experience, the insurance companies do not want
4

to insure sick people.
5

They want to insure healthy people, and

if you get sick, they want to do anything they can to get rid of
:you.

7

ERISA, obviously, presents a great deal of problems

X

to insureds.

It was enacted by Congress to protect individuals.

The only entity that ERISA protects is insurance companies.
10

For the last 25 years in California, the judiciary
II

has determined that a breach of the covenant of good faith and
12

fair dealing by an insurance company can result in the insurance
I~

company being held accountable not only for the insurance
14

benefits at issue, but for any emotional distress caused to the
15

insured if a claim is unreasonably denied.

And if the denial is

lh

malicious, it can result in punitive damages to the insurance
17

company.
IX

The United States Supreme Court, in its wisdom, in
19

the case entitled Pilot Life v. Dedeaux, determined that
Congress did not want those remedies available if the insurance
21

was provided pursuant to the ERISA plan.

The only remedies

22

available are the insurance benefits at issue plus discretionary
attorneys' fees.
24

What that means is, if an insurance company
25

unreasonably, maliciously, denies a valid claim, an insured can
2h

get a lawyer.

The lawyer will go to court and probably win.

27

And what happens is, the insurance company ends up paying the

exact amount they should have paid at the beginning.
2

3

insurance company is not punished.
not to deny valid claims.

4

5

6
7
8

is no reason

I realize it's beyond the power of

i

Legislature to correct this problem, but we can
help us to direct efforts to our Congressmen and Pres
1 as

Clinton to amend ERISA to allow for state remedies as
remedies provided by ERISA.

9

Thank you very much.

10

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
II

Thank you.

We'll take a short break.

12

[Thereupon a brief recess was
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

.]

s

Special

14

Zelman, please come to the stand.
15

Welcome to the Committee, Mr.
16

MR. ZELMAN:
17

Nice to be here.

Good morning, Senator.

18

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
19

Thursday.

I'll be

you, I

Oh, you won't be in that hearing,

20

MR. ZELMAN:

I'm not sure I

1

21

Lion Inn is not my purview.

My concern

but not

22

Most of what I was going to s

sa

23

me try to summarize some of those concerns.
24

When looking at issues such as
25

other such phenomena, one is struck at

f

26

Jinsurance that-- by the reality that
27

28

~practices perpetrated by both insurers and

t

II

II

il

33

I!

'I

~which

2

!i

we are

:I sometimes,

rela~ively,

if not totally, helpless.

frustrating circumstance.

It's a very,

As aggressive and as loud

:as we can be, we're often -- we don't have a lot of weapons
4

:lb
,j e h"1nd

us.

Many of the -- many of those perpetrating the

greatest abuses are beyond our purview.
You've heard a fair amount about that this morning
7

,jalready.

There are all kinds of problems with the ERISA law and

I,[

ilwith our inability to get appropriate redress of grievances for
II

~people abused under that law.

10
II

\I

I
i[

We have all kinds of problems with

~Extra-Territoriality, as was described with multiple employer

12
~trusts,

whose policies are not subject to our California law.
We have problems -- this one hasn't been quite as

!I
14

il

[discussed as much this morning -- with MEWAs, Multiple Employer

1

I.S
16

~Welfare
II

Arrangements, or associations in which several

I! employers,

or an administrator may get together a number of

17

employers and, in effect, have them self-insure, which we have
IX

generally taken the view of as being illegal in California, but
19

they continue to do it.

There are hundreds of thousands of

20

people probably insured in such MEWAs.

Some of them are

21

probably doing a fine job.

Many of them find our, you know

many of their insureds find their way very quickly to our
complaint hotline with all kinds of problems.

Many of them go

24

belly-up.
25

So, we have grave concerns there.

Some of them are

26

issuing policies with AIDS caps.

They want to find a way to be

27

licensed in California, and certainly that's just one more
2X

liproblem that we see with them if they're going to
2

i!

3

il

4

"I'

sue

jikinds of policies that gives us even graver doubts as to

5
6

\!appropriateness of finding a mechanism by which

~allowed

to market products in California.

I

of

In our view, the solution to all of these
II

, and

[things is relatively obvious, although not easy to come
7

:!that is, we need an SB 6-type proposal, a universal access
~proposal

9

II

employment

status, regardless of whether they are employed or unemployed,

1

10

that covers everyone, regardless of the

0r moving from one job to another job, or employed by a

1

II

i!

II

~employer

12
13

or a small employer.

:;

11everyone in California and everyone in the United States.
II
l1

It's long past time that we stood alone

:1

14

We need health access

II

i!

"

!!Africa
as an industrialized nation and not
,,
15
16

'I

~comprehensive benefits to all our people.
I'

:!

We are a little bit hopeful, more

II
I

17

![than we have a right to be in many, many years, if not
18

!i
11

many decades, that such a change may come about

19

States of America.
20

I
'I

!I sympathetic

We have a President who

to some of these very spec if

not
issues we'

21

talking about here this morning, but

committed to a

22

of universal access and cost containment,

h

23

be able to achieve universal access.
24

And I think a number of things

come

25

that suggest, for the first time, that
26

be closer to universal access than ever before
27
I'

28

And those factors we would point to are the

there

35

is a greater concern about the problem, perhaps, than there has
ever been before.
3

We all know now that universal access is not a
:,
~low-income

5
6

7

or poor people's issue around which some middle-class

lcitizens can sympathize and mobilize.

It is now a pressing

,,

ljcrisis for every American who now knows that, given cases like
1:

",we just saw in the Music case, that every one of us is but one
:j

i!illness or one job away from having no health insurance.
i

~is

10

II

That

a rich person's issue; it's a middle-class issue; it's a poor

I'

~~person's

issue.

It Is everyone Is issue.

And that has never been

ljmore obvious to more people.

12

1:

14

/I

~

Secondly, I think it's also clear that there is

~growing consensus as to what the nature of the solution should
15
16

II be.

Washington, and to some extent California, has been

II

~deadlocked for the last five years or so over competing health

I!

ii

:I insurance

I'

17

IX
19

20
21

reform models.

There is growing consensus that what

ii

i'we need is some form of policy in which the state or the federal
II

igovernment guarantees the policy, but which is privately
I

!delivered by competing health care plans, such as outlined in
II
II SB

'I

6.

And I think there is growing consensus that we can merge

II

[[the best of the competitive and regulatory models and come up
22
1
'

with something that will work for everyone, and that will be

~politically

24

25

II

il
/,

li

26

viable as well.

il

And third, as I suggested, we have a President who,
for the first in many, many years, or we have a President,

II

~finally, who seems to care about this issue, seems to be

27

llcornmitted to it, and seems to be willing to use the powers of

6

that office to achieve it.
2

And I think the only way we ever get
3

most incremental reform in America is when you have enormous
4

;concern, growing consensus, as to what has to be done,
5

leadership from the top.

It takes all three of those e

6

and I think, perhaps, for the first time in the history of the
7

health care debate in America, those elements are all
X

and we have a chance of getting someplace.
9

I did Chair the Commissioner's Task Force on HIV
10

Related Insurance Problems.

People from that

Force,

I

II

think, have eloquently summarized some of the
12

The single greatest concern they
al
if we
l."i

universal access, you could throw away most of

rest

16

Report because we wouldn't have these kinds of
17

The proposal also mentions a good
IX

relating to ERISA.

Some of them, we think,

19

bit.

We're not sure we can really do some of
Berman

are proposed there, but certainly we can
21

' legislation which, as the attorney who testif

just

22

suggested, would bring some reasonableness to ERISA l
give Californians and others more protection
24

by insurers under those laws.
25

It is important,

I

think, to not

I

Task Force Report also stressed the small group re
27

2X

have been enacted now by the California Legis

And

37

we've been skeptical of those reforms in terms of, they're not
2

going to control cost, and they're not going to dramatically
expand access, and we shouldn't for a moment think that the

4

drive for universal access should in any way be derailed by

5

these modest reforms, they are very, very important for those

6

relatively few individuals who are considered to be uninsurable

7

these days.

And small employers who wish to pay the bills, and

who are able to pay the bills, may now find that they are at
least able to get insurance for a reasonable ballpark price.
10

Again, it's not going to compel them to get

II

insurance.

It's not going to bring down the cost of that

12

insurance.

In fact, insurance may go up.

But for those who

have high-risk populations, or even a group of five or six with
14

one high-risk individual, or even 15 with one high-risk

15

individual, that individual, that group, will be helped by this

16

law, and it's significant for that reason if that reason alone.

17

There are a number of other measures that have been

IH

mentioned here today that the Task Force touched on.

ll)

gain more control over MEWAs.

20
21
22

24

25

li

what those circumstances are, and we have to make

!I

sure that they don't begin engaging in some of these kind of

li

practices.

I!
il

II
II
II
II
I

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Does the Department plan to take an

administrative or enforcement action against such MEWAs?
MR. ZELMAN:

Well, our general position has been that

II

II

2H

If we are going to allow MEWAs to

be licensed under some circumstances, we have to define very

II
~specifically

26
27

We need to

,,
;I

MEW As are illegal in California.

Unfortunately, there are

8

hundreds of thousands of people insured in them.

If

2

or another went about immediately

iminating

]

hundreds of thousands of people more onto the streets
4

insurance, and we don't have the administrative capac

to

5

really go after all of them.
6

So, we have been going after those who appear to be
7

what we've

on the weakest footing financially, and that's
X

been able to focus on.
9

discussions

There are discussions, and we've
10

be some

with some of them to review whether or not
II

to

•circumstances under which some of them can be
12

u

:function in California.

But I must

,

are

when some of

marketing products that have AIDS caps in them

it

14

that

•much more dubious as to whether or not we want to
15

kind of behavior, and under what c

tances we

16

ts

an agreement with them, allowing them to
17

in California.
IX

We've looked at expanding

COBRA

I

19

think that'll be very difficult legislatively,
20

business environment, and strengthening convers
21

California.

I think that, too, will

very,

f

lt

given the business climate in Cali
We are also looking,

and

24

continuing to work with members of the
and others, on the issues of:

post-cl

was brought up here today; on Extra-Territorial

lators,
whic
was

27

•brought up here today; on the very significant issue of the

39

closing and opening of new and old plans, and how people tend to
get abused in that process; and on gradually expanding the
reforms of the small group market to cover individuals and to
cover smaller groups.
5

We want to pursue some of these goals,

and I hope we will in this legislative year.
But again, far and aw·ay the most important charge

7
X

here to all of us, I think, has to be to attain a California'based, if not American-based, universal access law that

')

,guarantees all individuals, regardless of their employment
10

'status, the right to adequate comprehensive health care.

II

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

12

Thank you very much.

Deborah Kelch, California Association of HMOs.
:Welcome to the Committee.

14

MS. KELCH:

15
16

17

I am the Director of Policy Advocacy for the
California Association of HMOs.

I really appreciate the opportunity to testify here
today.

20
21

CAHMO represents 36 licensed

•Knox-Keene HMOs, with more than 9 million California enrollees.

IX
19

Good morning, Senator, staff members.

The issue before you is a serious public policy
'··problem.

A health care policy that disappears, or is

'drastically reduced when you suffer from a major illness such as
AIDS means nothing.
24

Individuals facing life-threatening illness

should not be further traumatized by losing access to health
care.

26
27

2X

The members of CAHMO can share your concern about the
recent Supreme Court ruling allowing self-insured employers to

40
reduce or eliminate coverage for their workers who are affl
2

with AIDS or other major health problems.

3

I'd like to talk a little bit about the nature

4

Knox-Keene regulation, and then about the specific questions

5

raised here today.

6

In California, Knox-Keene HMOs must provide a

1

7

range of basic health care services, the only health carriers in

8

this state who operate with a specific minimum basic benefit

9

requirement.

These benefits must be provided to all enrollees,

10

HMOs cannot discriminate based on the type of illness if bas

II

health care services are required, nor can they place any

12

basic health care benefits.

¢~~--·3

Once a group enrolls in an HMO, the HMO cannot cance

14

or refuse to renew the group's contract, except for cause.

15

enrollees generally pay no deductibles and minimum

16

17
18
19

w
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

on

In addition, a majority of our members
federally qualified HMOs under the Federal HMO Act.

HMO

as
1

The

act prohibits the imposition of any pre-existing condit
exclusions.

or

It requires community rating, where all

a similar group pay the same amount for health benefits,
regardless of the health status of the group or
experience.

And the fed8ral law includes a specif

c

set

f

minimum basic benefits that must be offered.
In addition, HMOs with Medicare contracts are
regulated by the Health Care Financing Administration, and HMOs
in the Medi-Cal program by the Department of Health
It is clear from the testimony here today

ERISA

41

pre-emptions represent a major barrier to state health care
··reforms and an impediment to consistent and fair rules for all
.\

types of health care coverage.

We have expressed our concern

4

before your Committee in other legislative forums about the need
for a level playing field in the health care coverage arena.
Unfortunately, every effort the Legislature makes to
7

;improve and expand health care coverage by imposing requirements
X

on licensed carriers is undermined by the ERISA pre-emption of
.state laws, since such a large portion of the population has
10

coverage through self-insured employers.
II

A major part of our opposition to mandated benefits
1::!

and providers is the concern that the additional costs are
1.\

!passed on to HMO employer groups.

At a time when employers are

14

<struggling to manage health care costs, higher premiums may push
15

them to opt out and self-insure.

In many cases, employees end

16

up with fewer health benefits and higher out-of-pocket costs.
17

CAHMO would support additional flexibility under
IX

ERISA for states to regulate self-insured health benefits plans.
19

We would absolutely support the application of state end to
20

discrimination laws to ERISA plans, or any requirement that
21

state plans cannot put these kinds of limits on plans.
22

We would definitely support any effort to prohibit
'the kind of blatant discrimination that the Supreme Court ruling
represents.
25

In addition, CAHMO actively supported AB 1672 by
26

27

2X

'Assemblyman Margolin, the rating and underwriting reforms in the
~small

group market.

CAHMO was a major factor in tightening

42

those reforms.

st

We pushed for total elimination

2

condition exclusions, and as a result, the final product al
3

only a six-month, one time exclusion, and cannot be
4

,when a person changes jobs.

This in contrast with the twe

month exclusion originally supported by many health carriers.
6

CAHMO also advocated narrow rating restrictions to
7

limit the use of group claims experience in setting premiums.
We believe the result is tighter rate restrictions than some
9

carriers originally supported.
10

to remove

CAHMO also worked with Assemblywoman
II

our opposition to AB 1985, which was heard in your
that would require plans to pay for off-label uses of FDA
13

In the Report, there are a number of
14

field issues that we would definitely support
15

includes elimination and consistency of
16

exclusions.

Basically, federally qualified HMOs,

17

of our members, are not now able to do those exc

and

IX

that represents for us a major level playing field

sue as

19

compete in the small group health care market in

ar,

20

Knox-Keene plans cannot set dol

1

21

..,..,

health benefits for lifetime maximums

bas

disease.
In addition, our membership has
24

25

Legislature's and the Governor's urgent
additional Medi-Cal beneficiaries

c

26

this year, we developed and worked with the
2X

the Legislature on a voluntary proposal to expand

budget

43

year 200,000 new Medi-Cal persons into HMOs:

eighteen of our

member plans, 14 of whom have never been in the Medi-Cal program
before.

We view this as a critical and important contribution

that we can make as health plans operating in California.
Unfortunately, it represents yet another instance
.where we are at a competitive disadvantage with the self7

~insured

plans.

Given the Medi-Cal reimbursement rate, many of

I

!the plans will experience a loss from the Medi-Cal patients they
see, which will have the effect of potentially increasing health
10

premiums for those who buy care from those HMOs.

II

My members tell me that they feel that many of their

12

large employers are, if you will, sort of on the verge.

They're

;currently staying with their HMO plan because of the benefits it
14

offers to their employees, but if additional costs continue to

l'i

rise, and the premiums continue to go up, these are the very
employers who will, given the current situation, make a decision

17

'to self-insure.

IX

It)

We think this is a critical issue, given what's

happening in health care today, and what we can expect self,insured employers to potentially do without any controls or

20

state regulations.

21

So, with that, I would like to thank you for the
~opportunity

to testify.

I'd be happy to answer any questions

"'I

''that you might have.

24

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you very much.

Bob Lindgren, California Association of Small
26
27

2X

·Employees Health Plans.
~Association

Don Head, Independent Automobile Dealer

of California.

4

MR. DOHRING:

May I make a brief statement on

s

2

issue?
3

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Yes, of course.

4

MR. DOHRING:

The only reason that I do this

5

because you were instrumental, along with your

f,

6

on we recognized the problems the Insurance Commissioner
7

out with bad MEWAs, and ERISA trusts, and we went through you
!and were able to have Senator Presley introduce legislation to
9

set up some stringent guidelines for those

MEWAs

that, and we are negotiating in very good

now

10

II

the Department of Insurance.

Hopeful

, we

11

12

to bring before the Legislature to c

that

in

Bob can speak more about what he's
Department.
15

Thank you.
16

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

You need to identi

f

17

:the record.
IX

MR. DOHRING:

Bill Dohring,

19

. Independent Automobile Dealers ERISA Trust.
20

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Mr. Brad Winger, Assoc

21

•california Life Insurance Companies.
MR. LINDGREN:

Thank you, Senator.

2J

My name is Bob Lindgren, and I'm Pres

f

California Association of Small Employer

It

25

"Employees", but we actual

cover

f

just small ones.
Our coalition represents a group of

f-

45

.MEWAs.

You've

he~rd

Commissioner Zelman speak briefly about

MEWAs, and other witnesses speak briefly about MEWAs, and
Mr. Dohring commented that we have been working with the
Department and with the Legislature in an attempt to come up
with a framework to regulate the operation of self-funded
,Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements, MEWAs, in California.
7

'And we hope that that will bear fruit in the coming session.
X

We are -- our group of MEWAs represent what we think
9

:are the people that Commissioner Zelman referred to as doing a
10

I

i good
:,

1

II

job in that area.

And it's easier for me to talk -- by the

\way, our coalition represents employers who employ and cover
12

approximately 100,000 people, plus probably 150,000 or 200,000
,dependents in California in the agricultural industry
14

extensively, in the printing industry, and in the automobile
15

:dealer industry.
16

On the specific topic of AIDS, I think it would be
17

more helpful for the Committee to share our experience in our
IX

printing industry MEWA on this issue.

Frankly, we are an entity

19

with a cap on AIDS benefits, and I'd like to share how that cap
20

;began, and what we have done with it over the passage of time.
21

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. LINDGREN:

It's still $100,000 cap?

Yes, it's still $100,000 cap, Senator.

23

When AIDS first came on the horizon several years
24
~ago,

more than several years ago, all of the consultants that we

25

deal with, experts, presumably, in the field of medical care,
generally had a horrendous view of the possibility of AIDS
27

single-handedly destroying the health care system in America.
2X

46
.It, in their view, was hardly second to the Black Plague.
Fortunately, and I would agree with the f

s

3

'today, it didn't turn out that way.

We discovered

4
~not

turn out to be a destructive, horrendously expens

and

5

.,destructive experience, substantially and unfortunately
6

!there is no real treatment available for victims of AIDS.

Were

7

that it were otherwise, but at the moment, given the state of
medical technology, it is not.
l)

So, how did we start off with an

or c

ide 1

10

·on this subject?

Well, the trustees of our plan, and

our

II

plan, for the record, covers approximately 14 1 000
12

their dependents and 1500 employers in the printing indus

in

13

Southern California primarily, and the L.A. metropol

area

14

including a number in your district, Senator.
15

governed by a set of employer trustees who

a f

16

toward all the beneficiaries of the trust.
17

Given the very pessimistic view of the

cos

IX

of AIDS, the trustees had a legitimate concern that

an

19

event might, in fact, make it impossible to provide

f

:20

everyone in the plan, and so that there needed to

some

21

And so we

providing at least some benefits for all.
with an inside limit or cap of $50,000.

We

several years and discovered that we

't

24

'$50,000 on anyone, and so two years

, we

$100,000.
27

2X

Frankly, I would expect that in
we will simply eliminate it as it has proved

or so,

o

47
1

unnecessary to the protection of the plan as a whole, and we'd

jprefer, frankly, not to have it.
As a sel
4

5

1to

funded ERISA plan, we are partially subject

the regulation of the State of California.

And of course, as

we've discussed earlier, we have been in active negotiations
with the Department of Insurance and with the Legislature in a

7
X

hope to put together a package which will be sensible for, and
encourage the operation, because we think that the properly
operated MEWAs can make a substantial contribution toward

10

II
12

n
14

15
16

17

IX
19

20
21

providing health coverage to small employers.
We take 1500 small employers in the printing
industry, by way of illustration, and turn them into one large
14,000 employer.

That makes an enormous difference in terms of

their buying power and their ability to get coverage.
We also do not individually rate any one of those
1500 employers.

All of them pay a community rate, not based on

their own experience in their company, but on the experience in
the plan as a whole.
I might also add that people covered under our plan,
while we have an inside limit on AIDS currently of $100,000, all
the people in our plan have the option of choosing, instead of
the indemnity form of coverage, a Knox-Keene Signa staff model

23
24

25
26
27

2X

HMO as an alternative.

And as was discussed by an earlier

witness, Knox-Keene plans do not have inside limits, so that a
person simply saying, "I want to take the HMO option," would opt
out of this process completely.
We also have a higher cost indemnity plan option

48

which does not have an AIDS inside limit.
2

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
3

How did you come to the $100,000

figure?

4

MR. LINDGREN:
5
6

7

We carne to it somewhat arbitrarily, in

that it was -- it was more than double of what we'd ever seen as
:.a claim.

That's how we came to it, to be honest with you,

Senator.

8

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
9

il illnesses?

lude other catas

Did that

Was it averaged in, or

10

MR. LINDGREN:

No, no.

t to

That's just

II

people [sic] .
12

We have, for instance,
13

our current

population, we have about 30 covered

us

who are

14

to have AIDS.
15

Taking the experience of that group 1
16

limitation as drafted in our plan only begins
17

diagnosis of AIDS, not HIV positive,

confirmed

And

18

typically, it is quite late in the stages of
19

the diagnosis of AIDS is confirmed.

So, only count

20

moment forward, we found that

cost of

21

,much lower than we had feared at the

1

s

SO

22

more or less, arbitrarily doubled that l
23

And as I mentioned earlier, it
24

\expectation that probably next year,

f

25

the plan annually, we would simply erase
Does that answer your

,

?

27

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
2X

You'll erase the l

next

?

49

MR. LTNDGREN:

Yes, sir, just take it off.

There

will be no inside limit on AIDS because we've found that it did
not -- there was no demonstrable requirement for it in the
operation of the plan.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Are there any similar catastrophic

illnesses that would fit in the same category?
7

MR. LINDGREN:

We have $100,000 inside limit on some

of the indemnity plans for transplants.

Those are not -- I

'

idon't know whether you think of having a transplant as being an
10

illness or a procedure.
II

There are also limits on -- lifetime limits that are
12

lower than the lifetime limits for the plan as a whole for
inpatient psychiatric benefits, and chiropractic benefits, and
14

various other things.
I)

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Under term limits, we may need some

10

of those policies.
17

[Laughter.]
IX

MR. LINDGREN:

I gave Mr. Fredenburg a copy of our

IY

plan document, so if you come to work in the printing industry,
Senator, we'll be happy to cover you.
21

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

You viewed him as a potential

client in the psychiatric field.
MR. LINDGREN:

That's right.

24

I might also comment that it's our view, on advice of
2h

27
2X

counsel, that a self-funded MEWA as an ERISA plan is not subject
.to state law benefit mandates, although, that is not exactly the
most obvious question in law, since there is no particular

5

on-point litigation that I'm immediately famil
2

However, we, as a matter of policy

last

3

several years in our plan-- and I'm speaking of our pan
4

illustratively -- have followed all the state law benefit
5

!mandates, and we conclude somewhat differently from

s

6

Zelman that the current Insurance Code does not forbid having
7

caps on AIDS.

It could, obviously, but we do not see it in t.he

Code, nor does counsel.
y

The Code does require a nondiscriminatory treatment,
10

but since persons of any sex, religion, age,

, can

II

AIDS, we do not view an AIDS inside limit, on the advice of
12

counsel, again, as being discriminatory within the

f

13

the Insurance Code.

That is a judgment call

we've

on

14

advice of counsel.
15

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

All right.

16

MR. LINDGREN:

If I may just expand one more

17

on the subject of ERISA, since ERISA has not
IX

subject here.
IY

ERISA remedies, it seems to me, are poss
20

better than some of the witnesses have suggested.

F

21

the remedy of a person with a complaint against an ERI
in the federal courts.

In general, the

1

court is shorter than the waiting line in state
As a previous witness observed, ERI

a

judgment of the Court, which in general is
26

plaintiff's attorney's fees to be granted in
27

favorable judgment.

So that, assuming that the

event of a

51
complaining has a sound case, he doesn't have to fear about
economic loss as a result of having to go into court to enforce
his rights.
In our plan, and I think that this is not uncommon,
we provide for a two-stage disputes resolution mechanism,
terminating in arbitration.

Although, obviously, a covered

7

person could go to court if they wished, but we've found that
X

using the services of the American Arbitration Association to
1)

.resolve disputed claims is quite satisfactory for everyone, and
10

.provides an equitable means of resolving disputes.
II

We have some concern that an amendment of ERISA
12

allowing -- to ERISA, permitting state law remedies and punitive
1.1

damages would really do much to address the problems of health
14

care in America.

With deference, they might do rather well for

l:'i

.the trial lawyer community.
16

Thank you, Senator.
17

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Thank you very much.

IX

Mr. Head.
IIJ

MR. HEAD:

My name is Don Head.

I'm from the

20

Independent Auto Dealers Health Plan.
21

I was under the understanding that what I'm supposed
to tell you about today is how we did our AIDS coverage.
2:1

When we started our plan, we excluded AIDS.

We're

24

.small.

We're probably a third the size of the printers.

we run

2:'i

our plan the same way with trustees.
26

One of our participants carne to the trustees and
27

asked for AIDS coverage.

At that time, the trustees put in an

2

option for AIDS coverage.
on our option.

At the time there was no l

It was -- the

covers $1 mill

on our
; it went

to the million dollars.
4

Approximately three years ago, we had a reinsure come
5

to us and ask us to lower or put a

on our AIDS

at

6

$150,000.

They provided us with figures showing a national

7

average where, as was mentioned earlier,

the cost for AIDS

X

coverage would probably run somewhere about $75-80,000.
trustees agreed to the stipulation

So, the

reinsurance

10

Like I said, we offer it

11 as an

ld

I

II

say that we have 10 percent or less

ic

pl

on

12

the AIDS coverage option.

We charge $7

ll

or $10 for an employee and his

or

or

14

children.
15

That's it.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

So, you exc

17

policy AIDS coverage unless people

an

s

f

to

IX

ask for it?
ll)

MR. HEAD:

Yes.

Just l

we

We

20

cover maternity unless you buy the
21

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

And

if

purchase it, would be
2.'

MR. HEAD:

$7 a

f

a family, it's $10 for you and
spouse.

That's $10 for one or more.
CHAIRMAN TORRES:

27

2X

that?

, or

And

's a

of $

000 on

53
MR. HEl'.D:

Yes.

2

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

I'm confused as to the cost factor

here in respect to claimants.
4

You've indicated that the history that you take into
account -- taking those 30 claimants, for example, in the
6

printing industry -- and utilizing the largest claim within
7

ithose 30 applicants in respect to full-blown AIDS -MR. LINDGREN:

Yes.

9

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

And the cost has been no more than

10

i$100,000 per patient?
II

MR. LINDGREN:

Yes, that's correct.

It's been

12

substantially less than that.
And again, Senator, the reason for that is that, as
14

,opposed, for instance, to cancer, which is the most expensive
15

•adult disease that we have to deal with, there are enormous, and
16

frankly, enormously expensive treatments for cancer.

There are

17
1

simply not any good treatments for AIDS.

Regrettably, that's

IX

.the case.
19

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

You mean there's no cure.

There

20

are treatments.
21

MR. LINDGREN:

There are treatments, but the

treatments do not -- in the scope of these things, do not
23

represent extraordinary expenditures.
Now, obviously, if someone invented a cure for AIDS
25

;which cost a million dollars per cure, then you'd dramatically
change the calculus in this process.
27

2X

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

But AIDS also provides for

5

opportunistic infections which may very well include cancer, and
2

4

started by saying "in our case," and then we're dealing off our
experience, which is, in our case, we said we start thinking
6

about you as an AIDS person from the time that you are
7

,specifically diagnosed as having AIDS.
It's just not been our experience -- and God
9

we may have been lucky -- it's just not been our experience
10

we have had catastrophic expenses.
II

Far more expensive events, frankly, are premature,
12

very premature, genetically damaged babies, and older
with serious cancer.
14

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

What about a

15

to take, upon the advice of physician,

or treatment

16

drugs that would be applicable to prevention

or

17

AIDS?

at least treatment, prior to a diagnosis of ful
IX

MR. LINDGREN:

If

in our case again, if a

19

was -- and remember, we're just talking about the
20

of our plan, but as approximately 40 percent of our
21

in the HMO, and therefore totally outside of this
on the indemnity side of the plan, if the

if a

prescribed a particular drug therapy which was
24

generally acceptable for that cause, then we
in the normal course.

As a matter of

ans

have a -- all come with a prescription drug c

so

27
2X

pay $8, and you get your prescription.

If it's $100

you

55
prescription, or a $500 prescription, whatever it is, it's $8.
So it would be covered, assuming that the treatment
was medically necessary.
4

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

5

Mr. Winger.

6

MR. WINGER:

7

X

All right.

Chairman Torres, Committee staff, Brad

Winger, representing the Association of California Life
Insurance Companies.

9

We appreciate the opportunity to appear here today.

10

I don't have a prepared statement, but wanted to make

II

myself available to answer any questions you may have and work

12

with the Committee and your staff as you pursue some of the

IJ

issues that have been raised here today.

14

I would offer just some brief observations.

In large

15

part, I think, what you're looking at is an ERISA problem and

16

not a problem with insured plans or California's existing

17

statutory law.

IX
19

m
21
22

23
24

25
26

27
28

I would point out that the Department's Task Force
Report stated that California's existing statutory law and
regulatory climate has been viewed as one of the more protective
state situations in terms of protecting HIV positive and AIDS
patients.

California is the only state that I know of with a

statutory prohibition on testing for HIV, and for asking
questions during the underwriting process about HIV positivity.
And while there might have been some problems with a company or
two, that is a prohibited activity that should be curtailed.
I also agree with the Department, not specifically

56
li

with their interpretation of the statute, but the industry's
2

view of the current law is that caps and limits for specific
diseases are prohibited.

And I don't know of any companies

4

within our membership that employ caps or limits on AIDS as
5

opposed to any other catastrophic disease.

6

7

So again, ERISA is a frustrating problem.
frustrated the industry for many years.

It's

In the early or mid to

late '70s, the amount of self-insured business out there was in
9

the law teens:

10-15 percent, and so on.

It's grown

10

progressively throughout the '80s, to where the estimates, as
II

the staff points out, are in the neighborhood of 50-60 percent,
12

depending upon the size of the employer.
The paradox that you find yourself in is, as state
14

regulatory action is enforced against insured plans, it gives
15

those insured plans of any size the motivation to go

16

self-insured to avoid the regulatory action, or to

a tax,

17

or to avoid something that they would rather not deal with.
18

So,

s go

it's a frustrating thing for the industry to see the bus
19

from an insured basis to a self-insured basis.

And we are

20

sympathetic to the dual regulatory situation that

caus

a

21

!!problem.
22

With respect to our national trade's position on
whether there should be caps or limits on coverages for a
24

'specific disease, they are moving to a position,

my

25

.understanding, that AIDS should be treated as any

phys

26

disease or illness.
27

Our Association's position, as we've stated before
28

1

57
the Legislature r,peatedly, is that AIDS should be treated for
insurance purposes the same as any other catastrophic disease.
So,

know, again, we do not feel that we're in

4

large looking at an insurance problem in this with respect to
the

u.s.

Supreme Court case.
The industry is searching, as many other parties are,

7
~and

many public policy makers, to search for a universal access

X

solution.

And while different ways of coming towards that goal

9

:may not all be in sine, and we may not all be in agreement on
10

what universal access entails, it's a goal that we're in favor
II

'of, and tend to think that there -- there will be more focus on
12

that at the federal level, and more of a chance that that will
13

;be accomplished.
14

Finally, I'd like to point out that we were
15

supportive
16

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

You're not really optimistic that

17

that's going to be accomplished, are you?
IX

moving away from implementing a full universal care.
23

MR. WINGER:

We understand the difficulty, both here

24

in the state and at the federal level, with the current economic
25

'climate and the interests involved.
2o

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

All right.

27

MR. WINGER:
2X

Just finally, we were in support of the

58

Margolin bill, and that reaches a lot of issues that have
2

raised here today:

guaranteed renewability;

access; limits pre-existing conditions; and there's tight rate
4

bans in that coverage.

So, we think that many things addressed

.in the Commissioner's Task Force Report have, to some extent,
6

been dealt with, and we were supportive of that approach.
7

CHAIRMAN TORRES:
MR. LINDGREN:

All right, thank you.

Senator, may I comment for just a

:minute?
10

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

Yes, of course.

II

MR. LINDGREN:

Listening to Mr. Winger's comments, a

12

couple of thoughts crossed my mind.
13

He noted that the growth of

f-

, self

14

was

insurance, and ERISA plans, and that

of course

15

uncomfortable to the insurance industry

I

can

16

that it would be.
17

I

would like to share that it has not

our

IX

experience at all that that has been because of state
IY

benefit mandates, or taxes, or anything like

t

20

because, and our particular plan is a good example,
21

that have 5,000-10,000 employees

the aerospace

never had a difficult time deal

Not

insurance is cheap, but they have

buying

24

with the problems.
25

Employers who have 5, or

0, or 15

or

26

have had a terrible time historical

They have not been

27

community rated.
2X

They have been routinely

or

s
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out of existence over time, and these things have been addressed
by 1672, at least partially.
3

And it is those practices which have created the

4

demand in our audience, as well as the automobile dealers'

5

audience, for self-funded MEWAs.

6
7

1

would be able to continue the good MEWAs and their work of
providing coverage to those small employers.

H
9

And we would hope that we

CHAIRMAN TORRES:

All right.

Thank you very much,

gentlemen.

10

Mr. Ross Farley, Eliseo Martinez.

II

Anyone wishing to become part of the official record

12

that was not on our agenda today, our record will be held open

13

for two weeks so that you might either wish to amend your

14

comments, or provide additional comments.

15

This hearing is adjourned.

16

[Thereupon this hearing of the

17

Senate Committee on Insurance,

IX

Claims and Corporations was

19

adjourned at approximately

20

11:20 A.M.]

21

22

24

25
26

27

28

--ooOoo--
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2
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4
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5
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6
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7
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8
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9
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10
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II
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12

any way interested in the outcome of said hearing.
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14
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TO:

Members, Senate Insurance, Claims and Corporations
Committee

From:

Art Torres
Chairman

Subject:

Discrimination In Health Insurance Plans

The Senate committee on Insurance, Claims and Corporations is
scheduled to hold a legislative hearing on the problems of
discrimination in health insurance plans in Los Angeles on
December 1, 1992. The hearing will focus on those issues of
disease-specific caps on health insurance benefits and the role
of federal and state regulations on benefit plans.
The limitation and restriction on health care insurance poses a
special problem for Californians infected with the human
immunodeficiency virus and those who have acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome. Legal and illegal discrimination by
insurers places persons with major catastrophic diseases such as
AIDS, at risk of being effectively excluded from receiving
necessary medical care.
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1.0

The DOI Task Force on HIV/AIDS Insurance Issues

In July of 1992, the Department of Insurance issued the Report to
the Commissioner from the Task Force on HIV/AIDS Insurance
Issues. This report was the product of a Task Force comprised of
medical, legal, insurance, regulatory experts, and patient rights
advocates.
The Task Force made a series of 46 recommendations for insurance
reforms. The recommendations included broad proposals to
establish universal health insurance coverage in California and
major underwriting reforms for the small group market for health
insurance. Other recommendations made in the report included
o

Increasing the regulatory authority of the Department of
Insurance over all health plans including federally
ERISA plans and those plans offered by non-admitted insurers;

o

Modification to the regulation of health insurance products
and practices to modify underwriting processes and insurance
marketing practices by insurers that preclude or disadvantage
persons with HIV/AIDS;

o

Improving consumer assistance by the Department of Insurance
and more actively participate in legal actions to assist
consumers;

During the 1992 Legislative session, several of the key
identified in the Task Force report were acted upon
Legislature. Reform of underwriting practices and
for
small group or small business markets was approved (AB 1672)
Legislation recommended to provide insurance coverage
"Off-Label" prescription medication became law (AB 1985
2.0

California Anti-Discrimination Insurance Standards

California statutes and regulations prohibit discriminat
- 2 -

based

on, among other things, sex, marital status or sexual
orientation. Insurance Code Section 10140 et seq. Section 10140
(a) specifically provides that:
"No admitted insurer, licensed to issue life or
disability insurance, shall fail or refuse to accept an
application for that insurance, to issue that insurance
to an applicant therefor, or issue that insurance to an
applicant, under conditions less favorable to the insured
that in other comparable cases, except for reasons
applicable alike to persons of every race, color,
religion, national origin, ancestry, or sexual
orientation."
This prohibition on discriminatory practices is further
enumerated in California Code Regulation, Title 10, Section 2560
et seq.
Generally, this prohibition on discrimination has been
interpreted and enforced by the Department of Insurance to
preclude the issuance of health insurance policies that establish
disease specific limitations on HIV/AIDS related costs. Those
insurance plans which have attempted to limit payment for
HIV/AIDS related cost to an amount less than that which is
available for other catastrophic illnesses have been rejected as
violating the anti-discriminatory standards of California law.
3.0

Federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act CERISA)

Most large employers, as well as labor union health plans,
operate as self-insured or self funded plans. These self funded
plans operate like insurance companies in paying claims and
collecting premiums but are not subject to regulation as
insurers. These employer self-funded plans are generally
regulated by the Federal Department of Labor under the provisions
of the Employee Retirement Income Act of 1974 (ERISA).
ERISA provides protection for employee benefits and pension
plans. The federal law affects health insurance regulation by
states by preventing states from regulating the activities of
those benefit plans provided under the terms of ERISA.
3.1

Federal Pre-emption

The McCarran-Ferguson Act, passed in 1945, established the
regulation of insurance as an area of exclusive state
jurisdiction. In its pre-emption clause, ERISA, in turn,
"supersedes" all state laws relating to employee benefit plans,
thereby placing the regulation of such plans under exclusive
-

3 -

federal jurisdiction. ERISA stipulates, however, that states can
continue to regulate insurance. Therefore, states indirect
can
regulate fully insured employee benefit plans by regulating the
insurers from which employers purchase insurance, but they cannot
regulate self-insured plans. The net effect is that ERISA has
ended up providing a mechanism through which health plan sponsors
can unilaterally escape state insurance regulation by deciding to
self insure. ERISA stipulates that neither an employee benefit
plan nor any trust established under such a plan shall be deemed
to be engaged in the business of insurance for the purpose of any
state insurance laws.
When ERISA was passed, only a small fraction of health plans were
self insured; today, by most estimates, more than half of
California's workers with private health coverage are enrolled in
self insured plans.
Intentionally or otherwise, ERISA's pre-emption clause has
facilitated a dramatic erosion of the state health insurance
regulation, a process that continues as increasingly smaller
companies seek to self insure with the creative use of stop-loss
insurance.
3.2

McGann v. H & H Music Company

The ability of self funded employer plans to avoid reguatory
oversight has been highlighted by the recent Supreame Court
action to allow an employer to substanally reduce benifits to an
employee suffering from AIDS. In the case of McGann v. H&H Music
Company the employer reduced the benefit level for AIDS coveragae
from a $1 million dollar maximum to a $5,0000 lifetime maximum
for aids treatment. No other disease was subject to this $5,000
cap.
According to a paper entitled "Regulation of Employment Based
Health Benefits," prepared by attorney Edward Shay for the
Institute of Medicine Committee on Employment-Based Health Plans:
In McGann v. H and H Music Company, the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals held that an employer could reduce
AIDS maximum benefit from $1 million to $5,000
violating ERISA because the $1 million was not a vested,
or promised benefit and because the claimant
not
show a desire or motivation by the employer to retal
against claimant's efforts to utilize the benef
court observed that absent a showing of a desire to
retaliate against the individual claimant, ERISA 11
not prohibit welfare plan discrimination between or among
categories of disease." On similar facts, the court in
owens v. Storehouse, Inc., reached the same conclusion
- 4 -

about AIDS benet
in an ERISA welfare plan. In Owens,
the court noted that without a $25,000 cap on AIDS
treatment, the projected medical expenses for the
plaintiff owens could "threaten an already cash poor
business with financial ruin."
4.0

Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements

Multiple employer welfare arrangements (MEWAs) are self-funded
multiple employer benefit arrangements defined under Title I of
ERISA. superseding all state laws, ERISA was formulated to
protect employee benefit plans, particularly post-retirement
benefits. MEWAs qualified under ERISA are not subject to state
regulation. Instead, they are subject to the federal regulations
under ERISA with the u.s. Department of Labor overseeing the
solvency of such plans.
MEWAs are the general term for a form of insurance, regardless of
the type of insurance or the funding vehicle used. This
arrangement is often used to pool together small firms in order to
spread health risks over a larger number of insureds. In this
way, administrative costs are reduced and this is reflected in
lower premiums for small firm employers.
According to Section 514(b) (6) of ERISA, fully insured Multiple
Employer Welfare Arrangements (MEWAs) are exempt from pre-emption
of state government insurance laws which regulate insurance.
There are differences between federal and state regulation of
MEWAs. The primary distinction of federal regulation of MEWAs
authorizes the Secretary of Labor to certain self-funded MEWAs or
classes of MEWAs as applicable to basic ERISA pre-emption.
According to the California Department of Insurance, Multiple
Employer Welfare Arrangements (MEWAs) that are not fully insured
by California-licensed insurers are themselves considered to be
"insurers" under California Insurance Code Section 700, et seq.,
and are governed by all provisions of California insurance law,
including the requirement that they be licensed by the California
Department of Insurance.
There have been numerous instances where persons or entities, some
calling themselves "Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements", have
acted or are acting as insurers in California without obtaining a
Certificate of Authority as required by Insurance Code Section
700. The State's prohibition on discriminatory practices would
apply to these MEWAs.
5.0

Policy Issues

The December 1st hearing of the Senate Insurance, Claims and
Corporations Committee will consider a range of issues relating to
- 5 -

health insurance, discrimination in
packages, and the
effects of federal laws on consumers and employers.
Specific hearing issues include:
1. Insurance coverage for AIDS/HIV Illness
What is the current state of health insurance coverage for
persons with HIV/AIDS? Does the current insurance market or
employer sponsored benefit plans restrict access to needed
medical care?
2. Restrictions on Insurance Companies
Are disease-specific limitations a
Insurance law and does limiting benef
constitute unlawful discrimination?

under California
for a specific disease

May California health insurance companies
coverage for AIDS or other catastrophic i

1

exclude

3. Rights of Employees
May California employers specifically exclude
or other catastrophic illness from employee

AIDS
?

4. Federal Restriction Under the Federal
Income Security Act (ERISA)
Should Congress restructure the current ERISA scheme to allow
greater state regulation of benef

- 6
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ion. The Soviet government had exproprit ted decedent's property in 1918 and 1919.

~e American government then seized So\iet assets in 1919, the rights to '"\'lich the
Soviet government ultimately assigned to
the United States in 1933. Congress, howf.'\·er, did not make these assets available to
satisfy expropriation claims of American
citizens until 1955. The Tax Court determined that the full amount received in 1959
in satisfaction of decedent's expropriation
claims constituted taxable income because
the claim had no fair market value in 1940,
at the time of decedent's death. 65,322
T.C.M. (P-H) at 1961. Rather, there existed at that time only a "moral obligation"
on the part of the United States governrnent to devote funds derived from the
assigned assets to expropriation claims.
/d. As such, the decedent in 1940 held only
an "unenforceable inchoate right." See id.
tnoting that decedent could not have sued
or filed claim against United States for any
part of assets in 1940).

ln the instant case, the Tax Court expressed "no doubt" as to the President's
intention to protect United States claim·
ants, but it was "satisfied that it did not
rise to the level of a binding commitment."
93 T.C. at 778. The Court further found
that the President retained "complete flexibility" with respect to the disposition of
American claims. as well as plenary power
U> lift the freeze and void any attachments
that might have been obtained without pro\iding for United States claimants. ld. (citmg Dames & .l!oore v. Regan, 453 'C.S.
654, 669-75, 687. 101 S.Ct. 2972, 2981-84.
2990, 69 L.Ed.2d 918 (1981)). These find·
mgs are supported by the evidence and
g~ve credence to the Tax Court's conclusion
that the freeze did not give Halliburton a
reasonable prospect of recovery as of the
end of 1979.
(9] The Tax Court correctly considered
numerous other factors in determining that
Halliburton had no reasonable expectation
of recovery. Halliburton had no legal forum in which it could have litigated its
claims, nor could it have legally attached
any of the frozen assets. The fo<:us of
diplomacy at the end of 1979 was on the

hostages, not on the settlement of Ameri·
can claims. Negotiations between the
United States and Iran were at a standstill.
Iran certainly did not intend to reimburse
American claimants for their losses at the
time of the expropriation. As the Tax
Court pointed out, "[n]ot until the fall of
1980, after a series of events occurred in
1980, including the Iranian clerical faction's
assumption of power, the outbreak of the
Iran-Iraq war, increased United States economic sanctions against Iran, the failed
American rescue mission, the death of the
Shah, and the impending change in the
United States Administration, did Iran
make overtures to settle the crisis." 93
T.C. at 780. Under these circumstances,
the Tax Court could reasonably have determined that no reasonable prospect of recovery existed as of the end of 1979. Because
this finding is not clearly erroneous, the
judgment of the Tax Court AFFIRMED

John McGANN, Plaintiff-Appellant.

v.
H & H MUSIC COMPANY. et
al.. Defendants-Appellees.
No. 90-2672.

United States Court of Appeals.
Fifth Circuit.
Nov. 4, 1991.

Employee sued employer for discrimination and violation of rights under Employee Retirement Income
(ERISA) after
of group medical
maximum
benefits available to employees afflicted
with acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS) from $1 million to $5,000.
er moved for summary judgment. The
United States District Court for the South·
ern District of
Norman W. Black, J.,

-102
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7-12 F.Supp. 392, granted employer's motion, and employee appealed. The Court of
.\ppeals, Garwood, Circuit Judge, held that
employer did not unlawfull:v discriminate
af!ainst employee for exercising rights under ERISA-qualified medical benefits plan
simply because, within seven months of
employee's submission of AIDS-related
claim, it reduced maximum medical benefits payable to any employee afflicted with
AIDS from $1 million to $5,000.
Affirmed.

1. Federal Civil Procedure ¢=>2470.1
To preclude entry of summary judgment in defendants' favor, plaintiff must
make showing sufficient to establish existence of genuine issue of material fact with
respect to each material element on which
he will carry burden of proof at trial. Fed.
Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 56(c), 28 U.S.C.A.

2. Pensions ¢=>141
Burden is on participant in ERISAqualified benefit plan to establish defendant's specific discriminatory intent in order to recover under ERISA for defendant's alleged unlawful discrimination
against him for exercising rights under
plan. Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, § 510, as amended, 29
t:.S.C.A. § 1140.

,I

I

i
I~

j':
II

i)l

. I
''

3. Labor Relations <.>::>131
Employer did not unlawfully discriminate against employee for exercising rights
under ERISA-qualified medical benefits
plan simply because, within seven months
of employee's submission of claim for his
acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS), it reduced maximum medical bene·
fits payable to any employee afflicted with
AIDS from $1 million to $5,000; reduction
in AIDS benefits would apply equally to all
employees filing AIDS-related claims, and
effect of reduction would not necessarily
be felt only by employee. Employee Re·
tirement Income Security Act of 1974,
§ 510, as amended, 29 U.S.C.A. § 1140.

he might become entitled under ERISAqualified medical benefits plan simply because, within seven months of employee's
submission of claim for his acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), it reduced maximum benefits payable to any
employee afflicted with AIDS from $1 mil·
lion to $5,000; continued availability of $1
million limit was not right to which employee might become entitled, within meaning
of ERISA antidiscrimination provision.
Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974, § 510, as amended, 29 U.S.C.A.
§ 1140.
5. Federal Civil Procedure ¢=>2471
Party against whom summary judg·
ment is sought cannot raise fact issue simply by stating cause of action in which
defendant's state of mind is material element; there must be some indication that
he can produce requisite quantum of evi·
dence to enable him to reach jury with
claim. Fed.Rules Ci\'.Proc.Rule 56(c), 2E
U.S.C.A.
6. Labor Relations e:>27
ERISA does not mandate that employ·
ers provide any particular benefits. and
does not itself proscribe discrimination ir.
provision of employee benefits. Employe"
Retirement Income Security Act of 197-4
§§ 2-4402, 510, as amended, 29 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1001-1461, 1140.
7. Labor Relations ¢=>27
Discrimination in provision of emplo~
ee benefits is illegal under ERISA only if :.
is motivated by desire to retaliate ag-ain~
or to deprive employee of existing right ti
which he may become entitled. Employf'
Retirement Income Security Act of 19i.J.
§ 510, as amended, 29 U.S.C.A. § 1140.
Joseph J. Garcia, New York City, Hele:
Brattin, Donald L. Skipwith, Houston, Tex ..
Paula Ettelbrick, Thomas B. Stoddarc.
New York City, for John McGann.
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Robert L. Liebrose, Atty., AARP. Wash
ington, D.C., for amicus-AARP .

Employer did not unlawfully discriminate against employee for purpose of interfering with his attainment of right to which

Mark A. Huvard, Harberg, Huvard [.:
Bisk, Houston, Tex., for H & H Music Co ..
and Brook Mays Music Co.

'

:\tcGANN v. H & H MUSIC CO.
Cite as 946 F.2d 401 (5th Clr. I 'I'll)

Mary H. Smith, Richard M. Law. Scott
M. Owen, Dunn. Kacal, Adams, Papas &
Law. Houston, Tex .. for General American
Life Ins.
Appeal from the United States District
Court for the Southern District of Texas.
Before GARWOOD, JONES, and
BARKSDALE, Circuit Judges.
GARWOOD, Circuit Judge:
Plaintiff-appellant
John
McGann
(McGann) filed this suit under section 510
of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, Pub.L. No. 93-406, 88 Stat.
882 (29 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1461) (ERISA),
against defendants-appellees H & H Music
Company (H & H Music), Brook Mays Music Company (Brook Mays) and General
American Life Insurance Company (General American) (collectively defendants)
claiming that they discriminated against
McGann, an employee of H & H Music, by
reducing benefits available to H & H Music's group medical plan beneficiaries for
treatment for acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS) and related illnesses.
The district court granted defendants' motion for summary judgment on the ground
that an employer has an absolute right to
alter the terms of medical coverage avail·
able to plan beneficiaries. 7 42 F.Supp. 392.
We affirm.
FACTS AND PROCEEDINGS BELOW
McGann, an employee of H & H Music,
discovered that he was afflicted with AIDS
in December 1987.
Soon thereafter,
McGann submitted his first claims for reim·
bursement under H & H Music's group
medical plan, provided through Brook
Mays, the plan administrator, and issued
by General American, the plan insurer, and
informed his employer that he had AIDS.
McGann met with officials of H & H Music
1. Other changes included increased individual
and family deductibles, elimination of coverage
for chemical dependency treatment, adoption of
a preferred provider plan and increased contribution requirements.
l.

McGann also asserted various state law
which the district court dismtssed without

in March 1988. at which time
dis·
cussed McGann's illness.
Before the
change in the terms of the
it "'"'~''""n"
for lifetime medical benefits of up to
$1,000,000 to all employees.
In July 1988, H & H Music informed its
employees that, effective August 1, 1988,
changes would be made in their medical
coverage. These changes included, but
were not limited to, limitation of benefits
payable for AIDS-related claims to a lifetime maximum of $5,000. 1 No limitation
was
on any other
illness. H & H Music became self-insured
under the new plan and General American
became the plan's administrator.
Janu·
ary 1990, McGann had exhausted the
$5,000 limit on coverage for his illness.
In
1989, McGann sued H & H
Music, Brook Mays and General Amencan
under section 510 of I:J.t'\.l~)n,
vides, in part, as follows:

pant or
right to

. . or for the purpose
the attamment of any
may become entitled
29 u.s.c. § 140.
defendants discrim·
violation
hibitions of section 510. 2 He
the
coverage
related expenses was directed
at him in retaliation for
rights under the medical plan
purpose of
with his atta.mment
of a
to which
may
entitled

tions
summary
cussion. McGann's
in
states that
he "does not appeal from that part of the [d1s
trict) court's order."
3.

General American claimed that the district
court should have dismissed it
a defendant
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tions include no assertion that the reduction of AIDS benefits was intended to deny
benefits to McGann for any reason which
would not be applicable to other beneficiaries who might then or thereafter have
AIDS, but rather that the reduction was
prompted by the knowledge of McGann's
illness, and that McGann was the only benefi..:iary then known to have AIDS. 4 On
June 26, 1990, the district court granted
defendants' motion on the ground that they
had an absolute right to alter the terms of
the plan, regardless of their intent in making the alterations. The district court also
held that even if the issue of discriminatory
motive were relevant, summary judgment
would still be proper because the defendants' motive was to ensure the future
existence of the plan and not specifically to
retaliate against ~fcGann or to interfere
with his exercise of future rights under the
plan.
DISCUSSION

'I

. i

..:1,
I

; I

II

[1] McGann contends that defendants
violated both clauses of section 510 by discriminating against him for two purposes:
(1) "for exercising any right to which [the
beneficiary) is entitled," and (2) "for the
purpose of interfering with the attainment
of any right to which such participant may
become entitled." In order to preclude
summary judgment in defendants' favor,
McGann must make a showing sufficient to
establish the existence of a genuine issue
of material fact with respect to each material element on which he would carry the
burden of proof at trial. Celotex Corp. v.
Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 2552,
91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986).

(2] At trial, McGann would bear the
burden of proving the existence of defendants' specific discriminatory intent as an
essential element of either of his claims.
Kimbro v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 889 F.2d
a nonemployer and McGann has never been
employed by General American. Because of
our disposition of this appeal on alternative
grounds, we do not find it necessary to address
this issue.
4. We assume, for purposes of this appeal that
the defendants' knowledge of McGann's illness

86~J.

881 (9th Cir.l989) (employee must
prove employer's specific intent to retaliate
for employee's exercise of rights under
plan), cert. denied,- U.S.--. 111 S.Ct.
53. 112 L.Ed.2d 28 (1990); Clark r. Resistofiex Co., a Div. of Unidynamics Corp., 854
F.2d 762, 770 (5th Cir.l988) (employee must
prove specific intent to interfere with employee's pension rights); Dister v. Contznental Group, Inc., 859 F.2d 1108, 1111
(2d Cir.l988) (section 510 claimant must
prove specific intent to engage in activity
prohibited by section 510); Gavalik v. Continental Can Co., 812 F.2d 834, 851 (3d
Cir.) (claimant must prove specific intent to
violate ERISA), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 979.
108 S.Ct. 495, 98 L.Ed.2d 492 (1987). Thus.
in order to survive summary judgment
McGann must make a showing sufficient to
establish that a genuine issue exists as to
defendants' specific intent to retaliate
against McGann for filing claims for AIDSrelated treatment or to interfere with
McGann's attainment of any right to which
he may have become entitled.
[3] Although we assume there was a
connection between the benefits reduction
and either McGann's filing of claims or hi~
revelations about his illness, there is noth·
ing in the record to suggest that defendants' motivation was other than as they
asserted, namely to avoid the expense of
paying for AIDS treatment (if not, indeed.
also for other treatment), no more for
McGann than for any other present or fu·
ture plan beneficiary who might suffer
from AIDS. McGann concedes that the
reduction in AIDS benefits will apply
equally to all employees filing AIDS-relat·
ed claims and that the effect of the reduc·
tion will not necessarily be felt only by him.
He fails to allege that the coverage reduction was otherwise specifically intended to
deny him particularly medical co\·erage except "in effect." He does not challenge
was a motivating factor in their decision to
reduce coverage for AIDS-related expenses, that
this knowledge was obtained either through
McGann's filing of claims or his meetings with
defendants, and that McGann was the only plan
beneficiary then known to have AIDS.

. . ~ r· r ..

•
McGANS v. H & H Mt:SIC CO.
Cite u 946 F.ld 401 (5th Clr. 1991)

defendants' assertion that their purpose in
reducing AIDS benefits was to reduce
costs.
[ 4J Furthermore, McGann has failed to
adduce evidence of the existence of "any
right to which [he] may become entitled
under the plan." The right referred to in
the second clause of section 510 is not
simply any right to which an employee may
conceivably become entitled, but rather any
right to which an employee may become
entitled pursuant to an existing, enforceable obligation assumed by the employer.
"Congress viewed [section 510) as a crucial
part of ERISA because, without it, employers would be able to circumvent the provision of promised penefits." IngersollRand Co. v. McClendon,- L'.S. - - . 111
S.Ct. 478, 485, 112 L.Ed.2d 474 (1990) (emphasis added).
)1cGann's allegations show no promised
benefit, for there is nothing to indicate that
defendants ever promised that the $1,000,·
000 coverage limit was permanent. The H
& H ~usic plan expressly provides: "Ter·
mination or Amendment of Plan: The Plan
Sponsor may terminate or amend the Plan
at any time or terminate any benefit under
the Plan at any time." There is no allega·
tion or evidence that any oral or written
representations were made to .McGann that
the $1,000,000 coverage limit would never
be lowered. Defendants broke no promise
to McGann. The continued availability of
the Sl.OOO.OOO limit was not a right to
which .)1cGann may have become entitled
for the purposes of section 510. 5 To adopt
~1cGann"s contrary construction of this por·
tion of section 510 would mean that an
employer could not effectively reserve the
right to amend a medical plan to reduce
benefits respecting subsequently incurred
medical expenses. as H & H Music did
5. McGann does not claim that he was not fully
reimbursed for all claimed medical expenses
incurred on or prior to August 1. 1988; or that
the full SS.OOO has not been made available to
him in respect to AIDS related med1cal expenses
incurred by him on or after July l. !988.
6. We assume that discovery of McGann's condi·
liOn-and realization of the auendam. long·term
costs of caring for McGann-<lid in fact prompt
defendants to reconsider the S 1.000.000 limn

here, because such an amendment
obviousiy have as a
from
such future benefits
do under the

amendment. But this
law. and ERISA does not
'·vesting" of the right to a continued
of the same medical benefits once those ;
ever included in a welfare plan. See M01

v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co .. ~
F.2d 488. 492 (2d
McGann appears to contend that the
duction AIDS benefits alone supports
retali:
futl
exercise of
MeGa
charactenzes as evidence of an individu
ized intent to discriminate the fact tl
AIDS was the only
which the $5,000 limit v-.·as
fact that McGann was
only
known to have AIDS. He contends that
defendants reduced AIDS coveraffe
learned

to discrlminate for
breaking of this
pears to contend
with a future entitlement.
McGann

section 510. 7

1.
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eral Sav. Bank. 728 F.Supp. 1210 m.Md.
1990). In Vogel, however, the plan change
at issue resulted in the plaintiff and only
the plaintiff being ex.cludeci [rom coverl<l~e.
McGann asserts that the Vogel court rejected the defendant's contention that mere
termination of benefits could not constitute
unlawful discrimination under section 510,
but in fact the court rejected this claim not
because it found that mere termination of
coverage could constitute discrimination
under section 510, but rather because the
termination at issue affected only the beneficiary. !d. at 1225. Nothing in Vogel
suggests that the change there had the
potential to then or thereafter exclude any
present or possible future plan beneficiary
other than the plaintiff. Vogel therefore
provides no support for the proposition that
the alteration or termination of a medical
plan could alone sustain a section 510
claim. Without necessarily approving of
the holding in Vogel, we note that it is
inapplicable to the instant case. The postAugust 1, 1988 $5,000 AIDS coverage limit
applies to any and all employees. 8
McGann effectively contends that section
510 was intended to prohibit any discrimination in the alteration of an employee
benefits plan that results in an identifiable
employee or group of employees being
treated differently from other employees.
The First Circuit rejected a somewhat similar contention in Aronson v. Serl!'!l.S Rubber, Div. of Chromalloy, 730 F.2d 12 (1st
Cir.), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1017, 105 S.Ct.
431, 83 L.Ed.2d 357 (1984). In Aronson,
an employer eliminated a profit sharing
plan with respect to employees at only one
of two plants. The disenfranchised employees sued their employer under section
510, claiming that partial termination of the
employer alter the terms or conditions of the
plan at issue. Nor did any one of the three
suggest that the changing of the terms of the
plan might constitute a violation of section 510.

,I

I!

i

l

8. As noted, the district court stated as one
ground for its decision that an employer has an
absolute right to alter the terms of an employee
benefits plan, barring contractual provisions to
the contrary. See Deeming v. American Standard, Inc., 905 F.2d 1124, 1127 (7th Cir.1990)
("allegation that the employer-employee rela·

plan with respect to employees at one plant
and not at the other constituted illegal discrimination. The court rejected the employees' discrimination claim, stating in
part:
"[Section 510) relates to discriminatory
conduct directed against individuals. not
to actions involving the plan in general.
The problem is with the word 'discriminate.' An overly literal interpretation of
this section would make illegal any partial termination, since such terminations
obviously interfere with the attainment
of benefits by the terminated group, and.
indeed, are expressly intended so to interfere. . . . This is not to say that a
plan could not be discriminatorily modified, intentionally benefitting, or injuring, certain identified employees or a cer·
tain group of employees, but a partial
termination cannot constitute discrimination per se. A termination that cuts
along independently established lineshere separate divisions-and that has a
readily apparent business justification.
demonstrates no invidious intent." /d. at
16 (citation omitted).
The Supreme Court has observed in die
tum: "ERISA doe;; not mandate that employers provide any particular benefits. an ..
does not itself proscribe discrimination 1:
the provision of employee benefits." Sha,.
v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 463 U.S. 85, lC
S.Ct. 2890, 2897, 77 L.Ed.2d 490 1198?.
See also Sejman v. Warner-Lambert Cc
889 F.2d 1346, 1348-49 (4th Cir.1989), ce1·
denied, U.S. - - , 111 S.Ct. 43, ll
L.Ed.2d 19 (1990); Young r. Standard 0
(Indiana), 849 F.2d 1039. 1045 (7th Cir.
cert. denied, 488 U.S. 981, 109 S.Ct. 5:.::
102 L.Ed.2d 561 (1988); Phillips v. Amo(
Oil Co., 799 F.2d 1464, 1471 (11th Cir.198t•
tionship, and not merely the pension plan. w.
changed in some discriminatory or wronj!i.
way" is "a fundamental prerequisite to a § 5 1·
action"); Owens v. Storehouse. Inc., 773 F.Su~;·
416, 418 (N.D.Ga.l991) (relying on Deeming !
rejecting claim that employer violated sectio.
510 by reducing AIDS benefits from Sl.OOO.OC
to $25,000 under employee health plan (ll
ground that "§ 510 was designed to protect t!.
'employment relationship,' not the integritv ('
specific plans.") We do not find it necessary •··
decide this question.

0
McGANN v. H & H MUSIC CO.
Cite as 946 F.ld 401 (S!h Clr.

cert. denied, 481 U.S. 1016, 107 S.Ct. 1893,
95 L.Ed.2d 500 (1987); Hamilton v. Travelers Ins. Co., 752 F.2d 1350, 1351-52 (8th
Cir.l985); Moore v. Reynolds Metals Co.
Retirement Program for Salaried Employees. 740 F.2d 454, 456 (6th Cir.l984)
(Reynolds Metals), cert. denied. 469 U.S.
1109, 105 S.Ct. 786, 83 L.Ed.2d 780 0985).
To interpret "discrimination" broadly to include defendants' conduct would clearly
conflict with Congress's intent that employers remain free to create, modify and terminate the terms and conditions of employee benefits plans without governmental interference.
The Sixth Circuit, in rejecting a challenge
to an employer's freedom to choose the
terms of its employee pension plan, stated
that
"(i]n enacting ERISA. Congress continued its reliance on t'oluntary action by
employers by granting substantial tax
advantages for the creation of qualified
retirement programs. ~either Congress
nor the courts are mvolved in either the
decision to establish a plan or in the
decision concerning which benefits a plan
should provide. In particular, courts
have no authority to decide which benefits employers must confer upon their
employees; these are decisions which are
more appropriately mfluenced by forces
in the marketplace and. when appropriate, by federal leg1slauon. Absent a violation of federal or sUI.te law, a federal
court may not mod1fy a substantive provision of a pension plan." !d. (ciUI.tion
omitted) (emphasis tn onginall.
The Sixth Circuit has subsequent.ly declared that "the principle articulated in
[Reynolds Metals] applies with at least as
much force to welfare plans ... " J1usto v.
Amerzcan General Corp., 861 F.:~d
912 (6th Cir.1988), cert. demed, 4!10 U.S
1020, 109 S.Ct. 1745, 104 L.Ed.::!d 182
(1989). 9
9. Musto involved an ERISA claim bv ret1rees
that their former employer violated contractual
and fiduciary duties by changing the 1erms of
their medical coverage. The court n::Jected
plaintiffs' claim that thev had a vested interest
in the terms of their med1cai coverage iHu.sro,

l~ll

As
freedom to amend or eliminate
benefits is particularly
spect to medical plans:
"With

decifixed annuities are
stable
and
is appropriate. In contrast. medical insurance must take account of inflation.
changes in medical
and
gy, and
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response to the escalatin!-; costs of covering
an employee suffering from that illness.
Such an interpretatiOn would, in effect,
change the terms of H & H Music's plan.
Instead of making the $1,000,000 limit
available for medical expenses on an asincurred basis only as long as the limit
remained in effect. the policy would make
the limit permanently available for all
medical expenses as they might thereafter
be incurred because of a single event, such
as the contracting of AIDS.
Under
McGann's theory, defendants would be effectively proscribed from reducing coverage for AIDS once McGann had contracted
that illness and filed claims for AIDS-relat·
ed expenses. If a federal court could pre·
vent an employer from reducing an employee's coverage limits for AIDS treatment
once that employee contracted AIDS, the
boundaries of judicial involvement in the
creation, alteration or termination of
ERISA plans would be sorely tested.
[5] As noted, McGann has failed to adduce any evidence of defendants' specific
intent to engage in conduct proscribed by
section 510. A party against whom summary judgment is ordered cannot raise a
fact issue simply by stating a cause of
action where defendants' state of mind is a
material element. Clark, 854 F.2d at 771.
" 'There must be some indication that he
can produce the requisite quantum of evidence to enable him to reach the jury with
his claim.' " /d. at 771 (quoting Hahn v.
Sargent, 523 F.2d 461. 468 (1st Cir.l975),
cert. denied. 425 U.S. 904, 96 S.Ct. 1495. 47
L.Ed.2d 754 (1976)l.
[6, 7] Proof of defendants' specific intent to discriminate among plan beneficiaries on grounds not proscribed by section 510 does not enable McGann to avoid
summary judgment. ERISA does not
broadly prevent an employer from "discriminating" in the creation, alteration or
termination of employee benefits plans;
thus, evidence of such intentional discrimination cannot alone sustain a claim under
section 510. That section does not prohibit
welfare pian discrimination between or
among categories of diseases. Section 510
does not mandate that if some, or most, or

virtually all catastrophic illnesses are covered, AIDS (or any other particular catastrophic illness) must be among them. It
does not prohibit an employer from electing
not to cover or continue to cover AIDS.
while covering or continuing to cover other
catastrophic illnesses, even though the employer's decision in this respect may stem
from some "prejudice" against AIDS or its
victims generally. The same, of course, is
true of any other disease and its victims.
That sort of "discrimination" is simply not
addressed by section 510. Under section
510. the asserted discrimination is illegal
only if it is motivated by a desire to retaliate against an employee or to deprive an
employee of an existing right to which he
may become entitled. The district court's
decision to grant summary judgment to
defendants therefore was proper. Its judgment is accordingly
AFFIRMED.

CITIZENS STATE BANK OF LOMETA.
Plaintiff-Appellee.
v.

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION as Receiver of l"orth Central National Bank. Defendant-Appel·
I ant.
No. 90-8607.

United States Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit.
Nov. 4, 1991.
Beneficiary of standby letters of credit
brought action after Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) as receiver of in·
solvent national bank that issued letter~
refused to honor drafts. The United States
District Court for the Western District of
Texas, James R. Nowlin, J., entered summary judgment against FDIC, and appeal
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ERISA and Employer Cappi g of
Benefits for Treatment of AID
and Related Illnesses
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Ronald Turner

Introduction
Consider the following scenario.
An employee who is infected with
the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) discovers that he has acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS), submits claims for reimbursement under his employer's
group medical plan, and informs
the employer that he has AIDS.
Several months later the employee
meets with company officials to
discuss his illness. Three months
later the employer informs its
employees that changes will be made
in their medical coverage. The
employer will become self-insured,
benefits payable for AIDS-related
claims will be limited to a lifetime
maximum of $5,000 (prior to the
change, the lifetime maximum for
employees was $1,000,000), deductibles for individual and family coverage will be increased, a preferred
provider plan will be adopted, contribution requirements will increase,
and coverage for chemical dependency treatment will be eliminated.
~o limitation will be placed on any
other catastrophic illness.
Do the employer's change in
coverage and the cap on AIDSrdatcd illness benefits v1olate the
Uonald Turner, JD, IS with the IJ><'
'ichiff flardin & Waite, Chicago

fiml

of

federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)? 1
More specifically, does the employer's action violate ERISA §510,
which provides, among other things,
that it shall be unlawful for any
person to discriminate against a
participant or beneficiary of a plan
for exercising any rights under the
plan to which he or she is entitled,
or to interfere with the attainment
of any right under the plan to which
the participant may become entitled?2 Using the foregoing scenario as a backdrop, the 4""''"''1.J'
are whether the employer's change
in the medical coverage provided to
employees (which came about after
the employee informed the employer
that he had AIDS) constitutes unlawful discrimination against the
employee in violation of §510 and
whether the employer's action
lawfully interferes with the employee's right to benefits
before the change and $5,000 thereafter), in violation of ERISA.

Recent Case Law Developments
These questions and the
cation of §510 to the foregoing facts
were addressed by the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fifth
cuir in McGann v. H&H Music Company. 3 In that case, John McGann
filed a complaint in federal

court in which he claimed that his
in medical insurance coverage
ERISA
McGann contended that

"""""''u"'" of coverage
AIDS-related medical~,."''"'"""~'

McGann's
duction in AIDS-related coverage
was Dn)m'otea
McGann's illness and that McGann
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plover;, dectston 10 thts tcspcct mav stem
AIDS or AIDS-related illnco,~s. The
filing of claims or tm
from wme .. preJudtcc .. agamst AIDS or liS
employer also a\.~crt<.:d that. tx·wusc
me<.:tmgs with the employer, :md
,.,CtJms generally. The same. of course. IS
of financial s<.:tbacks, it could not
that Mc(iann was the only plan
true of any other dtseasc and its V1Cttms.
afford to self-insure the II\T <.:mThat son of .. discnmmatton · is simply not
bencliciary then known to have
addressed bv section 510 ,o
ployecs up to the $l,OOO.CXl0 maxiAIDS.~· In the court's view, there
mum and was faced with the option
was no evidence that suggested that
Noting the well-sutlcd principle
of capping AIDS-related benefits
the employer's motivation wa~ other .\1
that Congress did not intend that
or discontinuing the plan for all of
than the avoidance of expenses of
1
ERISA circumscribe employers'
its employees. 13
payments for AIDS treatment; the
control over the contents of benefit
Initially noting that ERISA §510
reduction in AIDS benefits "will
plans
offered
to
employees,
the
Fifth
was
designed to protect the emapply equally to all employees filing
Circuit reasoned that if a federal
ployment relationship and not the
AlDS-related claims and . . the
integrity of specific benefit plans,
court could prevent an employer
effect of the reduction will not necfrom
reducing
an
employee's
covthe district court opined that "a
essarily be felt only by [McGann J.""
erage limit for AIDS treatment once
fundamental prerequisite to a §510
Furthermore, stated the court,
that employee was afflicted by AIDS,
action is an allegation that the
there was nothing to indicate that
the boundaries of judicial involveemployer /employee relationship,
the $1,000,000 coverage limit that
ment in the creation, alteration, or
and not merely the plan, wa.~ changed
existed prior to the employer's change
termination of ERISA plans would
in some discriminatory or wrongful
in coverage was permanent. The
be sorely tested. 11 Finding no eviway." 14 The Owens court concluded
plan expressly provided that it could
that the employer's unilateral modidence that the employer's change i
be terminated or amended at any
coverage was motivated by a desire
fication of an existing plan could
time. Absent evidence or an allegato retaliate against McGann or to
not support a §510 claim and found
tion of oral or written representathat the allegations of the plaintiffs
deprive an employee of an existin
tions to McGann that the $1,000,000
right to which the employee might
action failed to raise an issue of discoverage would never be lowered,
the court concluded that the embecome entitled, the Fifth Circuit
crimination against the employment
affirmed the district court's ruling
relationship, and therefore failed to
ployer broke no promise to McGann
in favor of the employer.
state a claim under §510. 15
by changing the coverage limits. Thus,
the "continued availability of the
The same result reached in
The capping of benefits at issue
McGann was reached in a prior
in McGann and Owens is a signifi$1,000,000 limit was not a right to
cant matter for, as reported by HIVdecision by a federal district court
which McGann may have become
in Owens v. Storehouse., lnc.U There,
rights attorneys, employers (parentitled for purposes of section 510." 7
the
plaintiff
was
diagnosed
as
havticularly smaller companies) are now
As stated by the Fifth Circuit,
ing AIDS in November 1988 and
more likely to cut an HIV-positive
"ERISA does not require such
'vesting' of the right to a continued
employee's benefits than to fire a
received $116,000 in AIDS-related
level of the same medical benefits
benefits under the employer's selfworker, and more companies are
once those are ever included in a
insured medical plan. In October
placing caps on medical benefits
19'X> the employer notified the plainpayable to AIDS-afflicted or HIVwelfare plan."8
tiff that it could no longer afford to
positive workers. 16 This development
As to the facts that AIDS was
is of particular importance given
provide him with benefits in excess
the only catastrophic illness to which
the $5,000 cap was applied and
of a $25,00J cap applicable to AIDSthe additional fact that American
McGann was the only employee of
related claims under its then reemployers are increasingly self-inthe employer known to have AIDS,
suring, are assuming the financial
cently modified plan. Prior to that
notification, the plaintiff was enrisks of employee health insurance,
the court determined that §510 "does
titled to a lifetime maximum mediand are using company assets to pay
not mandate that if some, or most,
or virtually all catastrophic illnesses Lc::a~l~b~e~n~e~fi~t=o:f1$:1=:~:::-==::-:-=~...,. health insurance claims; in fact, more
e employer contended that
than one-half of all employees in
are covered, AIDS (or any other
the $25,000 cap was placed on AIDSthe United States work for compaparticular catastrophic illness) must
be among them.'"~ Section 510
related claims after the employer
nies that are partially or fully selfhad learned that its insurer would
insured. 17
does not prohibit an employer from electmg
not provide insurance or reinsurAs the cumulative number of
not to cover or contmue to cover AIDS,
ance
for
the
plaintiff
or
for
four
individuals
in the United States with
while covering or continuing to cover other
other employees diagnosed with
AIDS surpassed 200,000 in 1991
catastrophiC illnesses, even though the em\tc(;;mn·~

l
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:md the estimated lifetime cost of
medical care for each person with
t\IDS i~$7.'i,OOO(in 1988dollars), 18
,me can anticipate that, like H&H
Music and Storehouse, Inc., many
cmplovers will consider and make
changcs 1n their medical plans,
changes that may include the capping of benefits for AIDS and related illnesses as well as other catastrophic diseases or illnesses such
as cancer. Thus, the court decisions
discussed in this article, which held
that the employers did not violate
ERISA §510 by changing and capping medical benefits for AIDS after they became aware that employees had AIDS, set out an interpretation of the statute and articulate a
public policy that validates such employer actions.
From an employee perspective,
the decisions in McGann and Owens
are disconcerting. It should not be
surprising that, faced with AIDS
and the need for medical treatment,
an employee who is relying on the
medical benefits offered by the
employer's plan would be shocked
and dismayed to discover that those
benefits had been or would be capped
and that the employer could unilaterally alter the terms of coverage
and carve out an exception for AIDS
or any other catastrophic illness.
The capping in McGann and Owens,
which occurred after the employee's
condition became known to the
employer, raises issues of fairness
and equity, and the question of what
rights the employee has to continued coverage, at a level made available to him or her prior to the
employer's knowledge that the individual had AIDS or AIDS-related
illnesses, is one which employees
affected by capping will pursue in
the courts.
Whether the capping of benefits v10lates ERISA §510 is a statutory question and, therefore, is an
L<>sue of statutory interpretation. One
of the kevs to the courts'

AIDS&
of the plaintiffs' challenges to cap-

ping in the cases discussed above
was the courts' determination that
the employees had no vested right
to benefits in place prior to the
t:mployers' knowledge uf their
medical condition. Recall that
ERISA §510 provides that the
employer may not discriminate with
respect to rights to which the employee is or may become entitled.
Where an employer has not relinquished and has retained the legal
right to unilaterally alter or modify
its medical plan, the employer will
argue that no legal entitlement or
vested right to certain benefits in
place prior to the change in the
medical plan can exist as a matter of
law. Thus, as illustrated by McGann
and Owens, the employer's modification right presents a serious obstacle to an employee's entitlement
argument.
As employers continue to
change their medical plans in response to individuals in the work
force who seek medical benefits for
AIDS or other catastrophic illnesses,
we can anticipate that more cases
involving the issue of the application of §510 to employer capping of
medical benefits will come before
the courts. At this juncture, the
important public policy question that
warrants ongoing attention is
whether the courts will follow the
lead of the McGann and Owens
courts, or whether other judges
considering the issue will
a
different analysis and hold that
capping is a violation of
under
certain circumstances.
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November 25, 1992

Senator Art Torres
State Capitol, Room 2080
Sacramento. CA 95814
Dear Senator Torres:
I understand from Brent Barnhart that you will be holdinp; a hearing on December 1.
related to the recent case of McGann vs. H & H Music. I wanted to let you know Blue Cross
of California's perspective on that case.
The Supreme Court refusal to consider McGann vs. H & H Music gave companies that self
fund their own health benefits the right to restrict employee health coverage for specific
conditions. The Court's decision, based on the 1974 ERISA (Employee Retirement Income
Security Act) law, does not apply to contracts or policies of medical coverage issued by
insurance companies.
Health insurers and health plans, such as Blue Cross of California, are regulated by the
California Department of Insurance (DOl) or the Department of Corporations (DOC). The
programs offered to the public by these entitles must meet certain standards.
DOl and DOC regulations prohibit health insurers. but not self-insured companies. from
reducing the health coverage that consumers and businesses purchase through their
premiums. Companies that offer Blue Cross of California insurance plans are
contractually obligated to maintain their insurance coverage at least until the renewal
period. At that time, the employer can discontinue contracting with their current health
plan. Blue Cross of California, however, guarantees renewal except when premiums have
not been paid.
Blue Cross of California shares the public's concern regarding the availability and security
of health care coverage. We support health care reform such as A.B. 1672, which
guarantees access tO health care for the small group market. We have also developed a
number of affordable managed care products to help the working uninsured; poor, working
mothers with infants: and uninsured children obtain the health services they need. We
recently celebrated the enrollment of the 1 millionth member in businesses with fewer than
50 employees. Blue Cross of California recognizes our responsibility to address the health
care needs of the communities we serve.
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THE ROLl OF FEDERAL STANDARDS IN HEALTH SYSTEMS REFORNt
BOW MUCH LDSR SKO'OttD DISA GIVE TBB STAT:SS?

with presentations by
Patricia Ann Butler
Attorney and Health Policy
Consultant
Boulder, Colorado
Mary

Jo 0' Brien

Deputy Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Health

Michael s. Gordon
Attorney-at-Law
Washington, D.C.
Meg H. O'Donnell
General Counsel
vermont Health care Authority

to be followed by a discussion with
several panelists knowledgeable about ERISA issues
Wt4n•IMY· UoYfl!!!bH' 11. 1992
8:30 a.m. to noon
210 Cannon House Office Building
Independence and New Jersey Avenues, S.B.

If you would like to attend this meeting, please call Dagny
canard at C202) 172·1392as soon as possible.

With health systems reform efforts bogged down at the federal
level, many states are forging ahead with plans to increase access
to health insurance and to control costs. Some have thrown down
the gauntlet and declared dates by which their citizens will be
guaranteed health coverage, while leaving the details of implementation for later. A few states have embarked on complex programs
to restructure their health care financing systems.
However,
virtually all state proposals to finance health care for the
uninsured face a formidable barrier:
the federal Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) . State governments
have asked for waivers from ERISA to allow them to tax and regulate
self-insured employee benefit plans and to take other measures to
broaden the base used to finance care for the uninsured and
indige~t.
But many corporations and unions administering multistate health plans object to ERISA waivers on the grounds that
having to conform to a checkerboard of state requirements would be
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onerous. In addition, union representatives have expressed concern
that allowing the states to conduct large-scale experiments would
deflate health systems reform efforts at the federal level.

ERISA, in effect, allows employers to offer the same benef
package to employees throughout the country while avoiding state
requirements such as mandated benefits, premium taxes,
contributions to high-risk pools to cover people that otherwise
would not be able to afford health insurance. Barring changes in
the law or new interpretations by the courts, ERISA may stand in
the way ot most, if not all, attempts by states to tax self·insured
plans in order to cover the uninsured.
So far, Congress has resisted granting BRISA exemptions,
except in the case of Hawaii, which began requiring employers to
offer health insurance just before ERISA'S enactment. (See Issue
Brief No. 555, •Expanding Access to Health Care in the States:
Experimenting with Mandates in Hawaii and Massachusetts.")
According to John Lewin, M.D., director of the state's Department
of Health, a reform proposal made by President Nixon to Congress in
1974 was the model for Hawaii's employer mandate, which was
included in the Prepaid Health Care Act <PHCA). After a challenge
by the Standard Oil Company in 1976, a federal appellate court
ruled that the law violated IRISA: in 1991, the Supreme
upheld the appellate court's decision, forcing the issue back to
Congress. In 1983 Congress granted the state an exemption from
ERISA. Under PHCA and subsequent legislation, Hawaii has come by
far the closest of all the states to establishing universal
coverage; state sources report that only about 3.75 percent
residents lack health insurance.
The state has, however,
seeking to broaden its ERISA waiver, whose provisions ~ere
when it was granted.
While Hawaii seeks a broader exemption from ERISA, several
other states, among them Colorado, Florida, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Oregon, and Vennont, have embarked on health
efforts that may be contingent on BRISA axemption. States face
growing pressure both to provide access to health insurance and to
contain the costs of Medicaid and health coverage for
employees.
State governments already spend. an average
percent of their total budgets on health-related programs.
in some states, almost one-quarter of the population is
according to the General Accounting Office (GAO).
Caught between pressure from the states to grant ERISA
and pressure from the sponsors of multi-state health plans not to
do so, and unable to reach consensus over health systems
the federal government must consider the ramifications
overhauling their health systems.
In this context,
questions arise, including an examination of the extent to which
ERISA governs health benefit pla..DJ~.
Exactly what
federa1 government require of employee benefit plana?
a
preemption of states' ability to regulate employee benefit plans is
too rigid to allow needed state reforms, is the federal law too
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flexible in other areas? For example, ERISA imposes few substantive requirements,
as minimum benefit standards and reserve
requirements, on employee health plan sponsors. On the other hand,
should ERISA allow
types of employee health plan sponsors,
especially those administering so-called self-insured plans, to
escape some state regulations?
Should all plans falling under
ERISA's jurisdiction, including those that are fully insured, be
exempt from state insurance regulations that add unnecessary costs?
This Forum session will examine what the federal role might be
in regulating private health benefits in the context of health
systems reform, regardless of whether the states or the federal
government end up taking the lead.
Among the issues to be
discussed is exactly what should be held constant at the federal
level if the states are allowed to move in diverse directions.
What protections should ERISA and other federal laws offer people
covered by private health plans? How should the responsibility for
ensuring these protections be allocated among the states, the
federal government, plan sponsors, and individuals?

The primary reason for the passage of ERISA was to insure the
solvency and equity of the nation' a private pension plans.
In
drafting the law, Congress included limited fiduciary and disclosure standards governing employee welfare benefit plans, including
health plans, but intentionally did not adopt the kind of substantive requirements that it applied to pensions plans, because at the
time there appeared to be little or no need to do so. Thus, ERISA
prescribes minimum participation, vesting, and funding standards
for private-sector pension plans offered by employers or employee
organizations but does not apply these standards to health plane.
ERISA does not determine a minimum standard for benefits offered
under a health plan, just as it does not set a minimum level of
benetits for private pension plans.
In the health care arena, ERISA's greatest impact results not
from what it requires, but rather from what it prevents the states
from doing. The McCarran- Ferguson Act, passed in 1945, established
the regulation of insurance as an area of exclusive state jurisdiction. In its preemption clause, ERISA, in turn, nsuperseaes" all
state laws relating to employee benefit plans, thereby placing the
regulation of such plans under exclusive federal jurisdiction.
ERISA stipulates, however, that states can continue to regulate
insurance. Therefore, states indirectly can regulate fully insured
employee benefit plans by regulating the insurers from which
employers purchase insurance, but they cannot regulate self· insured
plane. The net effect is that- without there having been serious
congressional consideration of the possibility - ERISA has ended up
providing a mechanism through which health plan sponsors can
unilaterally escape state insurance regulation by deciding to self·
insure. ERISA stipulates that neither an employee benefit plan nor
any trust established under such a plan shall be deemed to be

engaged in the business of insurance
insurance laws.
When ERISA was passed, only a
were self-insured; today, by most est
nation's workers with private health
insured plans. Health plan sponsors
st~te regulation, which may include u - u u . premium taxes, contributions to risk pools,
funds, requirements to p~rtic
in
pools, and standards governing reserves
Intentionally or otherwise,
facilitated a dramatic erosion of
insurance regulation, a process that
smaller companies seek to self-insure
stop-loss insurance.
The shrinking
insured health plans poses a
coverage of the uninsured: in recent
, some
insurers to help finance limited programs to
such as insurance pools for high-risk
have mandated systems through which some
others through price differentials,
ance" pools. Some states have levied
uncompensated care rather than
narrowing base of fully insured plans.
mechanisms have been challenged or
under ERISA.
If ERISA constrains states
f.~..u;;u."'.._
cover the uninsured and from having some
certainly looms as a barrier to more
proposals. Some benefit experts
state legislators to finance universal
through income or corporate taxes
but that state lawmakers simply
so; state governments would run the
visible new taxes as an unnecessary
system that already is too expensive
that even broad-based taxes, such as
would violate ERISA if they were
significant impact on employee
some reform plans a broad·u~Da~
system that would displace
be made that making private plans
incentive that would lead to
"impact" on them.

Most state
ies des
system· face the risk
being
would cause some impact to employee

- 5 1992 paper prepared for the National Academy for State Health
Policy, Patricia But
, J.D., outl
the following initiatives

as likely to be challenged under ERISA:
•

"Pay or play" laws, where an employer is required to pay a tax (that funds
a public health
bu~ is given a credic for health benefits offered to
employees.

•

universal publicly funded and administered health programs, such as
single- or multiple-payer models (whether or not funded by payroll or
other taxea) .

•

Stat:e hospital rate· setting progrmni':J that fund
least as applied to self·funded health plana).

•

State provider taxes earmarked for health programs for the uninsured or
the poor (at least: as applied to self-funded plans).

•

Regulating "stop louu inaurance carriers that ahare risk with aalf·fundea
health plana.
·

Conflicts

~etween

unc~eneated

care (at

BRISA and Subaidising Inaurance Pools

In a general sense, ERISA. has its origins in common law
pertaining to trusts and fiduciaries. Under this area of law, a
person responsible for assets held in trust for someone else has a
duty to handle and invest them prudently. and solely for the benefit
of the person ~or whom the assets are being held. Both ERISA and
the Internal Revenue Code contain an exclusive benefit rule
requiring that plan assets be used exclusively to provide benefits
and pay administrative expensea for the participants and beneficiaries in the plan. Even assuming the ERISA preemption issue were
overcome, unless ERISA were amended in other respects, it is open
to question whether any legislation requiring pooling among plans
would violate the exclusive benefit rule. As health care costs
continue to rise uncontrollably, sponsors of health plans with
average or below-average costs are more likely to use the ERISA
preemption argument to resist state government efforts to have them
subsidize the cost of care for the uninsured or for plans covering
disproportionate numbers of sick people requiring relatively higher
medical expenditures.
Unable to tax self·insured health plans directly to help
shoulder the burden of care for the uninsured, some states have
attempted to include them indirectly by taxing hospitals and
physicians, whose charges are inputs to the cost of both fully
insured and self· insured plans. Another subsidy strategy is stateenforced price difterentials for different categories of payers.
In May 1992, a federal District Court dealt such state strategies
a blow when it barred New Jersey from enforcing state hospital
rate-setting regulations that required self-insured plans to pay
c;harges exceeding a hospital's actual cost of care. ·In a suit
brought against the state and 70 hospitals by 14 self-insured,
jointly administered union health and welfare funds, the court held
that ERISA preempts state regulations allowing hospitals to include
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in their charges costs they incur to cover
subs 1diza the Medicare program, and to give discounts
types of benefit plane. While the New Jersey
ion
appeal, a self-insured union plan has
the
of
claiming that the state's recently
2
care providers violates ERISA.
!'w1ore recently, fully insured plans,
1
jurisdiction of both state insurance
and ERISA
begun using an ERISA preempt
argument to
lenge state
mandated hospital surcharges as well.
a lawsuit fil
U·. S. District Court of Manhattan, the Heal
Insurance
of America and Travelers Corporation argue that New York
cannot require employee benefit plans, both
ly insured
insured, and non-Medicaid health maintenance organizat
to pay surcharges on inpatient hospital bills
At
percent price differential given to Blue Cross;
surcharge on commercial insurers that goes
revenue fund; and a 9 percent surcharge
HMOs that also goes into the state general

It is worth noting that the sponsors
health plans, which are·not covered by
avoid participation in state financing
dize care for the indigent and uninsured
recently ordered insurers covering federal
to etop paying a tax that helps
patients unable to pay for themselves.
Office of Personnel Management for fail
Court rulings concerning how much
subsidize care for people outside the plan
state attempts to redistribute health care
affect employers' ability to negotiate

A GAO report, published in June 1992,
possible trade-off in which Congress
flexibility to develop comprehensive
the same time imposing conditions
According to the GAO report:
Stat:ea are hampered by the IRISA preblpticm prcvidon
ma.kas it difficult: to dasign and implement im'lovtu:ive
reforms.
If the congreas wants to give atates more
develop comprehensive reforme, it should consider whether to
ERISA 1110 that the Depart:mant: of Labor can give nates
limited waiver
for IRISA' a preemptic:m cltU.llle 1n crdar to devolop innovat.ive .~~~ ......,,..,.,•....,t~ ..
to employer-based. health insunmce. The Congre&ua could definE~~ minimum
standarda - governing IIIIUC::h f&c:torll as benefits
extent of
coverage, and terms under which the waiver might
- that a
state must meat to receive and maintain such a waiver.
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After leaving substant
federal government nuw
standards, only after
reform.
Me4icare, Medicai4

out

ERISA for years, the
more detailed
taken the initiative on

imposing

Also R-equested

Both Massachusetts and Oregon have legislated play-or-pay
reform schemes
have yet to be implemented.
Although both
initiatives were designed to be compatible with ERISA, it is
uncertain whether either will withstand an ERISA challenge in
court. Florida, Minnesota, and vermont also have enacted comprehensive reform proposals that. would affect private employee benefit
plans. To finance coverage for the·uninsured- a group spanning
both those inside the private work force and those outside it state governments are seeking waivers not only from ERISA but also
from the rules governing Medicaid and Medicare.
This su.mrner,
Oregon's reform package was dealt a serious blow when DHHS denied
it a waiver needed to shorten the list of medical services covered
by Medicaid in exchange for broadening the group of people that the
program would cover.
The reason given for rejecting oregon's
rationing proposal was that it violated the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
With debate over health systems reform gridlocked at the
federal level, state governments have become increasingly frustrated.
During the summer, several governors demanded that the
administration and Congress remove legal barriers to comprehensive
reform at the state level.
Waiver Bills
Bills designed to give the states limited exemptions from ERISA
failed to pass during the l02nd Congress. However, the discussion
they stimulated demonstrates the need to define more clearly the
federal role in regulating health benefits, while possibly
foreshadowing key elements of future debate over national health
systems reform.
Sens. Patrick J. Leahy (D
. ) and David Pryor (D-Ark.)
sponsored a bill that would facilitate state-based health reform by
establishing a federal commission that could grant ERISA, Medicaid,
and Medicare waivers if states met certain conditions.
At a
September 9 hearing before the Senate Finance Committee several
governors testified that they needed the waivers to implement
strategies that include:
• levying assessments to create statewide pooling arrangements,
• requiring employers to either offer a standard benefit package
as defined by the state or pay into a public progrwm,

• developing commonadministrat
uniform claims forms and
1
• establishing uniform
Testifying in oppos
of the ERISA Industry Committee, a 1
corporations, said the waivers would
the health care system by inviting the
approaches."
A representative of
demonstrations could delay needed
federal level.
The Lea.hy/Pryor bill would establ
oversee state reform efforts. The
for approval of up to 10 state
would include:
• a requirement that a state
to at least 95 percent
population of insured by 10
• a cost containment mechanism
inflation within a state does not
percentage increase in the
percent for 1994, 2.7 percent
0.7 percent for 1997, and 0
thereafter; and
• federal budget neutrality over
period.
The bill defines minimum
"standard and basic" benefit packages
could require employers to provide.
benefit plans from meeting the
~employer's per-employee contribution
sion to be equivalent within
at least $1,250 for an
(indexed to the state's wage
In exchange for meeting
federal commission could waive
Medicare, and ERISA. Under the
states a 11 narrowly crafted ERISA
collect assessments
purposes of --·--health care plans
to
insurance or are
Meanwhile,
. Dave Durenberger
state w~ose newly passed provider tax
introduced legislation that in ef
invalidation
parts of New
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Durenberger's
to allow states to apply to
the federal
allow them to impose
a "nonth care plans, including
those that are
make clear that nondiscriminatory,
"~~~~ health care taxes imposed by states on
hospitals, doctors.
other providers would not violate ERISA.
In addition,
1 would allow states to set hospital rates to
include recovery for uncompensated care costs and other healthrelated costs.
Proponents
Durenberger's proposal argue that it is unfair
that the risk pools that states have established to cover the
otherwise uninsurable are subsidized by state taxes on commercial
insurers, while self- insured plans avoid contributing. Be c au a e
ERISA prevents states from taxing self- insured plans, the same
inequity stands in the way of broader state plans to finance care
for the uninsured through taxes affecting health plans. About 22
states currently impose taxes on hospitals, doctors, and other
providers for the purpose of financing and subsidizing ~ncompen
sated care, state Medicaid programs, and other programs, according
to the proposal.
Although the waiver bills described above failed to pass,
Congress did add to a tax bill (H.R. ll) ERISA waivers designed to
preserve Maryland's all-payer rate-setting system and to broaden
Hawaii's exemption from ERISA (although not to the extent desired
by Hawaii officials). At the time of this writing, President Bush
was expected to veto the tax bill.

The ability of self- insured plans to withdraw coverage for
certain diseases is a key issue in the discussion about the extent
of federal employee benefit regulation. In two recent cases, for
example, federal courts have ruled that employers do not violate
ERISA by imposing limitations on health benefits payable for AIDS
treatment. According to a paper entitled "Regulation of Employment
Based Health Benefits,• prepared by attorney Edward Shay for the
Institute of Medicine Committee on Employment-Based Health Plans:
9'-f~r:LI.fo;
In N~ ~- B. and H. MUBic c~, the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals held \:hat an Qll'IPloyar c:ould reduce its AIDS IMXiJm:lm benefit
fran $1 million to $5,000 without: violating BR.ISA bec:auae the $1
million waa not a vested, or prcmiaed benefit and because the claimant
could not ehov a desire or motivation by the employer to retaliate
against. claimant's efforts to utilize tb~ benefit. The court observed
that absent a ahowing of a deaire ~o retaliate against the individual
claimant, ERISA "does not prcb.ibit welfare plan 4iac:riminaticm between
or among categories of dJ.aeaee." an. eimilu fac:ta, the c::o~t in OM!.as
v. Storehouse, IDe., reached the aaae c:cm.c:lWIIion e.bo~Jt AIDS benefits
in an BRISA welfare plan. In Owens, the c:ourt noted that without a
$25,000 cap on AlDS treatment, the projected ~ical expenaea for the
plaintiff Ovens could "threaten an already cash poor bu111ineeua with
financial ruitl."
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The plaintiff in the H. and H.

u.S. Supreme Court for appeal,

general to present views on the
recommended that the court not

It should be noted that court
withdraw coverage for certain
tion stemming from the Americans with
effect for employers with more than 25
Many corporate benefit managers
mandates of categories of benefits
cons
value are disturbed by reports that some

or drastically reducing coverage
diseases. The question arises: At
too small or too financially weak to
viable benefits package to employees?
employers have to withdraw coverage
And at what point is a health
really is not "insurance"?

ERISA'a Advantages
As Congress considers amending
establishing universal coverage and
at some expense to business, labor,
being raised about what aspects o!
offer some advantage.
According to
ERISA' s lack of regulatory safeguards
sponsors opting to avoid state regulat
cost-savings in several areas, including

e ERISA limits beneficiary claims to
state judicial proceedings
pocket defendants
denial of claims.

• ERISA permits cost containment
certification and copayments;
practices
anti-managed~care
• ERISA penni ts

rapid
delivery system designs,
service HMOs; states have
regulated HMOs to

e ERISA allows employers
coordinat

of benefit

plans; states frequently
health insurance through anti
e ERISA
funded

not tax the

health benefits
premiums.

~
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to sue or ouni t i ve
Whether ERISA
damages when the
benefit plans engage in
unfair claim
While some
employers and
such suits would
unduly increase cos
and trial lawyers
argue that ERISA.
an adequate means to
redress unfair claim payment practices.
According to some
observers, recent court interpretations of ERISA leave private
health plan benef iaries without adequate protection against
fraud. In contrast, an employee covered by public-sector health
plans can sue
punitive damages if a claim payment is denied
unfairly.

A first-order question in deciding ERISA' s role in health
systems refo~ is whether private-sector employers will continue to
administer and pay for health coverage.
Discussions about
improving BRISA presume that they will do so. Some analysts feel
that even single-payer, non-employer-baaed plans to provide
universal access could be blocked in court through a.n ERISA
challenge.

Deciding how the !edera.l government should regulate health
benefit plans raises many issues. Although by no means exhaustive,
the following list o! questions indicates the range and complexity
of the subject:

Expanding Access to Health Insu;ance and CgnttPlling Costs
• To what extent should the federal government determine how
people in one private health plan subsidize people outside the
plan? To what extent should the states determine this?
• Should ERISA be amended so that it clearly allows states to
tax employee benefit plans and health care providers in order
to subsidize coverage for the uninsured and those in need of
financial assistance to buy health insurance or health

services?

• Should insurance reforms, such as moving toward community
rating, regulating underwriting practices, and guaranteeing
the availability of coverage, be enacted and overseen at the
federal or state levels?
Should the states work within
federal guidelines?
• Should the federal government guarantee and oversee the
portability of_a each citizen's health coverage !ram employer
to employer, from state to state, and between the private and
public sectors?
• To what extent should the federal government impose cost
controls, both within its own programs and outside of them?

~
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Should it set standards for state
Could the federal government do
• Should the federal government
mandates determined to
unnecessarily?
• Should the federal government
insurance coverage for
1
izens?

• If the federal government
given a
role with respect to private
agencies should administer
What would be the best way to
the current administration and
Protecting the Integrity of Hea1th Benefits for
• Should the federal government
standard for all plana? If so
• Should a minimum contribut
employers? If eo, how much?
• Should employees'
incomes?

contribut

• Does ERISA adequately protect
• How would the government assure
"public-private" health insurance
would serve employees in several
reform proposals now under cons
• Should private health coverage of ret
• Are the legal remedies
protect beneficiaries
specified in the plan?

Neegs at Plan Sponsors
• How much variance
state to state?
• Should federal regulat
regulation
insurance
coordinated?
Exactly
reguljit.e?

• If employers are to
current options to
and negotiate prices
ers be assured that

~loyees
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• To what
stemming

from lawaui ts

t"'At.. ,...,,,.

• In light

degree

ices?

of
government
people?

s

, to

finance health

• If the federal govermnent were to impose more detailed benefit
standards, should the "carrots" it offers the states be mixed
with the " icks"? Should state adherence to federal stan-

dards, such as those pertaining to benefit levels, uni versality of c.overage, and cost containment. have a bearing on how
many federal dollars states receive?
For example, if a state failed to meet federal standards,
should it receive less under Medicaid or Medicare? Should
Medicare beneficiaries living in a. state failing to meet
federal standards be required to pay higher copayments and
premiums? Should providers be paid less, if federal standards are not met?
The rorwa Saaaion
Four speakers will give brief presentations to be followed by
a panel discussion involving the speakers and selected discussants.
Patricia Am1 Butler, J.D., an attorney and health policy
consultant, will discuss how BRISA presents a barrier to state
health-care financing reform proposals.
Ms. Butler. who has
advised several state governments on a variety of health policy
issues, is assisting the governor of Colorado in analyzing
Coloradocare, a universal health-care program. She received her
law degree from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1969,
and is currently enrolled in the University of Michigan's Pew
doctoral program.
Michaels. Gordon, J.D., will discuss the evolution and impact
preemption provision.
From 1970 through 1975, Mr.
Gordon served under the late Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R-N. Y.) as
minority counsel for pensions, Senate Labor and Public Welfare
Committee, and assisted in the drafting and enactment of ERISA.
Since 1976, Mr. Gordon has specialized in the practice of ERISA and
employee benefits law in Washington, D.C., first as a founding
partner of the fir.m of Mittelman & Gordon and since 1985 as the
principal of his own law firm.
He represents both collectively
bargained and noncollectively bargained employee benefit plans and
maintains an active litigation practice, which has included
representation of employee benefit plans, employers, unions,
service providers, and employee benefit plan participants and
beneficiaries.
He graduated from the University of Chicago Law
School in l955.
of BRISA' s
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Mary Jo O'Brien, M.S., deputy commiss
ment of Health, will describe Minnesota's
insurance reform package as well as
ERISA issues. Ms. 0' Brien is respons
programs designed to protect and
Minnesota commissioner of health has
implementation of HealthRight,
health care costs and increase access.
worked as director of legislative
Medical Association and has held several
public affairs positions with both
agencies. She received her M.S degree
ing from St. Claude State University
Meg K. O'DcnDell, J.D., general
Authority, will discuss Vermont's
legislation as well as ERISA issues.
After
degree at New York Law School
1988
associate for two law firms and as a
j us"t:lce o'f 'the Vermont Supreme Court.
received a master's degree from Columbia
Middle East Languages aDd Cultures with a
studies.
,
The following panelists will join
La~ence Atk~a, Ph.D., director
Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts.
firm, Dr. Atkins provides consultation on
benefits policy issues to several large ""'"''IU..L'-'
served for eight yearef~,as a staff
Corm:ni t tee on Aging, where he most
director under ranking minority member
Dr. Atkins received his Ph.D. degree
Brandeis University.

G.

c. lorzi, J.D., pension and
the J~ubcommittee on Labor~Management
Committee on Education and Labor.
Known
premier ERISA experts, she joined
being in private practice.
She
catholic University, where she was
Review.
Phyllia

Gary Claxton, senior analyst, Nat
Commissioners (NAIC) . Before coming
a senior policy analyst in the Public
American Association of Retired
years with the Michigan
National Governors' Association.
Cbziatoph.e:x: C. Jtu:u:d.~gll, deputy
Committee on Aging. A staff member
than nine years, Mr. Jennings serves as

care reform
Leahy/Pryer
tative to the

in

drafting

. Pryor's staff

the

represen~

Judith P. M&zo, J. , senior vice
and director
research, The
Company.
In working for this national
actuarial,
its, and compensation consulting firm, Ms. Mazo has
advised a variety of clients, including union-sponsored health
plans.
Previously, she was engaged in private law practice
specializing in ERISA and served as special counsel to the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). MS. Mazo was senior attorney
for the PBGC and executive assistant to its general counsel from
1975 to 1979. She graduated !rom Yale Law School.
Dallas Salisbury, X.P.A., president, Employee Benefit Research
Institute (EBRI) . EBRI is a "think tank• that focuses on employee
benefits and related issues of economic security. Mr. Salisbury
joined EBRI in 1978 as its first employee. Before that, he served
as assistant executive director !or policy at the PBGC and as
assistant administrator for policy and research of the labor
department's Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs Administration.
He received his master's degree in public administration from the
Maxwell Graduate School at Syracuse University in 1973.
Alicia bit.h·Pelrine, J.D., group director for human resources,
National Governors' Association (NGA). In her current position,
MS. Pelrine is responsible for policy development on a wide range
of issues including health care, income maintenance, labor, and
employment. She recently worked with several governors seeking
waivers from ERISA. Before joining the NGA in 1986, MS. Pelrine
wor.ked with the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative
services for eight years. She received her law degree from Florida
State University in 1978.

Karl Polzer
Senior Research Associate

Judith Miller Jones
Director
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Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements

This is to reiterate that Multiple Employer Welfare

Arrangements ("MEWAS") tnat are not fully insureo
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California-licensee insurers are themselves consiaerea to oe
"insurers" under California Insurance Code Section 700, et
seq., and are governed by all provisions of California
insurance law, including the requirement that they be licensee
by this Department as insurers.

This Department knows of numerous instances where persons or

entities, some calling themselves "Multiple Employer Welfare
Arrangements", have acted or are acting as insurers in
California without obtaining a Certificate of Authority as
required oy Insurance code section 700.

Willful failure to

obtain such a certificate when reQuired is a crime and may be
punishable as a felony under Section 700(b).

Some persons :r entities may
MEWAs whicn dre not fwll;
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exemot fr m

insurance laws unoer tne Employees Retirement Inca
Act ("ERISA").

However, Section 3(40)
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are subject· to state laws wnicn are con
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These include laws wnich:
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statutory or
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ERISA
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otnerwLse-pronioited oenaviors.

Since California insurer-licensinQ requlrements ana otner applicaole

california insurance lows ana regulations are tnus consistent w1tn
ERISA, they are fully applicaole to all MEWAs whicn are not fully
insured ana which cover residents of this state.

Any questions regaraing this 3ulletin should be aadressea to;

James P. Harrington, Jr.
Supervising Investigator
California Department of Insurance
100 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Telephone No. (415) 557-1826
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the request of the Commissioner, a Task Force was formed to study and recom:m
solutions to insurance problems encountered by persons with HIV/AIDS. The
is composed of representatives of AIDS Service Organizations including
physicians, attorneys with experience in HIV/Insurance issues., and members
insurance industry.
This Report to the CommJssloner is the summation of the study of the Task
current state of health insurance and its impact on persons with HIV/AIDS. It
problems, as identified by the Task Force and its committees, and recommendations on
those problems should be addressed.
The California Department of Insurance has historically been more active in
issue of HIV/AIDS than Insurance Departments in most states. Since taking
current Commissioner, John Garamendi, has made a concentrated
orientation of the Department to providing more assistance to the consumer
products.

u&..U!¥-...

-Much progress has been made in consumer protection in the field of .,'l',..n ...
.::insurance. However, health insurance has been more difficult to reform.
~due to the wide diversity of regulators that have jurisdiction over the
·many of which are not even insurance products.
. The Report is divided into several sections: Overview of the Current
~ System; Regulatory Authority of the Department of Insurance (CDI);
' Insurance Products and Practices; Improving Service to Consumers;
"'

f

Overview of the Current Health Care Delivery System

Despite having the most advanced medical technology of any country in the
percentage of the population does not have access to health care due
and/or the lack of insurance coverage. The dramatic increase in medical costs
as well as increasingly restrictive underwriting of applications by insurance
further reduced access to health care.
What bas caused this crisis in access to health care? The current situation has ...urr""""
time, and there is no single cause or group to blame. All groups involved
of health care, the medical profession, the health insurance industry,
consumer of medical care, as well as the employer and government
most of the country's health insurance plans, bear some responsibility
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The most Important recommerdatlon from the Task Force Is that California must
Implement some form of universal access to health care. Giving access to health care to the
entire population would solve most of the problems identified by the Task Force.
Regulatory Authority of the Department of Insurance (COl)
One of the major problems with regulating the health insurance industry is the variety of
plans on the market today and the number of regulatory authorities to which carriers must
answer. California insurance contracts are regulated by the California Department of
Insurance. Health Maintenance Organizations and Health Care Service Plans come under
the jurisdiction of the California Department of Corporations. Multi-employer trusts
domiciled outside California and non-admitted insurance companies are only partially
regulated by the California Department of Insurance. Self-funded plans, whether employer
group plans or labor union welfare benefit plans, are exempted from state regulation by the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). This Federal Jaw provides for
only minimal regulation of health benefit plans by the U.S. Department of Labor.
The Task Force bas made several recommendations to regain and consolidate regulatory
control of all health benefit plans covering residents of California under the California
Department of Insurance. Among these are recommendations to support legislation to
reverse several court decisions that have resulted in expanding the preemption by ERISA
over state insurance unfair practices Jaw and other state regulatory powers. There are also
recommendations to bring regulation to surplus lines brokers and non-admitted insurers.
One of the major recommendations in this chapter attempts to bring some control to the
Multi-Employer Trust vehicle, with the goal of curtailing its use as a means of avoiding
~ California regulation. This would have a major impact on the currently troubled state of the
't small group and individual health markets.
Another recommendation advances the novel position of exerting control of the products
marketed by licensed insurance agents in California through exercising greater control over
the agent licensing process.
Regulation of Health Insurance Products and Practices
In the absence of a major restructuring of the health care delivery system, there are many
major and minor changes that need to be addressed in the regulation of health plans. They
are addressed in this chapter.
The most sweeping recommendation proposed in this chapter calls for an overhaul of the
small group market VlbiJe there are several bills currently before the Legislature concerning
small group insurance, the Task Force chose to list its criteria for a successful proposal
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without attempting to endorse any one proposal currently
insurance reform would expand access to insurance for many ... U.J..,.,,,.,u
In this chapter, many specific issues are addressed and recomm
, include: bringing uniformity to Pre-Existing Conditions
and insurance applications and marketing literature; protecting ...,.................,.,,,, ..
underwriting practices, rate increases, or carrier cancellations;
insurance by AIDS Service Organizations.

As persons with HIV/AIDS live Jonger with the disease,
Supp1ement policies is addressed. Also, policies that contain ..,.., ..,,.,.....,
which are usually found only on federally regulated,
Improving Service to Consumers

The final chapter concerns the Consumer Services Division
While many recent changes have improved the Department's res;no:nse
. consumer who has a problem or complaint, the Task Force
· believe need to be addressed. These recommendations are
'
' that, due to the current budget crisis, there is little or no
. . staff or to implement some of the proposed recommendations.
. The major recommendation in this chapter is the reorganization
more responsive to complainants, as well as more
suggestions include: improve staff morale a:nd knowledge; nnv,rrnJ..
Jz with ot~er cons~~er and ~dvocacy groups; the a~dition of
t complamts requ:rrmg med1cal and/or legal expertise.

•

INTRODUCTION

Shortly after his election as Commissioner of Insurance, John Garamendi fulfilled a
campaign promise to AIDS activists by creating the Task Force on HIV/AIDS Insurance
Issues. He assembled a group of 33 persons and charged them with examining the issue of
HTV discrimination in insurance and generating a series of recommendations on
improvements that could be made to benefit persons with HIV/AIDS. Although the
current problems of the health insurance industry affect a larger segment of the population,
he also realized that persons infected with HIV, whether diagnosed with AIDS or not, were
encountering a greater number of and more severe problems getting and keeping insurance
as well as receiving fair treatment when using the insurance.
The Task Force is composed of representatives of AIDS Service Organizations, activist
groups, the medical profession, attorneys with experience in insurance and AIDS issues,
representatives from the health insurance industry, and representatives from the Department
of Insurance's Consumer Services and Legal Divisions. The facilitator for the Task Force
is \\'alter Zelman, special consultant to the California Department of Insurance (CDI). [See
Appendix D for a complete list of Task Force members.]
The Task Force held its first meeting in early September, 1991 in Los Angeles. In the
interest of efficiency, the majority of the work was meted out to a series of committees. At
the first meeting after outlining the issues, the group was divided into committees to address
three areas: Policies and Contracts; Employee/Employer Relationships and Small Group
Insurance; and Disclosure/Confidentiality, Education, and Information. Each committee met
several times to review areas of need and propose recommendations for addressing those
needs.
The entire Task Force met again in December, 1991. The committee reports were reviewed.
Needs and recommendations were prioritized. The recommendations were then distributed
to a second series of committees for review and revision. Those committees consisted of:
ERISA and Other Issues of Regulatory Authority; Legislative and Regulatory Revisions;
and COl Policies and Procedures. This Report consists of a melding of the final three
committees' reports as revised .bY the Task Force in its Jast general session on February 20,
1992.
Working Process

or the Task Force

Mention should be made of the decision making process of the Task Force as well as the
committees. Problems with insurance were identified and discussed. Proposed
recommendations to correct those needs have generally been the result of a melding of
ideas of each committee and the Task Force at large. While all items were agreed upon
within the committees and reviewed by the Task Force at the general meetings, it should
not be assumed that all of the recommendations of this report are endorsed by the entire

Task Force. Although most recommendations were •n'I'\TnvPn
degrees of agreement and disagreement on a few of the rec:omtme~n
Task Force who have strong disagreements with any 'II'U',.'I'"nl"'l'l"'
invited to submit Dissenting Minority Opinions. The &J""'"""'""
During the process, attempts were made to identify the
· recommendations, either administrative, regulatory, or .ac~x:s1&1
the decision was made simply to present the recommendations
process of implementation to the Commissioner and the

J

For similar reasons, the Task Force eliminated
any prioritized list Many recommendations were too ............... ..
many of the specific regulatory recommendations
insurance reform is implemented. Conversely,
or universal access to health care may be more ~""'"'"'u
and effort, but that doesn't mean that they
recommendations made in this report are summarized

HIV and

· The Task Force chose to focus on the areas of need
generate recommendations to correct those needs.
· knowledge that almost all recommendations put forth
buying public, including persons with other
. 'While persons with HIV have much in common

J illnesses, they also face some unique problems.
~ more discrimination in their health care as well as
'at large, HIV disease carries a social stigma that
health care delivery system. [Ed. note: As
in
System includes both the providers of medical
the payers of health care, primarily insurance con:1nam
Frequently, claims are scrutinized more closely
when the claims are related to HIV. The
in
in the problems, needs,
practices of insurance
which were virtually

Charge
The Commissioner of Insurance is in a
encountering HIV

il

carefully consider all of the recommendations in this Report and implement as many as
possible. While many of the recommendations will require legislation to enact, there are
many other ideas that can
implemented rather rapidly. The Task Force encourages the
Commissioner to do so.
As often happens when recommendations are sought from persons "outside the
bureaucracy", some of the suggestions are unusual and rather innovative. The Task Force
encourages the Commissioner to examine each recommendation for its potential viability,
and join with the Task Force in its search for the best solution, whether or not it fits the
traditional mold of CDI policy and practice.

Most importantly, the Commissioner can continue to take the lead in setting the tone which
will send a message to the entire insurance industry. He should make it very clear, very
quickly, and very strongly, that unwarranted, malicious discrimination by the insurance
industry against persons with HIV will not be tolerated, and that he will use his authority
and that of the CDI to educate as well as discipline all offenders.
The Commissioner can help alleviate the fear and ignorance surrounding HIV infection by
educating the employees of the CDI. Through educational programs, be can increase the
sensitivity of the employees of the CDI who work on the Hotline and those who handle
consumer complaints in the Consumer Services Division.
The Commissioner bas already made substantial progress by the creation of this Task Force.
The Task Force encourages him to continue the lines of communication be has now
established with the HIV-affected communities. The work started by this Task Force should
be only the beginning of an ongoing dialogue between the Commissioner and the
communities they represent. The members of this Task Force have the means and desire
to provide ongoing assistance and advice. Through their contacts in the impacted
communities, they can provide a broad view of the level of success of efforts to implement
the proposed recommendations.
Taken out of context, some of the recommendations might be interpreted to mean the Task
Force believes the CDI and/or the Commissioner is not performing well in response to HIV
and AIDS. This is not true. Since the current Commissioner took office, a great deal has '
been accomplished that benefits all consumers of insurance in the State as well as persons
impacted by HIV. The Task Force does believe, however, that there is much more to be
done. All recommendations given in this Report are given in the spirit of constructive
suggestions and criticisms. Some of them are already being discussed by the Commissioner
and his staff. It has been the goal of the Task Force not to simply criticize, but to help set
the direction for change and, hopefully, demonstrate the sense of urgency in the community
surrounding HIV and insurance. If the Task Force can provide the impetus to increase the
speed with which change is accomplished as well as help guide the direction of change, it
will have been successful. ·
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OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT
At the first meeting of the
the
could be accomplished by the group dealing
·.believe the problem lies \\'lth the entire health care
·is only one facet Reforming how medical care is j,Mj'U"""'~"'
of the system. Sign.i.ficant reform must
consumer.
The health care delivery system in the United States is
\\'bile it provides by far the most technologically
brought about great strides in medical knowledge
inaccessible to a large portion of the population
adequate insurance. It is estimated that over
Los Angeles County alone,
poverty or uninsurability.
compose a majority of this

The Medita1-lndustrlaJ

But the goal of financial gain
country's health care system.
health care around the
physicians while rural areas
physicians prefer specialties
general medicine, which are
Today, health care bas oec~omu!
Military-Industrial
conglomerates,
have accelerated the
conglomerates with
. often part of
laboratories where
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much to their stockholders as to their patients, the importance of profits has increased,
frequently at the expense of some <Jple's access to health care.

.

The rising cost of health care
followed normal economic laws. Supply-and-demand
not provided the expected checks that would ordinarily
principles of the free market
control price increases. One
contributing to this inversion of normal economic
principles is the fact that it the medical provider, the doctor, who orders most medical
treatment and procedures and who determines what procedures and which providers will be
used. In such a system where the provider is referring patients to other parts of the same
medical conglomerate for treatment, there is a built-in incentive for overut:ilization.
Fees tend to be highest where the supply of providers is the greatest. Competition does not
reduce costs, but actually fuels their increase. Excessive charges can occur at the same time
when the bills are paid by a distant third party, such as insurance or government program,
which makes the patient less concerned about the level of costs incurred. Patients who are
not concerned about the charges incurred because they are not paying the bills must shoulder
part of the blame for the rapid rise in medica] costs. In many cases, when insurance is paying
the bills, there is no attempt made by the patient to watch the level of charges or the
frequency and variety of procedures recommended.
The Health Insurance Industry
Insurance was originally created to protect the insured person from an unpredictable loss.
The industry describes this as the "spreading of risk" among the largest possible numbers.
Using this principle, the industry found that losses, such as health claims, could be very
accurately predicted for a large group of insureds, and that, by spreading the costs of those
losses over the largest possible group, each individual's portion of those losses was reduced
to the lowest possible, and hopefully assumable, amount Using these principles, carriers
wrote health insurance successfully until the late 1960's. Shortly after Medicare was adopted
in 1965, medical costs began rising at rapidly increasing rates. These dramatic increases in
costs coupled with the development of new and very expensive medical technologies,
dramatically reduced the health insurance industry's potential for profits.
The response of the health insurance industry to the rapid rise in medical costs bas been to
protect their profits by tightening their underwriting guidelines and controlling claim
payments. While this bas maintained profits, the effect of this response bas been to shift
payment of greater portions of medical bills to the patient It has also increased the already
existing incentive of the industry to further discriminate against sick people, or people with
the potential for becoming ill.
In order to continue writing profitable business despite rising medical costs, health insurance
carriers began adopting ever more strict underwriting guidelines. They screened applicants
for insurance more closely, rejecting as many as possible who indicated they might incur
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more than average medical bills. To avoid .. "'"''""'''"...
marketplace, other carriers
suit,
insurance. In short, rather than attempting
claims would be very predictab]e and the
. carved out, •select", business.
those people who had a
than average ....u,!UJ! ..,...
be assured. The result of the entire
more people than ever ue uJI.u''""A""
or financial inability to
Employers, who have traditionally provided ................
been caught in the financial spiral. What was
grawn until insurance costs are often second
more employers, especially small
group health insurance
inadequately insured.

Some employers have also """''"""""
insurance carriers frequently.
carriers, there are many employers, y;;.:n"'~""!"Ln
often. They change primarily because of
rate increase causes them
to quality of

, The HIV epidemic has
·delivery system. When
experienced a sense of
developing extremely""'?'""""'''"'
based, HIV infection, or
appeared as if it
insurance industry Jl.a~o-,.;;u.
'With unmeasured
chaos, or even UJnr~,..
Early discoveries about
and life insurance is
the infected individual
would result in
obtained coverage.
unfair discrimination - ...
it was not uncommon

-.a-3

in the predominately gay neighborhoods of metropolitan
Carriers attempted to limit
benefits that affectea persons v.rith hfV. Restrictions were placed on bow much would be
paid for AIDS. Prescription
which the person with HIV uses extensively, was
limited to $1,000 or $1,500
To its credit, the California Department of Insurance (CDI) implemented many guidelines,
regulations, and carrier advisories indicating that it would do all in its power to see that
persons with HIV or suspected of having HIV could not be unfairly discriminated against.
Legislation was passed to protect the person with HIV from unfair discrimination in
insurance. While results of those achievements have been mixed, California has offered more
.protection to HIV+ persons than virtually any other state.
At present, California is one of the few states that prohibits the use of an HIV antibody test
in determining insurability for health insurance. The CDI has generally succeeded in
discouraging insurance companies from singling out AIDS and HIV for restrictive limits on
coverage, even in some cases where it does not have clear jurisdiction. Unfortunately, this
bas come at a time when the insurance industry bas sought and found many methods to
avoid such state regulation.

As HIV bas matured as an epidemic, the insurance industry bas modified its position only
to a certain extent. Enough is known about HIV and its transmission that there are no longer
fears that it is capable of destroying the insurance industry. But change bas been slow and
uneven. Many major carriers have made progress in addressing HIV as any other
catastrophic claim, yet others, incJuding many small benefit plans and smaller insurers,
continue to attempt to impose a kind of moral judgement in the determination of coverage
and payment of benefits for HIV related charges.
Universal Access to Health Care
Many Californians with HIV have no health insurance and lack the means to pay for the
substantial medical expenses incurred to fight the disease. This fundamental predicament
underlies most of the Insurance Issues relating to Hrv addressed by this Task Force.
Californians with HIV are more likely than the general population to be without health
insurance. Persons who have been treated for HIV are unable to purchase individual
insurance because of their medical history, and if they are working for a small business, their
medical condition may prevent their employer from obtaining coverage for other employees
unless they are exduded from the policy. Furthermore, persons perceived to be at "high risk"
of HIV more frequently experience discrimination in attempting to purchase an individual
insurance policy. Many are denied insurance based on occupation, place of residence, or
other methods. Persons with HIV frequently lose their insurance when they cease working
and many work for employers who do not provide health insurance as a benefit.
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EXAMPLE: 'While Blue
new
most of California and, certainly,
code that, according to
show as not being

I ~ccept
LHollywood,
Moreover, health insurance
overwhelmed by medical ext>enses
insurance to prevent
percentage has undoubtedly
costs by increasing
Even persons with good
jobs or quit working
decides to terminate
coverage.

EXAMPLE: In
of the small group
California residents
insurance as

nll'nt:wnw.

The problem of access to
spiraling increases
by tightening

The Commissioner
role in supporting
universal access to

Commissioner
it be defeated)
Institution of a
problems addressed
appears in Appendix

cost

The Commissioner should give preference to a single payer, publicly financed health care
system as a means of achieving this g.Jal The Commissioner should adhere to the following
principles in his support for
care reform proposals:
Universal Coverage.
should aim toward universal rather than segmented
coverage, with all consumers
a common package of health benefits and an
integrated system of health care.
Comprehensive Benefits. Reform should seek to provide coverage that is
comprehensive, including the full range of preventive, institutional, outpatient and
long-term care services.
Pub1ic Financing. Reform should spread the burden and risk of financing healthcare
coverage broadly, based on the ability to pay.
Economic Efficiency. Reform should incorporate proven mechanisms for containing
health care costs that do not create barriers to care or reduce the incentive to
continue research and development of new medical technologies. Control of costs is
vital to the success of any program to provide Universal Access. Also, the cost
advantages of a single payer should not be ignored.
Publicly-Guided Allocation of Health Resources. Reform must assure that the limited
resources available for health care are allocated in a manner that is equitable,
medically appropriate and not left to passive rationing of health care.
Accountability to Consumers. Reform should ensure that the health care system is
responsive and accountable to the needs of health consumers. The health consumer
must also be held accountable through education in bow to preserve health, and must
be permitted to be an active participant in determining levels of care.
Prevention and Education. By providing universal access to medical care, society also
bas the opportunity to provide universal education about an individual's role in
maintaining their health. Contact with the health care system enables a person to
Jearn about prevention and living in a healthy manner. By educating more of the
public about HIV and its transmission, for example, countless dollars as well as lives
will be saved.
The importance of consumer education cannot be over emphasized. Proper education on
protecting and maintaining one's health can save substantial amounts of money through
reduced medical bills.
Universal access to health care was given the highest priority or the Task Force. Adoption
of such a plan which contains the features outlined above answers most of the needs
addressed in the remainder of this report.
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Even if universal access to health care is
provide access to health care for all Californians
for persons with HIV will bring them into
earlier period in the disease. This is especially
do not generally have access
medical care.
symptoms and, arguably, may reduce the overall
Early contact with health care providers can also
of preventative measures to prevent reinfection
a program targeting all groups at risk of transmission can
HIV. With such education programs to prevent
much greater expense of caring for those
The health care delivery system can also
Responding to the epidemic, communities
emphasize home care, through
use of
friends and family. Also, the increased use
hospice, provide substantial
savings to
. a caring and sensitive atmosphere. All
increase their benefits these areas.

REGULAT('"qy AUTHORITY OF THE CDI

When regulating and
of the Insurance Code to the health insurance
of Insurance (CDI) is operating under severe
industry, the California
limitations that it does not
regard to auto insurance or other forms of propertycasualty insurance. It has been estimated that less than 25% of the health plan "coverage"
provided to California residents comes under the direct jurisdiction of the CDI.
CDI has regulatory authority
over insurance contracts issued in the state of California.
It has no authority over health care service plans such as Blue Shield of California or health
maintenance organizations such as CaliforniaCare or Kaiser Pe:rmanente, which are
regulated by the California Department of Corporations. It does not have jurisdiction over
self-insured plans and union health and welfare funds which do not utilize insurance
contracts. The CDI has only limited jurisdiction over insurance contracts issued outside
California even though they insure California residents.
The Task Force proposes several recommendations for helping the Commissioner and CDI
extend its regulatory powers to increase the rights and protection of the health coverage
consumer.
· Unfair Practices Laws and ERISA
One of the most difficult tasks, yet one which the Task Force feels is one of the most
important, is regaining regulatory authority over p1ans removed from state control by the
Federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974. Prior to the enactment of this
. statute, the McCarran-Ferguson Act had relegated all regulation of insurance to individual
States.
Almost all large emp1oyers, as well as most labor union welfare benefit plans are selfinsured, or self-funded plans. Benefits are not insured by an insurance company, even
though an insurance company may be hired to adjudicate claims and perform other
administrative duties. As such, the plans are not subject to any insurance regulation by the
State. They are loosely controlled by the Federal Department of Labor and the Internal
Revenue Service under provisions of ERISA (1974). However, that law was intended to
protect the funding of pension plans.
Health benefit plans were added to ERISA almost as an afterthought. Under ERISA, for
example, there is virtually no regulation of plan design and little provision for protecting
consumers• rights. These self-funded plans and labor union weHare plans can and do put
. restrictions on coverage for AIDS and HIV which are discussed in the next chapter.
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It is almost certain that Congress did not intend for JI..:.L"-.J!..JO,I"').
health plans to the extent that several court decisions
· Although California has comprehensive laws and
insurance, Californians with HIV who get their health "'"'""'"" .."'
union have little legal recourse when their health plan
claims.
California law no longer protects workers against unfair ..,A...,........
no longer effectively app1y to insured, as well as selfginsured,
Supreme Court's decision in Pilot Life v. Dedeall3. 481
lower court decisions that re)y on Pilot Life. In Pilot Life. the
state unfair claims practice laws, as applied to w
provided through the workplace, were preempted by .......,.........s~
ERISA contains a broad preemption clause which
regulating employee benefit plans. Although ERISA .. ..,,.,..AJU!.., ......
laws from this broad preemption, the Supreme Court in ~~=
unfair c1aims practices Jaw was not an insurance Jaw and
was exclusive. Pilot Life said that although state
remedies are limited to ERISA remedies ""'""'.._._..

Recommendation tl 2

t

The Commissioner has supported, tnad
should continue to support, kgislation to .
repeal ERISA preemption ofstate Insurance
unfair practices law such asH.R. 1602t~nif .....

s. 794.

·.·

If an individual's health claim is denied negligently or
permitted by ERISA, after lengthy procedures, is
even recover the consequential damages that follow
with HIV who have limited financial means, denials or
may effectively deny them access to life~saving
reimbursement can be obtained through the
late. Insurance companies, who are often
incentive to settle claims fairly and promptly,
to pay the claim they should have paid when it was

EXAMPLE:
employee~ work hours were
forced to continue his group insurance
9

~ .... ~~:-u.

ERISA He was subsequently laid off This should have qualified him for 36
months of extended covera[>, under the "Special Rule for Multiple Qualifying
Events". IRC § 4980B (2) (i)(Il). The Plan Administrator refused to extend
his coverage past 18
complaint to the
Department of Labor
drew only a suggestion that
hire an attorney.
The authority for the administrative action
in RECOMMENDATION #3 is grounded
in the fact that insurers, seeking to operate
in the California market, have consented to
the jurisdiction of the CDI. Administrative
enforcement actions could be prosecuted by
private attorneys or law students acting as
deputies of the Commissioner, as outlined
later in this section.

Recommendation # 3

The CD/ slwuld bring administrative
actions against insurance companies that
engage in unfair insurance practices either
as insurers of ."ERISA" plans Dr liS
administrators of self-insured plans.

CDI REGULATORY AU1HORID.
Insurance companies sell two products to "ERISA" plans: (1) insurance policies to cover
risks experienced by employer plans known as stop-loss coverage, which limit the exposure
which an employer self-insures; and, (2) administrative services, including actuarial,
certificate printing, and claims processing services. The Supreme Court has stated that
ERISA does not regulate, and therefore does not preempt, those activities; it regulates only
the employer plans that purchase those services. FMC Corporation v. Holliday. 111 S.Ct.
403, 409 (1990). .
The CDI regulates insurance companies and others engaged in the business of insurance
. in California including agents and brokers. California law requires that all persons or
•,companies engaged in the business of insurance must procure a Certificate of Authority
from the Commissioner of Insurance, which will not be granted until the applicant conforms
·to the Insurance Code and other applicable California law. IC § 700(a) & (c). If anyone
engages in the business of insurance without obtaining the proper certificate, they may be
imprisoned for up to one year and fined up to $100,000. IC § 700(b).
The CDI bas the authority to revoke or suspend the certificate of authority "...for failure to
comply with any of the laws of this State regarding the governmental control of such insurer
by the State...." IC § 701 and § 704. This admirustrative action, which the Commissioner may
order, is effective unless the insurance company obtains a stay of the order in court. This
shifts the burden to the insurance company to seek judicial review. Without the certificate
of authority, the insurer cannot sell or administer any of its lines of business in California.
The Commissioner may also suspend a certificate for up to one year if the insurer does not
carry out its contracts in good faith or if it compels a claimant to resort to litigation in order
to obtain payment of a claim. IC § 704. The CDI's ability to bring quasi-criminal actions and
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impose fines gives it significant leverage to
provide services to ERISA plans.
~PLE:An

asamnm~,u~

inform a person with
basis
Jaber' we of clarilhromyacin to treat
insurance in Colifomia.

Recommendation II 4

Tht Commissioner should droft and support
stall legislation to restore tM private right
of Ddion under IC § 790.03, O:difomla~
,.
~

unfair insurance practices
ovtrtu.mlng
ltforadi-Shalal .,, fireman's fund
Companies. ·46 Col. 34 .281

~

Moradi-Sba1aL the CDI has never been
, California's unfair practices law, and with
to do so in the foreseeable
~

~

EXAMPLE: On more than one nPif'·l'u.-u,"
Company has gone to great lengths
They have taken as long as
misrepresentation. Rather than
demonstrating the
their vv.:~ua.vto.
filed suit in Orange ...,.v.wtH
lived, requesting a declaratory uJ.nf11'.miP1u:
AIDS and were
il~ as
suits, so both cases were
only agency
investigation
American Lzfe

The CDI can enlist
The Commissioner can
to devote a

1

actions against insurance
that commit unfair practices.

Recommendation

PRECEDENT FOR DEPUTIZATION.
There is precedent for the deputizing of
, additional enforcemenl
private attorneys
law students by the
tlu Ccmmissioner ll'rltl'l'rl~i"
government generally and within the CDI
through a ildeputy". lC § 7.
specifically. The San Francisco District
Attorney's Office has a program in which
major law firms Joan associates who have
recently graduated from law school to the DA's office while continuing to pay their salaries.
The attorneys are able to obtain trial experience, which is often difficult to obtain in a large
Jaw firm. Many other Federal, state and local governmental agencies offer internships and
extemsbips to law students.
The CD/ should mlist

The CDI has recently promulgated regulations establishing a similar program in which they
reimburse Jegal fees, witness fees and expenses of consumer advocates who intervene in CDI
hearings relating to Proposition 103 if they make a "significant contnbution" to the
Commissioner's decision. CAC TitJe 10, § 2631 et seg. Similar regulations could be
~promulgated encouraging individuals to apply to be deputies in CDI enforcement activities.
The regulations might provide for award of advocacy fees, witness fees and expenses to any
deputy who is determined by the administrative law judge to have made a substantial
· contribution to the judge's decision. The regulations might further provide that such
amounts be paid by the insurer. Additional funds for payment of such deputies by the CDI
might come from administrative fees the CDI is collecting from insurers for complaints
brought against them within the CDI's Consumer Services Division.

Recommendation # 8

The Commissioner should also support imJ
other legislan'on which would have tht tlfect .:
of giving Californians with HIV greater ·• ·
legal recourse In the event of unfair <.
practices by health benefit plans, including ,:
a technical correction to ERISA which .:
would reassert states' rights ID r~ ..)
Insurance undtr tht McCarran·Ftrguson . . . ,. .
Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1011 et seq.
·· · · ·
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Deputies might be recruited from the many
attorneys whose practices once included
cases relating to unfair insurance practices
that are now preempted by ERISA or
precluded by the California court's
elimination of a private right of action in
such cases. Many of these la"")'ers belong to
the California Trial La"")'ers Association,
which could assist in recruitment of
attorneys and administration of the
program. Such deputies could be
coordinated by the CDfs Office of Public
Adviser and supervised by the Legal
Division.

,r'
Non-Admitted
Related to the problem of regulating califot-nia
plans is the problem of regulating insurers
of California. Many non~admitted, i.e. out
claims-processing services to "ERISA" plans
of authority to operate in California. They
California law because they are merely ,..........u .......
which, they maintain, is not the same as

Recommendation # 1

T1u CDI should control the produca
are marketed by licensed agents and brokers
ln California by aerdsing control oftr tlu
licensing process and denying Ucenses to
persons marketing unregulated products.

··-------------severe penalties for failing to do so. IC §
activities by brokers and agents through its
agent or broker is marketing, in addition
public interest" or is not conducting business
This ablUty to regulate the agents and
Is one that the Task Force believes can

authority. By regulating the licensing
the marketing of virtually
themselves are regulated
recommended solution to

health

H

insurers operate through
brokers,
however, they may
Recommendation
remain virtually free from California
regulation.
Surplus lines brokers are loosely
, The Commlssiomr should draft and support
regulated entities which are permitted by
state legislation precluding surplus lints
California law to represent non-admitted
brokers from marketing health insurance
insurers in the sale and issuance in
products insured by Nm..odmllled lnmrm,
California of insurance covering unusual
except in ran circurnsttlnces.
risks or risks for which there is little or no
market If their only contact with the State
of California is through a surplus lines
broker, the CDI bas little, if any, authority to regulate non-admitted insurers which provide
services or coverage to "ERISA" plans .
This exception was created for the purpose of providing coverage for unusual risks for which
products would not normally be available. The classic example of this need for coverage
comes from the entertainment industry. Marlene Dietrich's legs were but two of the more
•famous "risks" covered through surplus lines brokers. Health insurance is a market for
surplus lines because Jess than half of the licensed life insurance companies in California
market health insurance. IC § 1763.

EXAMPLE: Appendix C, Exhibit 1 shows a health insurance product marketed
under Surplus Lines. JC § 1760 et seq. Note that prescription benefits are limited
to "80% of $1,000" and AIDS/ARC benefits are limited to $25,000 lifetime.
Multi-Employer Trusts
Another area which bas successfully avoided regulation by the CDI is the trust product,
often called Multi-Employer Trusts (MEl), as they were originally used in the small group
market. These trust products are now the primary vehicles for writing virtually all small
group health insurance as well as almost all individual health insurance in California. This
practice is so pervasive that less than ten out of hundreds of companies write true individual
insurance policies; everything else is a trust product
A trust is usually formed in a state wbic:b lacks strict insurance regulation. An insurance
policy is issued to the trust Individuals or groups are then sold "certificates of coverage",
not insurance policies. This means the only insurance contract is the master policy and since
the contract was issued in the state that is situs of the trust, that state's insurance laws are
the regulations that have primary jurisdiction.
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This permits the trust to operate in several ways
issuing insurance contracts in California. First, the
would not be permitted in a plan regulated

EXAMPLE: One plan, United Chambers
Chambers Life Insurance Company and
across the country, specifically excludes rn"'"' ...n'rt"'
apensive of cancer drugs and al1 other
the approximately $350 per month
requests HW status of all applicants, in
111

199.21([).
There is a provision of the California Insurance
control over out-of-state trusts, but the
products directed at persons age 55 and
establishing the trust around one or more
Domiciling a trust outside of California permits
provisions of the California Insurance Code that
mandated requirements as Discontinuance and
well as Conversion Rights (IC § 12670 et seq.) can
By marketing p1ans to individuals through ;:u.UJ:u•u
products are able to avoid California Insurance
individual health insurance policies. Individual
raised due to an individual's own claims ,....,....... ...,
§ 10401. \Vith the trust vehicle, however,
increases to persons filing large claims.
HIV related claim under such a plan.

EXAMPLE: One person with
two 70% rate increases within one
have seen their premiums rise to
claims. At present,
A carrier selling individual """''"' .. ""'
that would normally
Ca1ifornia market IC §
be covered if a carrier

EXAMPLE: U11en
group and
health

1

Insurance Company,
Apri~

·•scontinued its coverage of several trust products in

1992

Many

Recommendation

of the abuses in insurance
encountered by a person with HIV,
whether part of a small group or as
individual coverage, are directly traceable
to this trust "loophole". Legislation is
needed to require aD small group plans
marketed in California, including oneperson groups, association groups, multiple
employer trusts, and non-admitted insurers
to adhere to all provisions of the California
Insurance Code. This would bring such
products under the total jurisdiction of the
CDI and its regulations.

9

Tht Ccnnmismmer should tab steps to
asserl and clarify CDI's authority, through
what ls commonly termed "Extra-Terrltorllil

Jurisdiction", over oil Insurance plans or
policies marbted within California. This
would bring under CDrs authority plans
from non-admitted carriers and out-of-state
multi-employer trusts.

EXAMPLE:Article 3.51-12 of the TextlS State Insurance Codes, "Regulation of
Out-of-State Group Accident and Health Insurance Coverage" states that TextlS
insurance codes 3.51-9, 3. 70-2, 21.35A &: 21.52 apply to:
1.

"a certificate of insurance issued to a resident of this state under a group
accident and health insurance policy delivered, issued for delivery, or
renewed outside this state;

2

"a certificate issued to a resident of this state under a policy delivered,
issued for deliver, or renewed outside this state by a nonprofit hospital and
medical service pkm corporation. This article shall not apply to specified
disease or limited beneftl policies." [Enacted 1985)

Article 21.421 of the Texas code states:
"Any contract of insurance payable to any citizen or inhabitant of this
State by any insurance company or corporations doing business within
this State shall be held to be a contract made and entered into under and
by virtue of the laws of this State relating to insurance, and governed
thereby, notwitlutanding such policy or contract of insurance may provide
that the contract was executed and the premiums and policy (in case tt
becomes a demand) should be payable without this State, or at the home
office of the company or corporation issuing the same." [Enacted 1951]
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Recommendation # 1 (Restated)

·~

The CD/ should &fintrol tht productr
are nuzrbted by licmsed agents tmd bryken
in Co.lifomlll by ~rcirlng controltmtr
licensing process tJnd dmying Ucetutts
ptrsons marketing unregulated products.

Since the passage of Federal legislation
Organizations (HMO's). :Hl\10's and
California, HM'O's represent a
other state. Estimates are that ""J.U.l'"'"'~
members of an HM:O. Health
Service
virtually all of the Health Maintenance
California Department of Corporations
Keene Act. While Knox-Keene provides some ""'~"\V'!~::uu'!
not uniformity of :regulation with the L:allloi·ma
assist consumers as it can, it
not
Services Division of the CDI. This
insurance buying public
bea]th plan providers.
Further eroding the regulatory
requires that Blue Cross of Californi~
that they too

AJJ

'~~health

benefit
Insurance plans, Health
Organizations, Health ........."'"'"
other t)pes of plans, should

under one regulatory eiul;noJrUl'

be especially

the California Department of Inn•"'ance is in the best position restore order to the health
plan marketplace.
This section of the Report has been concerned with unifying and centralizing regulatory
authority over the many types of health plans that provide benefits to California residents.
Too many regulators with varying degrees of authority have rontnbuted to the
fragmentation of the health market today. To help bring some order and uniformity to the
market, it is necessary that all such plans be placed under one authority with one set of
rules.
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REGULATION OF

This chapter concerns ...., ........,.,_•. ., nroD,lenls
are currently being
_Many of the :needs
recommendations
-ERISA" and trust
implement, and many
promptly. The proposed
stop-gap measures,
are made in the health care

The Task Force
of the most
obtain their health
priority is the
in California have

.,Small group
challenging to
group health """'~''"'..,.....
' debated in the
' it actually

~-

~

1

The current small
. a shambles.
are skyrocketing
been fragmented
defensive
more carefully
profitable.

,. Many large,
· mostly smaller
It bas been

that many
making major profits in
abandoning its newly insured
to start filing major claims

group market go
tv or three years,
before they
extensive losses.

.Small employers are
stable, group
difficult to find, and the
unaffordable. Rates are
rates even higher. After obtaining coverage, the employer often
employee has a large medical claim, the premiums for the entire group are
to 100% every 6 months
the premiums become so unaffordable that
forced to cancel all benefits or change carriers.
Changing carriers for a small group creates its own problems.
small groups,
underwriting is usually required and anyone whose health bas changed may no longer be
able to be insured in the group. Also, if the group is part of a trust from out-of-state, there
may be new pre-existing conditions limitations and new deductibles and stop-losses to
accumulate. Unfortunately, the small group market is not very stable, so employers are often
forced to change carriers frequently, often to avoid unreasonable rate increases. At other
times, it is done because the current pripr carrier is either withdrawing some of its products
: or is leaving the market entirely. Also, there are many small employers who change carriers
:. any time they receive a rate increase of any size and any time they find a carrier offering
cheaper rates.
Employers often find that they cannot obtain any coverage at all because one of the
employees bas a medical condition that makes the entire group uninsurable. Or
: employer is in a type of business that small group plans will not write, such as beauty
·florists, interior designs, restaurants, bars, or the entertainment business. These difficulties
~in the small group market are some of the major factors contn'buting to California•s
· uninsured population.
Part of the difficulty of small group reform
is the problem of designing a reform
..... ;..u. ;:i:[·~·:::.·:·:.··.· • package that will please the many ............. ,.......
The CommissliJner should place Q prlorli} ••••·• groups impacted. The medical profession
on small group refonn. 71u Issues ofacce"::%:: bas traditionally resisted strong controls on
pricing, renewal proceduns, cancellatlo~ ·.i':i:i:[~ medical costs, as well as most cost control
·. and other factors mustbe resofved thfoiig1i,.ii:!iiiii review practices and procedures that
. major legislativ~ reff!""">~·::•];H·ji::·:;·: •:;::.:;:•:::}:·i·:··/:.:fi~ for over-utilization; the insurance industry
;.:.·. ·
\: · •:•· .: : ;: ,: \ . . ;: : ,::+,i·i~: . .))';:::.:.:i:;;·•.:;.•:·;:::: has concerns about being forced to accept
what they believe are less than favorable
risks, i.e. people apt to file claims. Further,
small business owners are against any insurance reform that would require them to pay for
.health coverage for all employees. Employees are suspicious of any package that might
reduce benefits or restrict their choice of medical providers in order to reduce costs, and
·:::·:\\:~/.::.::;:-:::·:·:::

Recommendation# 11 ·. ·'•' ···::··
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insurance agents are.anxious to see that their role is not diminished or ...
.it is almost impossible to design a reform package that will appeal
·interested parties.

.o.u.A.UL<

The major principles for small group insurance reform should include,
to the following:

A

Guaranteed availability at community rates (i.e.
discrimination based on age, sex, family me, pre-existing
status, occupation, or prior medical history.

B.

Guaranteed renewability at pooled, stabilized rates.

C.

Broad application of new rules to provide a 11level ...... ,........
insuring entities ed to prevent selection against

D.

Affirmative marketing to all small business employers.

F.

A minimum benefit package offering affordab]e
(deductibles and eo-payments), as well as an
deductibles and low co-payments. The minimum
include out-patient benefits, including
vital to a person with HIV.

t
~-

•

Coverage for Non-Profit Organizations

Recommendation~ ,1~; ;,,. ;:.i..
·.:;;. >:<·.•·'<'•

In addition
that

:,::;:~::

The Commis~oner /ioiiJ :.;,~;~ -~hh ii,; /
. . Department ofHealth Services and Insure~ .:.;.,
f to find ways to lmprove . i:Jccen f!J jroup.:i.i. j
r . malth ...····lnsurance··.•.·.foF ·. ·AIDS . Servl~)'.:!i:;
~· Organizations ant! otke.rCommuntty BasetJ .·: : ;
· . Organizations aJU! to 'mO:kt tbe'pr!tnlu'!f!·::·(;j
. <:: c...
. ••i , :: .!:.:. •·•<::•·•·.: ·--.-~:;:?;·.
': < ;:•
r:. . . :_.more
:;·: ;: ·. · affordable~.·. ·:=.:-::::::-.::::;:>;.:.:.:r:::.:_.
...;_::· ·..
::_::·t=
::.<:-· ·· -:-:<<:..: ...:

. This difficulty is compounded if the non-profit organization works
HIV/AIDS or within the gay and lesbian community,
21

One of the areas of
part of a group
which limits the benefits a
coverage, a Pre-Existing .........., ....
policies to protect employers•
to an employee's employment.

or as
a provision
may receive
a
existed prior to
Limitation Provision.
were originally put into
from having to pay for UA<:NIU&U
that occurred prior

.To define a pre-existing condition, the carrier looks back three
the effective date for charges incurred, o:r symptoms
related to a health
; condition. They then require a waiting period of three to t\venty-four
coverage
before that "pre-existing condition" will be covered. While a
waiting period may
, be appropriate certain cases, extreme)y long waiting periods, such as
years, become
_'punitive and exclusionary.
Persons insured through individual
and
to go through a new Pre-Existing Conditions waiting period
carriers,
choice of
· or jobs. Many times this change is not the result of the insured•s actions,
. his/her employer or due to losing coverage because a carrier's withdrawal a plan from
; the market. Such waiting periods can have the effect of locking a person currently being
treated for HIV to a current job which may be totally unsatisfactory or even detrimental to
health due to the stress it causes.

Recommendation
:

:-

.•.

The Commissioner · · ·• ·should
standardization of Pre-Existing COJruiiJttor.rs
Limitations
an lnd!fstry·wlde

on

more than
define a pre-existing
period for coverage
condition should be
to either
months or t\velve
months, letting
choose which
period to use.

Further, the issue of a Pre-Existing Condition is complicated
not dear if the monitoring of T cell status is a
related
Existing Condition. It also
not
HIV ...
0

JUt ••

a person with HIV. It is

a disability and thus a Preitself, is grounds

&., ..,...

for defining a Pre-Existing Condition since the presence of HIV antibodies
indicator of any symptoms or an automatic diagnosis of AIDS .

an

California already has a provision requiring carriers replacing coverage from another
to provide a takeover of benefits, the Discontinuance and Replacement Provision.
§
10128.3(a). Yet, through the use of out-of-state trusts, "ERISA" plans, and other devices,
this provision is avoided or diminished by many products in the small group market Control
of Pre-Existing Conditions Limitations Provisions in plans not under the jurisdiction of the
CDI may be controlled through the licensing of the agents who sell them.

EXAMPLE: The medical plan for FUght Attendants of American Airlines is an
ERISA plan. It will not cover charges for a Pre-Existing Condition "llS long as
such injury or sickness aim". See Appendix c; Exhibit 2
This provision can also affect someone
covered under an individual plan. As
Recommendation 1114
..
-climb on some individual products. a
person
may wish to change plans, or a
The
should
the
person
may be losing coverage
to
Imposition ofa new Prt·Erfsting Conditions
~. Provision whtn an Insured purchases t1 new · · · • his/her carrier's withdrawal from
,. Individual plan within sixty days ofluning \ market Yet, many medical
·· prior cuveroge.
·
· minor enough not to affect a
access to new coverage, will
until another waiting period
""'

Commls~loner

<prohib~

.~A:ny

revision in the application of Pre-Existing Limitations Provisions individual
:·should not interfere with the carrier's right to underwrite new applicants, nor
t change supersede or avoid any Pre-Existing Limitation that the insured is
at
t of the change.

Medical Underwriting
Another area of individual and small group health insurance that is often abused is
medical underwriting. Virtually all carriers require an applicant for individual
• coverage to complete a health history questionnaire that is used to
not to accept coverage. Companies use different standards to determine
acceptable and which are not Generally, they are looking at a person's
an attempt to discover conditions that might cause or result in further
marital
Carriers are proluoited from refusing coverage because
orientation. IC § 679.71 & 10140. To get around that proluoition, many
in their medical underwriting guidelines that appear to be a subterfuge to
due to lifestyle. Since the advent of HIV and AIDS, for example, many
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were

carriers go so
in their blood,
B.
Just recently, Blue
underwriting guidelines
hepatitis B and anal warts.
to that re,nston.
such history outright as most carriers

their
for episodes of
applicants with any

UNDERWRITING
Recommendation t1 15 · ·
)

~~

The Commissioner should requlre
i:

~

carrters be prepared, ifrequested, tosuz:,DOJrf
Dnd justify, wlth documentation from
Dctuary, the reason for a rnA>~•rlli!:l"'
underwriting standtu-d.

STANDARDS.

If

Carriers were required to justify their
underwriting standards with actuarial
documentation, the use
underwriting to
risks
determines to
more fairly

trescind (i.e. void from the effective date)
history was not revealed on the application,
information wou]d have resulted in either a
This "material misrepresentation"
The contestable period is usually the first
carriers use this provision as a ......... uuun;;;
related, is filed during that
Many writers of individual and
·on tbe application
deceptive simplicity
believe they are
tbe scope of the
filed.

health questions
Due to
u~.A:!uu:u. most applicants
not realizing
uuJ!I;;ll!~ when claims are
...... , ....... , ... 4

Recommendation # 16

The Comml:sloner should prt-appro.,, 1111 . .·
applications with tlu · intention
• . prohibiting use ofmedical history questions
that are tither too 11agw, tzmblguous, or
l"elevam. Further, time llmltf should bt
placed on how far bacl
one's mtdlcal
history a CatTier can lnvutigtzte.
+

~

coverage. See Appendix

Exhibit 3.

Recommendation II
The Commissioner shouJd
:szn
'Insured with the right to seek binding
tlrbitration In the event of a nsclsslon or
:::: reformation of the contract due to material
misrepresentation. Decisions would be
reviewed by tl committee composed D/
members of the .CDI, the medictJJ
:. profession, llnd the insurance indu.stryq

-"'

~··

. .+

~prohibited for

a carrier
when the claims are
often tbe rescission of""""'""''""'"~
to do with HIV.

EXAMPLE:
four months to
medical
and one

inconceivable that the carrier seriously believed any of those records were related
to HJV.
is issued very quickly
Often, a
'Without the carrier even checking the
Recommendation t1
medical records of physicians listed in
application. This is done so that coverage is
Carriers should bt permitted to ut~mtm
effective as soon as possible to
medical records of all physicuuu shown on
accommodate
both the agent and the
an opplication at the time of opplicatlon,
insured. Part of the reason issuance is so
but be prohibited from using them at tJ later
date to supporl rescission or reformation of . .· quick is that the carrier knows that should
a large claim be filed during the contestable
controcts.
period, the coverage can be reunder.vritten, more carefully. This makes
the issuance of a policy almost meaningless
from the point of confirming that coverage is effectively in force.

Questions about medical history should not ask about disabilities that have not required
medical treatment, advice, or other medical attention in the last seven years. For example,
a person who bad hepatitis B ten years ago, and who bas normal test results now, and has
incurred no charges for the disease in the past seven years, should not be deprived of
.-,insurance coverage because of that history.

Recommendation II 19.

'

Medical urukrwrlnng standards (lnd~lta~ :·:;\.
medical testing requirements) shou/4/HJafi :...
tJnd uniform for tJll appliamts and no(:··,:i.,
based upon geographical location, 'iU, . . ·.;.
marital status, or occupation. The CDI . .· . .
should ~lgorously enforce aU curl'l1l:f.,..)
regulations regarding such discriminator] .:[: ·
··.· ·..: ;':.: , .... . .;;.;::.:<·:·:·;-:.:,. :,.:.•:<
Practices.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS. Another
discriminatory practice that impacts persons
with HIV is the way some carriers
determine which medical tests are required
on the basis of such things as a person's
occupation, address or marital status.
Further, many carriers in the small group
and individual trust market refuse, or will
only cover at a higher rate, persons in such
occupations as hairdressers, interior
designers, florists, musicians, actors, etc.
These are used as a subterfuge to avoid
discriminating on the basis of sexual
orientation which is prohibited. IC §10140.

With respect to health insurance. applicants should not be denied coverage, or be required
to submit to medical testing, for reasons of geographical location, sex. marital status, or
except in extreme cases, the occupation of applicants. It is recognized that occupations will
occasionally be a valid underwriting concern for health insurers when the occupation poses
a significant, valid bearing upon the applicant's physical health, such as asbestos workers,
coal miners, or handlers of toxic waste.
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With respect to ~:o......==....:::::.~=~::;.;~....~=:.:::::...~~=~
coverage, or be
sex, and marital
applicant's
reflected in ..
M .... . , ,......

As the simplified

materials used to
not understand
used until they are c?n,........,.
complaints. Meanwhile,
misleading materials.
Currently~ the
originally filed, but
or use of unambiguous
to examine
specific wording to
Medical Policv'\ it
"
If it is an "In-Hospital
as anything broader.

for
oftype

s:taJMnrti'i:
--··--'~-

omitted),

carriers'
not
have to wait for
approval to use the
eTfforctd.
literature. Carriers could also submit their
marketing literature for prior approval, if
desired. However,
carrier would still be
held responsible for losses of persons misled by any deceptive or false statements. If a
carrier were found to be using misleading or deceptive literature, the CDI could require the
insurer to refund any client's premiums, if requested, or require the carrier to transfer the
:coverage to a plan that more accurately reflected the coverage promised in the literature.
lfUJtLI!irU.'I>

mready

It is a current practice to require that an
•Outline
Coverage"
be given to
Recommendation # 21
every purchaser
an individual health or
at the
The Commissioner s'lwuld nqulrt that tUl · disability insurance
sale.
However,
at
present
small employer group plans marketed In .·.
requirement for small
Californlfl provide an Outline of Coverage
or
plans. In many cases, it is one
to the employer to be distributed to nll
more
after
effective
date
of
coverage
employees at the time of application for
that all employees are provided with
group coverage.
certificates of coverage or Summary Plan
Descriptions.
of
without information on
misunderstandings and confusion on the part of the covered employees.
The Federal C.O.B.R.A Continuation statute is
specific on what information must
given to a departing employee about their rights to continue coverage. It even
format and provides the wording. Employers, however, rarely
an employee
any
other option either through ignorance of their group plans' contractual provisions, apathy
such
over the employee's welfare, or through the intentional withholding
unaware of the options available to them for
Thus, departing employees are
continuation of their group insurance, especially if they are
due to
Such
benefits as Group Life Waiver of Premium, Disability Extension Benefits, Conversions,
and others may be unavailable to employees because they are unaware of their rights or
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Recommendation # 22 ... ·

' Employers mould be required to ~omplete,
· deliver, and rtctive proof of deUvery II/ 11
. standllrdiz.ed termiNJlion disclosure ·tlult
;~ informs the employee of Ill! cond1JU4flon
options avaUable to him/her under 1111 group
~·· berujiJs provided by the emplo]tr. Th~form
. slwuld inclwk 11 description of each option
and the time period permitted ln which to
, enroll or jiie, liS weU as the name, tuldress,
and plwm number ofthe person deslg7Uded ·
to provide the necessary forms upon requeSt.

unaware of the time limits prescribed for
acting on such benefits. Employees are
rarely informed in a systematic manner bow
to access any of the options available, what
time limits there are for accessing them,
the mechanics of bow to go about doing so.

EXAMPLE: John Alden Life
Insurance Company, which
'Writes small group coverage,
voluntarily sends to its
insureds who may be losing

}.·

coverage due to total disability

a letter that describes the
alternatives tzvailable for
continuing coverage.
Appendix C:: Exhibit 6.

See

Losing Coverage

C.O.B.R.A. Currently, a Federal C.O.B.R.A statute requires most employers to offer
employees, and their insured dependents, who are losing coverage due to termination of
employment or other reasons, the opportunity to continue their employer•s existing health,
denta~ and vision benefits for 18, 29 or 36 months depending on the reasons for losing
_coverage. The terminating insured becomes responsible for payment of
."coverage is maintained in the same p1an as the remaining employees.

~-----------------------.;.:.:

:·.

Recommendation ·1123 . / ·
··

<>

CONVERSION PLANS. C.O.B.R.A. does
not apply to employers with fewer than 20

· · ··

employees or to employees of
Tht c~17117Jii;io~;; ;~h~~~d ::$Jppo~<\ organizations. In California, the vast
legislation that would require all
majority of employers have less than
group plans marketed In Ctllifornla to ojJer
employees which ]eaves thousands
, continuation coverage to terminating .. California workers who do not have
' employees/dependents for up ~olt
privilege of continuing coverage
C.O.B.R.A. As a result, when
employees leave employment, they have no
opportunity of staying with the employer's
plan of benefits. If the person in such a situation bas health problems, their only recourse
for continuing coverage may be the conversion option.

sman·

lnpiJIIJs. ;

Also, the minimum conversion benefit provisions provided in the Insurance
(IC §
12670 et se<l.) are far outdated compared to medical costs today, so
conversion plan
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legislation to
mondo.ted for
that rates
"reasonable,..

CARRIER CANCELLATION.
within a state, many insureds are
changed, have no access to
under plans provided by trusts.

Recommendation II 25

The Commissioner should requirt
an
insurer give 180 ila)•s notice prior
withdrawing from the state1 and should
prohibited from re-entering tM St/Jte to
bu.siMss for five years from
datt
withdrawal. The Commissioner snn;uuz
continue to enforce
extended ...Ul?.,,Tit""
mando.red under IC § 1029J.S(b)(4)(lil)
t'6'ery applicable --~~~.,,,,,,>'

EXAMPLE:
simultaneously
individual rate

health status has
persons insured

EXAMPLE: Blue Shield of Co1ifomia operates several•CJosetr plans
rate
increases are considerably higher than those of their •Open" plans. To protect
"Open" plans from the poorer experience, persons
Blue
plans must pass through medical undenvrili.ng to join 11-'FA<fJUf,r:;,
wish to increase their deductible.

'When a plan Is closed, the Commissioner
should require the caTTier to permit an
insurtd to IIUJve to an open plan of equal
L bemjils with no re-underwrlting. If the
, caTTier 1uzs no plan of equal benefttr, then
the insurer slwuld be requlnd to pool the
"cllJsetl" plan~ experience with GlJ •Dpm"
plans for purposes of renewal rme
determinaflo~ with no rau penalty or
f: surcharge.

Re-undenvriting a risk traditionally only
required when a carrier is being asked to
increase its exposure
as when
deductible is Jowered.
is reduced as when
increased, re~underwriting not
required. The only reason a carrier
require re-underwriting
exposure, or
the deductible,
such
they want to
"Closed" ............... .,
experience,
plan currently being

~Confidentiality

of medical records has always been a right
medical profession and the insurance industry. In order to
~does require information from a person's medical records.
,!carriers have been conscientious about protecting this information
~release. Large self-insured employers, also, have been """""''""""•
information they acquire when processing claims and
that such information does not mingle with an
affect personnel decisions.
~the

Regrettably, not all administrators, carriers, or employers are so
employers routinely require claims be submitted to them
or administrator. Administrators and carriers
correspondence to claimants that, by its
information. Occasionally, an agent 'Will use the
an
claims or other large claims when trying to justify a large rate '"~"'"'''11"~""
CONFIDENTIALITY OF HIV STATIJS.
confidentiality
advent of HIV and AIDS. Although
·tested severely with
discrimination against persons v.ith HIV is
information has been
insurer, p]an

EXAMPLE: Lincoln AdmiltiUJ•ati1v~
Life that administers
employees• Explanation
such as AZT or Pentamidine
an EOB
employer) stating, "Before this charge can
Cell subset series must be submitted. 11
to recognize that T-Cell testing is
function of the immune .... ,...........

~-

The

~

[

Commissioner
and
kind of national data
strip card system for
medical information
universal access to
care with guarantees
U.S. residenl.
de~·elopment

implications of HIV,

~

its own version of the
applicants. In California,
life and disability u.~..,...,....
insurance to test an applicant
ofT-Cells is permitted. H&S §

for applicants
selling health
measurement
use HIV consent

forms which are too brief, or improperly use forms designed for life
insurance for health insurance applicants.

EXAMPLE: Lincoln BenefiJ Life uses a form developed by their
test
Allstate Life Insurance Company. The form does not indicate that an
performed, nor does it authorize such a test. The form simply states: '~~I have JFDr""'"~'"'
printed material describing HIV, its a:zuses and symptoms, the manner which it is
spread, the test or tests used to detect HW or the HW antibody, and what a person can
do whose test results are positive or negative. I have received a list of
resources available, where as an applican~ I a:zn obtain assistance understanding
meaning of the tests and their results."
Some carriers
states that
not .... +, ........
limitations which exist
California. All
with health insurance
for
is not
state that
permitted. Other disclosure forms are
misleading
do not snecitv
testing for
performed on
there is no

Recommendation# 29

m

The Commissioner should develop
standardized language for informed consent
disclosure forms and strongly encourage its
use by aU insurers when performing HJY..
--::
antibody tests for life and disability income
'"'" insurance applicants. All such forms,
whether HIV-Antibody testing for life tmd
dlsablUty or T-Ctll testing for health, should
note that HIV·Antibody testing for health
- Insurance is prohibited.

file their mliOmleO v;.;u;:;~;;u OlSCIOSUf

UmJts on Benefits for
Some
marketed in ...,,.,....~,..,A
placing u'"''-·LU'-'

Recommendation II 30

claims.

Tht Commissioner should 1uppo11
legislation which would prohibit insurers
and administrators from placing diseasespecific caps or exclusions for
illnesses, such as HIV, in aU medical phzns
marketed in the State.
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EXAMPLE: The
one of the most
Their plan refuses to
and for eligibles
transfusion or a

Califomia has
on insurance benefits.
up to age 13,

#1/'W'i/'ffl,ru

EXAAfPLE: Appendix
employees of a Los
$10,000 per year and
to 20 treatments per

through a blood

7 shows part of the schedule of benefits for the
hoteL Not only are HWJAIDS charges limited to
lifetime, but outpatient physician visits are limited

~<J:J:uhil

year.

Recommendation # 7 Restated

The CDI can control. the products that t~re ·
marketed by licensed agents and brours ln
Ctlhfornia by exercising control over the
licensing process and denying licenus to
... persons marketing unregulated products.
~.

•

Many of the benefit plans with limits on
HIV related benefits are "ERISA" selffunded plans, policies issued by nonadmitted insurers, or are out-of-state trusts,
all of which are either only loosely
controlled by the CDI or totally outside its
jurisdiction at present This may be another
area where the marketing of these products
may be more easily controlled through
exercising control over the licensed
insurance agents that distribute and market

them.
There is also optimism that the Americans 'With Disabilities Act (ADA) will provide some
relief when its Title I begins implementation on 07-26-92, for employers with more than 25
~employees. Section 12201, Subsection C of Title I discusses insurance plans, but is somewhat
.\.ague about whether employer insurance or benefit plans are prohibited from providing
\Jisease specific caps. However, many who have studied the law believe that the insurance
provisions, when combined with earlier statements in the law regarding prohibitions against
discriminating against persons with disabilities, will have the ultimate result of banning such
limits.
"A Technical Assistance on the Employment Provisions (Title 1) of the Americans With
Disabilities Act" published by EEOC, 01-28-92 says:

"An employer may continue to offer health insurance plans that limit coverage
for certain procedures. and/or limit particular treatments to a specified
number per year, even if these restrictions adversely affect individuals with
disabilities, as long as the restrictions are uniformly applied to all insured
individuals." [Editor's underlining)
The consensus of opinion is that while specific treatments and procedures may be limited
as long as they are limited for all employees, it is prohibited to use limits as a subterfuge
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to avoid coverage for certain disabilities. Thus, while a cap on
transfusions may not be prohibited, it is believed
on msulin or
more susp~~t because the limitation would apply only
respectively.
.. ,._
~ '~"'

O;,verage for Out-Patient Prescription
OFF-LABEL PRESCRIPTIONS. There has been a change in the
prescription .drug claims since the advent of HIV. Prior to the ae~~eJc::nnne1n
other expensjve medications in the treatment of HIV,
prescription drugs as long as· they were medications
Administration (FDA), prescribed by a legally licensed physidanr
insurance ......."'"'"'"'
a physicicw~s prescription. Today, however,
for a medication if an FDA approved medication is
other than_ the purpose for wlrich it was approved
label prescn'bing".

,.

Recommendation # 31

Tht Commissioner shov.ld support
legislmion (e.g. AB 1985 S"peur) which
would requ.irt plans to cover "'Off-l.Abef'
prescrlptio.r:s the same QS any other
~'
~ prescription. Benefits slwuld 'WI be denied
'··
't~ or otherwtse reduced on the btzSls of
' : ..
A · exclusionary language such 1/l.l' '~~USWJI and
::· customary" or .,.not medically necessary.

persons
disease.

AZT
FDA for

EXAMPLE: For example, whenAZTwasftrst
for the drug indicated that AZT was
~ ,,unts of 200 or less (per cubic

ocp (Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia, a COmmon

uuL''-'"''"'

nf persons -with HJV). Many doctors working
prescribing AZT to patients with
Cell counts
Most insurance plans refused to pay claims for such
made u impossible for many patients to obtain
decision to change the recommended we of AZT to "'"'"'"""'
Cells greatly improved the drug's accessibility.
seems to go beyond "Utilization

and

recommending, through coverage or denial of benefits, the type of medical care
to be provided.
--Insurance companies rarely enforce their "Off-Label" restrictions on claims for lower priced
·.medications. Denials seem to be used selectively and against only some "Off-Label"
prescriptions. A discriminatory practice does exist, where insurance companies only apply
"Off-Label'' restrictions to expensive medication. For example, antibiotics are frequently
prescribed for infections. While the FDA has never approved the usage, canien rarely deny
such claims, since the medication is relatively inexpensive. Such discriminatory patterns of
claims practices may be addressed under Unfair Practices statutes. IC § 790 et seq.

t

EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS. There are many new medications and treatments for HIV, but,
due to its ne'Wiless, most are still in the experimental stage. A person may receive free
experimental medications as part of a study. However, there will be no coverage from their
insurer for the cost of the monitoring/treatment that usually accompanies such studies or
the cost of treatment if there is an adverse reaction. Carriers routinely deny such charges
as experimental even if the study is sanctioned by the FDA. It is the insurers' contention
that to cover them would, in essence, be subsidizing research and development for
pharmaceutical companies.

Experimental treatments and drugs have
never historically been covered by health
Recommendation # 32
carriers. These treatments have not been
proven
effective, although some may bold
The Commissioner should support 1M
substantial promise. It seems reasonable,
Introduction of 11 bill similar to AB 1986
however,
that insurance companies should
(Speier) regarding mandating cover11ge for
~
be liable for some of the ancillary costs of
experimental drugs and treatment$.
such monitoring, especially if they are for a
life threatening illness such as HIV. The
problem is determining which studies
should be covered and which are primarily "quack" alternatives.
One answer would be to limit coverage for monitoring and treatment (including, but not
limited to, complications or adverse reactions) to persons taking Treatment Investigational
New Drugs (IND) or National Cancer Institute (NCI) Group C Drugs under an FDA
supervised study. Coverage might also be extended to other experimental drugs and
treatment studies if they are "credible" studies. One method to define "credible" would be
to extend the coverage to studies supervised by community based research groups such as
"Search Alliance".
MEDI-GAP POLICIES. Lack of access to medications also results when a person becomes
covered by Medicare. Medicare does not cover any out-patient prescription medications,
which are the most common treatments for HIV and its opportunistic infections. These
prescription medications frequently run several thousand dollars per month for people with
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HIV, and lack of insurance coverage
prevents them from obtaining needed
prescriptions because they cannot afford to
.
pay
for the costs out of their pocket.
·ne Commissioner shorUd work with the .•·•· .
Ltglsllltur~ tmd/or tlu tnsuriztice Industry to . ,
provide Medi-Gap coverage which lncludes . . . . . . It is also impossible for a person to avoid
prescrlptitJn drug beneftts for.:persons •Dn·. / Medicare if they become eligible for Social
Security Disability Benefits (SSDI), which
SocW Securll] Disablllt]. ,. . . . ·: e·
is the only long term source of income for
many persons with mv. SSDI benefits
begin five months after a person becomes
totally disabled and eligibility for Medicare comes after 24 months of SSDI benefits.
Medicare Part A is automatic and covers hospital charges, while Part B covers physicians'
charges and costs a person on SSDI $31.80 per month. However, eligibility for Medicare
stops most private coverage, including C.O.B.R.A. continuation coverage, individual policies,
conversion coverage, and the California Major Risk Medical Insurance Plan.
.

.

While Medicare Supplement (Medi-Gap) policies are readily available for persons over age
65, there is no market for persons who acquire Medicare through receiving SSDI. The few
~conversion and other types of Medi-Gap policies available to persons under age 65 on SSDI
·invariably do not cover prescription medications. The only supplement to Medicare that
_covers medications and is available to persons on SSDI is Medi-Cal (Title XIX, Medicaid).
However, to receive Medi-Ca~ a person must spend down their assets and income to less
than $2,000 and $630 per month respectively.
:One solution would be to implement a type of F.A.I.R. plan which would require carriers
to provide such policies in proportion to the amount of "regular" Medi-Gap business they
write in the State. An alternative would be to add a Medi-Gap plan to the California
.Risk Medical Insurance Plan, the high risk pool subsidized by tobacco tax revenues and
administered by Blue Cross of California. Also, conversions plans and plans that offer
conversion plans could be required to offer a Medi-Gap policy that wou]d cover prescription
drugs.
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IMPROVING SERVICE TO CONSUMERS

When disagreements arise that cannot be resolved directly with the insurance carrier,
consumers generally have two avenues for resolving complaints. They can retain legal
counsel or, if there is jurisdiction, file a complaint with the Consumer Services Division of
the COl.
Seeking legal recourse through a private attorney is outside the financial reach of many
insurance consumers and is very time-consuming. Also, for persons with little or no income,
it is difficult to find attorneys willing to work on a contingency basis due to the limited
remedies under ERISA. 'While a person with HIV can obtain pro bono legal assistance
regarding simpler legal matters such as wills or powers of attorney, pro bono counsel for
litigation against an insurance carrier is much more difficult to find.
Filing a complaint with the Consumer Services Division (CSD) bas its own perceived
disadvantages. First, the CSD is limited in its jurisdiction as weD as in its powers to enforce
the California Insurance Code. Also, Task Force members report that the insurance
:,consumer's perception is that the CSD's performance is frequently less than satisfactory in
~the assistance it provides to complainants.

It should also be noted that there are many persons in the CSD who do an exceDent job.
Many have a strong desire to assist persons having problems with their insurance coverage.
Many are skilled in their handling of insurance companies, and use every avenue available
to find satisfaction for the consumer. Many work very bard to assist consumers and are
often as frustrated as the complainant when they are unable to provide the assistance that
- the complainant needs and deserves.
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The problems that consumers find when asking the CSD for assistance seems to
from
several different factors. Inadequate staffing and extremely high case loads appear to be the
primary reason for the problems encountered when filing a complaint Others
consumer misunderstandings of contractual provisions oftheir policies, as well as the limits
on the ·authority of CDI; limited staff training and motivation; limited financial resources;
J·limited legal and other consultation support; inefficient staff organization.
Recommendation # 34

Commis~ner should~;~;Z~~oup

The
ofconsumer advDCates to pe1for1f111 tktlllkd.
,. lntemal .stucly. of th4 Consumer Senlces
Division 11nil lssru rtCIJmmeN!t.dions for .
lmprovemmJ.

.·

A study similar to Recommendation 34
was performed within the past tvvo years.
Many recommendations were made and
several were implemented. Others, such as
the reorganization of the Bureaus (also
recommended in this Report), were offered
but :not implemented due to resistance
within the CSD.

A change which is very promising in scope
was the implementation of charging
. insurance companies for the expense of processing a complaint against them. These
;: generally amount to several hundred dollars per complai:nt \Vhi1e moneys collected go to
· the Insurance Fund, they cannot be used to provide additional CSD staff or improve
"·Also, payments are currently being made by less than half of the i:nsurance companies V.uJ·"'""·
and they are being paid "under protest" until the matter is resolved in court.
The problems and recommendations iD this section, regarding the .........................
.· Division, are made by Task Force members outside the CSD. The ideas
·~perceptions of persons who work with the CSD as consumers, albeit experienced
. but who do not know the total details of the CSD organization. Yet, their ftjllo'f'·f",..,.,.t.
'i CSD's performance is much the same as iDdividuals who call or write with
the point of view may be enlighteniDg.
A

Reorganization of CSD
The Consumer Services Division is divided iDto four bureaus.
Communications Bureau operates the Hotline. Three Bureaus, or Written
handle the written complai:nts: the Underwriting, Claims~ and Rating
W'hen written complaints are received within the CSD, they are
appropriate Written Case Unit for assignment A Bureau Supervisor
and assigns them to an officer for handling. Each officer is assigned an
incoming complaints each day. The cases that appear more difficult or
are assigned to the more experienced Associate Officers.
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None of these arms of the CSD are divided into areas of experti.se. A Hotline operator may
handle calls ranging from a Pre-Existing Conditions problem on a disability policy to rate
increase practices of automobile insurers. A Claims Officer may respond to a "Usual and
Customary Charge" question on a health insurance contract, then be assigned to handle a
complaint involving title insurance.
There is at, present, no real delineation
based on expertise in certain fields of
insurance. If a person with a background in
property/casualty insurance receives a
question or complaint about disability
income insurance, time must be spent
learning and researching the appropriate
code provisions before handling the
complaint.

The Commissioner ~hould divide both the
H otllne tlnd the Written CtJSe Units tnto
units SJHcitlliz;ing either in proJHrty mul
casualty insurance or life und dlsablllty
(Including malth) .Insurance. . . <' ,.
'' ... .. :~;::.:;\>. :: .>.·

It would seem more logical, and certainly
would provide better service to consumers, if the Bureaus were divided between lines of
insurance. Experience and familiarity with a line of insurance coverage is very important
when handling complaints from consumers. It is usually an attorney or an officer of the
. insurance company that replies to CSD inquiries. If the knowledge and experience of the
' CSD officer is not comparable, the complaint will more than likely be resolved in favor of
the insurance company, as often happens.

If both the Hotline and the Written Case Units were split into Property/Casualty and
_- Life/Disability units, inquiries and complaints would be handled more quickly and
accurately. Consumers would receive more prompt and more accurate answers to their
·.questions. The specialization would improve the depth and training of all staff within their
~ area of expertise which, in tum, could have a positive effect on staff morale.
"Catastrophic" CompJalntl
Complaints that are determined to be of a
catastrophic nature (either serious illness
such as AIDS ~r cases involving severe
financial hardship) are designated as
catastrophic and given faster time
guidelines for investigation. However,
catastrophic (Cat) cases still get lost in the
system. Also, it is not always possible to
tell, using the current complaint forms,
which complaints involve persons with a
catastrophic claim.
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EXAMPLE: One insured, whose carrier, American Life and Health Insurance
Company, had takm eighJeen months to investigate pre-o:imng conditions, fiJed
a complaint with CSD onzy to luzve the Claims Officer (rescission investigations
are handled by Claims BuretJu) do nothing except reiterate the demtlnds of the
insurance company for medical records. CSD did not attempt to invoke JC §
790.03(h)(l6) to force the carrier to act more expeditiously or penalize them for
not acting promptly as the Code provisions requires. The carrier refused to reveal
the medical records on which they were basing their rescission and, instead, filed
suit for a declaratory judgement of rescission. The CSD closed theirfik, choosing
not to investigate the Cllrrier for Unfair Business Practices, even when they were
informed this was the second such suit file by the Sllme carrier under similtlr
circumstances within the space of a few months.
The team Cat leader would be in a position to recognize and designate Cat files. To better
coordinate this, complaint forms should be revised to more easily identify Cat complaints.
The Cat leader would assign the complaint to someone in the unit with some
in
the field of the complaint. The Cat Jeader would also function as liaison to the complainant,
helping them to understand the "system" and the complaint process.
.The Cat leader would work with and assist the Officers in resolving the complaint

be

~available as a backup to the assigned staff person. The Cat leaders from each unit would

also communicate their activities 'With the other units so that overlaps could be
:and experience gained in one unit could be passed to the others. Also,
~~"YT'"'""
·catastrophic claims, the Cat leader would more likely be aware of
they were resolved: At present, the communication among the Units
·that one complaint may be resolved in a totally different manner
'complaint handled by a different Officer.

EXAMPLE: A complaint was filed by a person with HW against an
earner who was withdrawing all of its coverage from the State and was offering
only a ninety day extension of benefits. Because the complaint was
to an
experienced Officer who was familiar with IC § 10291.5(b)(4)(iii), ~==::..=.:..
Termination of Liability. and because the Officer was determined,
correspondence, to force the earner to accept the IC provision IIIJil,f,lflu.r
fight, the insured today has extended coverage for HW for as
charges for it. Similar complaints handled by other
resolved so favorably.
An alternative to Cat team leaders would be assignment of one
The Ombudsperson could help consumers 'With catastrophic claims, ,.. ..........,""
complaints. He/she would also coordinate with other bureaus or ....... u .. ""
The Ombudsperson would have authority to develop contacts
act as a ............,...
agencies and help consumers gain access to other agencies, if nec:ess.ar
complaints.
A .....
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The Ombudsperson would also be charged
with the responsibility of maintaining
contacts with all of the CSD Units. Unusual
cases would be tracked and resolutions of
complaints that may have applicability in
other cases would be passed along to all
Units. Finally, the Ombudsperson would
assist persons appealing the determination
of their complaint, if necessary.

Recommendation II 31

The Commissioner should cnate1 develop,
and staff a position of Ombudsptr.:on to
network and distribute information to all
Units of CSD.
.

Staft' Training

It is the opinion of the Task Force that
training of the staff of CSD needs to be
Recommendation II 38
improved. Insurance contract
administration and regulation is complex
The Consumer Senlces Division should
and detailed. Although CSD employees
develop a strong, ongoing, internal training
generally
come from the insurance industry,
program for lts staff numbers.
more training on the Insurance Code
provisions and their enforcement may be
necessary. Some training is being added
which will increase staff members negotiating skills and give them better familiarity with
·consumer groups that can work with them. In addition to factual knowledge such as
, contracts and the Insurance Code, time should be spent on identifying Unfair Business
~Practices, common mistakes made by insurance carriers, and examples of theoretical
knowledge as it relates to the real wor]d through study of actual cases.

EXAMPLE: One Benefits Specialist filed several complaints with CSD for clients
whose claims were being withheld due to investigations to discover pre-existing
conditions and/or material misrepresentations. Some had not had claims paid in
over eighteen months. Not only did he never see the 60 day limit enforced for
persons with AIDS [IC § 790.03(h)(16)], but three Claims Officers had never
heard of the provision and made no attempt to use it when they were informed
of it.
EXAMPLE: In several instances regarding policy rescissions, Claims Officers
have been unaware of the Health and Safety Code provision,§ 199.21(/) as weU
as JC § 799.09, which prohibit refusing health insurance due to HW status and
prohibits HW testing for health insurance. See Appendix c; Exhibits 8 & 9.
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Staff Morale and Motivation
YV'hile additional training will help raise the morale of the staff of CSD, it is the
:workloads and the pressures to handle cases rapidly that is most disheartening to
Fspecially the majority of the staff whose goal it is to assist consumers. It is reported
.the heavy workloads are one of the main reasons that it is difficult to get personnel to
transfer into CSD from other Divisions. Further, budget constraints indicate that there
no hope of increased staffing in the foreseeable future.
The incentive in CSD is to handle
complaints as swiftly as possible. One of
Recommendation # 39 ·
the primary measurements in determining
merit pay increases
the "age" of an
CSD management should develop programs
officer's
active
complaints,
or bow long they
·· · to mcourage 11nd reward staff who assist
have been open. With this kind of a
complainants by utilizing unique or crtative
workload
and pressure to close
means.
quickly, some officers almost stop seeing
their goal as helping people, and, instead,
,
treat each complaint simply as a piece of
.paper that needs to get moved on or stamped, "Resolved'\ as quickly as possible .
.. appears to discourage creative thinking, research, or the exploration
alternatives that may be needed to arrive at a satisfactory "'""''"'""...

EXAMPLE: Paul Revere Life Insurance Company, a
and group long term disability insurance, requires IJ claim form
month
both the claimant and his/her physician. The carrier refuses to issue a
benefits check until the prior month~ claim forms are .,.,,.,,,...,•• ,.
getting the forms to the carrier in time each month
payment of benefits greatly heightens the stress levels cliJimants
Further, HJV is not a disability that will show substantilll improvement from
month to month. Upon complaint, the carrier relented and requested the
physician's statement quarterly, but refused to change demand for
statements from the claimant. The claimant in this c.AJA""~'•"'
AIDS diagnosis. In the time that his complaint has been
months, he has been hospitalized twice. Both times, his
someone to bring his mtJil so he would not miss getting his
so he could get his monthly check on time. Despite the fact
never again be able to return to work full-time.
insurance carrier~ arguments, They are permitted
regardless of the fact that no appreciable information can be
frequency and without considering
claimanL

Staff morale and motivation are virtually as important as training. Improvement in morale
can increase productivity as well as improve job satisfaction among employees. Recognition
programs, using themes such as "We won again!" or "Another Consumer Victory!", can be
· developed which would applaud Officers who excel in their efforts to assist complainants.
Examples of "Wins" could be presented in case studies during internal meetings and
integrated into new staff training. Special recognition could be given to Officers who look
beyond the easy answer and develop a unique offense that achieves what is "right" for the
complainant.

Public Outreach and Education
Recommendation 11 40

networ~

The Division should consider having
experts from the community conduct

·< :·

~o~~~~~i ~:n!:~f;r:~in:':oul~~~ph::b:~~

The CSD shoUld
with
Based Organizations who can tkmonstraJe~
with examples, the impact of irisiutlnu
pracdces and procedures.on the pUblic~':>

insurance business is transacted from a
consumer's point of view, and the resulting
impact on consumers. Organizations like
the American Cancer Society, the Heart
Association and the many AIDS Service
Organizations can review actual cases of
abuse and discrimination by agents and insurers with CSD staff. They can relate the impact
of improvements in regulatory legislation and enforcement. In many instances, these
organizations will detect new trends in insurance company practices long before they
become known to the CDI.
Additionally, such interchanges will improve the community based organizations'
understanding of the basics of insurance principles and improve their ability to assist their
clients in understanding insurance and filing complaints.
With a more aggressive Consumer Services
Division, there will be a greater need to
inform consumers about insurance and the
::::
. CSD .· slwuld efi,dnd . . ilml pUblld%1 \'lhi'.:!:f:!i· CSD's ability to provide assistance to
·Speakers Bureau. Addidonal staffshould b~ ·: : : consumers. By educating the public on
trained and encolll"aged .. to ·spealf ~tforl··,··::iiii, matters of insurance, less time is needed to
explain insurance as it is properly practiced
and more time can be devoted to assisting
aggrieved consumers.

tJ~id!!if&~~~~~f~~i~l
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The CSD should also use the media to
inform consumers that changes have been

and are being made within CSD to benefit the insurance consumer. ..,,.,. .... ,.,...... ,.,
can be used to illustrate CDI •wms• against insurers in recent consumer complaints.

As part
a media
demonstrate the consumer
changes being made at the CDL
of data showing the work of CSD
.-. The Ccnsumer <Services Division should
very
beneficial. The data should show the
'· increase and expand the periodic ieports it
against
number of valid complaints
Issues to the public, as weU as lfJC'f'ease the
insurers,
plans,
and
administrators,
as well
Yisibility of the reports. Reports shoukl
u the total complaints. Resolutions in
include which can-lers received the most
favor
of
consumer should
compltlints, what type of compltltnts llrt
collected n n ........
highlighted. Totals of
lodged 11galnst them, .tmd .how
the
practice
of
complaints ue settled .·In
complaints should be ..u;:,I~Ja'
Insured.
the names of
for the
also incorporate
conduct studies, especially when they indicate significant problems
~conduct business.

~· The Commlssl~~er s/wurtl publls:h (J guld~ <:-~
to Insurance for tht HW·Impacted
;;;. community. The guide should be multi+ lingua~ culturally appropriate and
distrwuted free of charge. :<' ,; ',;:: ' '

It is possible for CSD to help compensate for the
closely with AIDS Service Organizations (ASO) and
clients directly. By training the Case Managers of ASOs in
problems, many simpler cases can be handled without '""'"'n"r""
Manager would need assistance later from the CSD,
··partially processed and in a format that would xac:wta
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Legal and Medical Consultants
Recommendation II 44

CSD should train th2 .Ctue Managers of
AIDS Serna Organizations tn the basks of
life, disability and health Insurance so thai
tlwy will be oblt to tWist clunls wlth hslc
Insurance problems directly.

Finally, the Task Force believes that the
Consumer Services Division should be
allowed to expand its knowledge and its
ability to better counter the arguments of
insurance companies by opening lines of
communications to consultants who can
provide the technical expertise that CSD
may be Jacking.

CDI does not have medical expertise on
staff, nor does it have ready access to
Recommendation II 45
medical information. Yet, CDI receives
numerous complaints, in both Underwriting
The CSD should contract with or develop
and
Claims, which involve medically related
volunteer program to obtoln the consulting
services of physlciDns and other mediaJJ • . issues. This places the CDI at a great
disadvantage in arguing with insurers and
experts.
their experts when medical issues arise.
This may result in the CDI closing files
"'
because they cannot provide supporting
. medical evidence to argue against an insurer's decision.
'
The Task Force was surprised to learn that the CSD does not have a legal staff person
specifically assigned to them. Currently, when technical legal questions arise, they must be
presented to the Legal Division in San Francisco for review.

~ ------------------------------·
1

1

Unfortunately, the Legal Division is also
severely understaffed, resulting in serious
delays. This causes undue delays in acting
on consumer complaints and causes some
complaints to become lost in the transfer
process. The Legal Division bas recently
added an additional eight attorneys which,
it is hoped, will help reduce the backJog of
complaints that ~ave been referred to them
from CSD.

EXAMPLE: One AIDS activist who watches the he11lth insurance market filed
complaints on eight different insurance carriers or health plans for allegedly
operating outside the law. CSD advised him that all had been referred to Legal
Services for review. To date, he has heard nothing from any of the eight
complaints even though they were filed between 04-03-91 and 10-15-91.
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Recommendations made in this chapter of the Task Force Report should be some
changes made earliest and 'With the least problems. It appears that
recommendations would not involve legislation or other outside review.
restructuring of the Consumer Services Division in a manner that will facilitate """""A"'"'"'.....
ability to seek relief would have a large impact on the public's perception
. effectiveness of the entire Department Also, highly publicized, innovative solutions to
consumers' problems with insurance earners are bound to affect insurance roxnnlmlie5
how they practice in California. H they realize the negative publicity they may
themselves, they will be much Jess likely to challenge CDI posmolDS
cooperative in resolving complaints against them.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF RECO:MMENDATIONS

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
from the
Task Force on HIV/AIOS Insurance Issues

OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM
1.

The Commissioner should take a leadership role in supporting universal access to
health care.

REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF THE CDI

2.

The Commissioner has supported, and should continue to support, legislation to
repeal ERISA preemption of state insurance unfair practices law such as H.R. 1602
and S. 794.

3.

The California Department of Insurance (CDI) should bring administrative actions
against insurance companies that engage in unfair insurance practices either as
insurers of ERISA plans or as administrators of self-insurance plans.

4.

The Commissioner should draft and support state legislation to
private
right of action under IC § 790.03, California's unfair insurance practices law,
overturning Moradi-Sbalal v. Fireman's Fund Insurance Companie§. 46 Cal.
(1988).

5.

The CDI should enlist assistance with the additional enforcement
the Commissioner exercising his authority through a ''deputy". IC §

6.

The Commissioner shou]d also support any other legislation which would have
effect of giving Californians with HIV greater legal recourse in the event
unfair
practices by health benefit plans, including a technical correction to
which
would reassert states' rights to regulate insurance under the McCarran-Ferguson
15 U.S.C. § 1011 et seq.

7.

The CDI should control the products that are marketed by licensed
brokers in California by exercising control over the licensing process
licenses to persons marketing unregulated products.

8.

The Commissioner should draft and support state legislation
brokers from marketing health insurance products insured by
except in rare circumstances.

~
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9.

The Commissioner should take steps to assert and clarify CDI's authority, through
what is commonly termed "Extra-Territorial Jurisdiction", over all insurance plans or
policies marketed within California. This would bring under CDI's authority plans
from non-admitted carriers and out-of-state multi-employer trusts.

10.

All "health benefit plans", whether insurance plans, Health Maintenance
Organizations, Health Service Plans, or other types of plans, should be regulated
under one regulatory authority.

REGULATION OF HEALTH INSURANCE PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES
11.

The Commissioner should place a priority on small group reform. The issues of
access, pricing, renewal procedures, cancellation, and other factors must be resolved
through major legislative reforms.

12.

The Commissioner should work with the Department of Health Services and insurers
to find ways to improve access to group health insurance for AIDS Service
Organizations and other Community Based Organizations and to make the premiums
more affordable.

·13.

The Commissioner should require standardization of Pre-Existing Conditions
Limitations on an industry-wide basis.

14.

The Commissioner should prohibit the imposition of a new Pre-Existing Conditions
Provision when an insured purchases a new individual plan within sixty days of
having prior coverage.

15.

The Commissioner should require that carriers be prepared, if requested, to support
and justify, with documentation from an actuary, the reason for a specific
underwriting standard.

16.

The Commissioner should pre-approve all applications with the intention of
prohibiting use of medical history questions that are either too vague, ambiguous, or
irrelevant. Further, time limits should be placed on bow far back in one's medical
history a carrier can investigate.

17.

The Commissioner should provide an insured with the right to seek binding
arbitration in the event of a rescission or reformation of the contract due to material
misrepresentation. Decisions would be reviewed by a committee composed of
members of the CDI, the medical profession, and the insurance industry.
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18.

Carriers should be permitted to examine medical records of all physicians
on
an application at the time of application, but be prohibited from using them at a
later date to support rescission or reformation of contracts.

19.

Medical underwriting standards (including medical testing requirements) should be
fair and uniform for all applicants and not based upon geographical location, se~
marital status, or occupation. The CDI should vigorously enforce all current
regulations regarding such discriminatory practices.

20.

The CDI shou1d expand and clarify current guidelines and minimum standards for
marketing literature, covering issues of type size, information contained (or omitted),
use of 'jargon", etc. The standards already in effect should be more strictly enforced.

21.

The Commissioner should require that aU small employer group plans marketed in
California provide an Outline of Coverage to the employer to be distributed to all
employees at the time of application for group coverage.

22.

Employers should be required to complete, deliver, and receive proof of delivery of
a standardized termination disclosure that informs the employee of all continuation
options available to him/her under an group benefits provided by the employer. The
form should include a description of each option and the time period permitted in
which to enroll or file, as well as the name, address, and phone number
person designated to provide the necessary forms upon request.

23.

The Commissioner should support legislation that would require all small
plans marketed in California to offer continuation
employees/dependents for up to 12 months.

24.

The Commissioner should support legislation to increase the ................
mandated for conversion plans and require that rates for conversion
"reasonable".

25.

The Commissioner should require that an insurer give 180 days notice
withdrawing from the state, and should be prohibited from re-entering
do business for five years from the date of withdrawal. The Commissioner
continue to enforce the extended benefits mandated under IC §
every applicable case.

26.

When a plan is closed, the commissioner should require the
insured to move to an "open" plan of equal benefits with no
carrier has no plan of equal benefits, then the insurer should be
"closed" plan's experience with all 110pen" plans for
determination, with no rate penalty or surcharge.
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27.

The Commissioner should issue a bulletin identifying marker information that will
be construed as disclosure of HIV status or risk status. Further, there should be
increased enforcement of IC § 790, 791 & 799 et seg. and imposition of penalties as
prescribed by law.

28.

The Commissioner should oppose development and implementation of any kind of
national data base and magnetic strip card system for the recording of medical
information unless there is in place universal access to comprehensive health care
with guarantees of privacy for every U.S. resident.

29.

The Commissioner should develop standardized language for informed consent
disclosure forms and strongly encourage its use by all insurers when performing HIVAntibody tests for life and disability income insurance applicants. All such forms,
whether HIV-Antibody testing for life and disability or T-Cell testing for health,
should note that HIV-Antibody testing for health insurance is prohibited.

30.

The Commissioner should support legislation which would prohibit insurers and
administrators from placing disease-specific caps or exclusions for serious illnesses,
such as HIV, in all medical plans marketed in the State.

.· 31.

The Commissioner should support legislation (e.g. AB 1985 Speier) which would
require plans to cover "Off-Label" prescriptions the same as any other prescription.
Benefits should not be denied or otherwise reduced on the basis of exclusionary
language such as •usual and customary" or "not medically necessary" .

...

~

32.

The Commissioner should support the introduction of a bill similar to AB 1986
(Speier) regarding mandating coverage for experimental drugs and treatments.

33.

The Commissioner should work with the Legislature and/or the insurance industry
to provide Medi-Gap coverage which includes prescription drug benefits for persons
on Social Security Disability and covered under Medicare.

IMPROVING SERVICE TO CONSUMERS

34.

The Commissioner should appoint a group of consumer advocates to perform a
detailed internal study of the Consumer Services Division (CSD) and issue
recommendations for improvement.

35.

The Commissioner should divide both the Hotline and the Written Case Units into
units specializing either in property and casualty insurance or life and disability
(incJuding health) insurance.
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36.

Each Bureau should assign a "Cat" (catastrophic) team leader, whose resooJlSltlllit
would be to track complaints of persons dealing with a catastrophic claim to see that
it is handled promptly, aca~rate]y, and sensitively.

37.

The Commissioner should create, develop, and staff a position of un'lou,aSt'U!'~r~~;.on to
network and distribute information to all Units of CSD.

38.

The Consumer Services Division should develop a strong, ongoing, internal training
program for its staff members.

39.

CSD management should develop programs to encourage and reward staff who
effectively assist complainants by utilizing unique or creative means.

40.

The CSD should network with Community Based Organizations who can
demonstrate, with examples, the impact of insurance practices and procedures on
public.

41.

CSD should expand and publicize the Speakers Bureau. Additional staff
trained and encouraged to speak before local organizations and groups
CSD, its activities, and insurance company practices.

42.

The Consumer Services Division should increase and expand
issues to the public, as well as increase the visibility of the
include which carriers receive the most complaints, what
lodged against them, and how many complaints are ..... ~!""'"

43.

The Commissioner should publish a guide to
community. The guide should be multi-lingua],
free of charge.

44.

CSD should train the Case Managers of AIDS
of life, disability and health insurance so that they
insurance problems directly.

45.

The CSD should contract with or develop a
consulting services of physicians and other

,u ,.,.......... 9'11' ..

.u.A ..........

46.

The Consumer Services Division should have
housed in CSD offices. Counsel should be given
theCDL
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APPENDIX B
DISSENTS

Dissent #1
Dissent to Recommendation # 1
Universal Access to Health Care
by Bill Robinson
I expect that every reasonable person will agree that our current health care
is not functioning well enough to serve the needs of all (or even ahnost all) ................,.
residents.
I agree major reforms are needed. And they're needed now, not 3 S years from now
before such reforms can take effect I take strong exception to the Task Force's
unanimous recommendation of support for "a single payor, publicly financed health care
system" (a.k.a. the "Canadian System" as outlined in SB 308/Petris).
$

Switching to such a system would at best trade one set of problems for
Plus it is
far too expensive for California (it would more than double the entire state budget),
it would take 3 • 5 years to totally implement. That's reality. Meanwhile, what can we
I believe that the best approach is to maintain the provision of health care
services by the private sector, not the government via a "single payor
must be major, radical changes designed to cure the many problems our current
inflicts on us. To do so will require our legislators to put
·issue bead on by enacting meaningful, major reforms affecting
"industris practices.
We call them "small group carrier and underwriting reforms," and
group hea]tb insurance easier to obtain and more affordable to keep.
Report identifies many of these reforms, and we can accomplish these reforms
or no expense to the state budget And we can mandate the
reforms by all small group hea1tb insurance plans who choose to
in California within 6 months of passage of such Jegislative reform
There are already several pending bills in the state legislature to
small group reforms (not just "window~dressing" incremental reform bills
What's more, at least 3 of these bills were either initiated by or are
segment of the health insurance industry itself! (AB 3657/ Horcher,
AB 14/or its successor Conference Committee bilJ/?'Jargolin)
sponsored by three California companies-Blue Cross,
Shield
What an about face this is! Yes, there is still a huge segment
major
industry that refuses to acknowledge the absolute need

B ·1a
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need for change, think they can avoid major changes, and will likely cease doing business
in California if small group carrier reforms are enacted. If so, good! We don't need or want
them providing health insurance here anymore.
But, there will be lots of responsible health insurance plans that will be offered when these
reforms take effect, with all small group plans underwritten and issued under the same
rules, what we call a "level playing field" in the current legislative proposals. Here are some
of the key small group reforms in pending bills that could be passed and take effect in six
months or Jess.
Guaranteed Issue to all small employer groups (i.e. no medical questions or
underwriting; no ineligible occupations)
Guaranteed Renewability (coverage can't be canceled due to major claims/health
problems of group)
Rate Regulation to limit small group renewal rate increases (i.e. maximum of 30%
above "new business rates")
Prohibit "tiered rating" practices; allow only "community/pooled" rating practice for
a renewal block of small business groups with the same plan (Blue Cross small group
plans now charge same rates for new and renewal business, proving affordable rates
are possible for a successful, profitable insurance company)
Prohibit new pre-existing excJusions when an insured employee changes jobs
Prohibit carriers from canceling small group health plans without adequate notice,
and prevent them from conducting new business for five years following
Control medical costs by establishing a state panel to negotiate reimbursement rates
for all medical providers being paid by health insurers, as well as recommend
accepted medical standards (AB 2799/Bronzan). Also require physicians and
hospitals to publish prices prior to providing services to (for the first time) promote
fee competition between medical providers

If all of these reforms, and others listed in this Task Force Report, are enacted, we will
solve more than half of our current health care/insurance crisis. We'll still need increased
employer motivation to provide health insurance to employees of firms where coverage is
not being provided, Jegal/malpractice reforms, and improved government healthcare
programs for the unemployed and disabled in our state, i.e. Medicaid. But we'D have gone
a long way towards solving this enormous problem of access to healthcare for all California
residents, and accomplish this first, major step in far Jess than a year and at little or no cost
to the state budget!
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PACIFIC MUTUAL
1\NOAIW F. MQIIIIA!ION
Aiaie!l"'l V.ee Pi'M'd;"'li

June 27, 19g2

Ms. Theresa Guillory
california Department of Insurance

Pvblk: Afla:~
6410.363;
140.71514

VIA FA_X

Dear Ms. Guillory:
While Pacific Mutual can endoree many of the recommendations made
by the Task Force on HIV/AIDS Insurance Issues, several others are
unacceptable due to the ne;ative impact
would have
structure, efficiency, and costa of our hea
care
financin9 eystem.
Specifically, we must object strenuously to Recommendations 1
through 6, as well as Recommendation& 31 and 32
l
reasons:

...

Recommendation 1 -- our objection is not based on
qoal of this recommendation, rather we rej
direction provided the Commissioner to give
a ainqle-payor, atate-run model. our exi
pluralistic aystem can (and must) be re
universal eoveraqe. Several more thought
proposals to achieve thia policy objective are
being discussed, includin9 the Commissioner's
which, as the text notes, was introduced
Force concluded its meetings.
Recommendations 2 throuqh 6 •• These recomrnendat
to be a "wiah list" for the plaintiffs bar.
1
real motivation behind these recommendat
is
abundantly clear, the arquments used to support
somewhat short. ERISA provides an adequate
those who suffer from an unfair
aims
does not provide for is windfall
attorneys. Under ERISA, when a
is
consumer can aue for the elaima payment,
to entitlement to future claims payments
of attorney's fees, removal of the plan
other equitable relief. In addition,
Labor may also brinq suite on behalf ot part
including suits to enjoin a fiduciary from act
capacity. A court can even enjoin the t
further acting as a fiduciary. In the case
such as an insurance carrier, which is in
providing claims fiduciary se~ices this
a corporate death penalty.
Petlfie Mutual Life ln11uran~ CQm!:II!II'IY
700 Newpo11 Corl\tr Or•vt, Newpo!"\ Beeeh, California U880,

-

~-
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In 1990, approximately 450 lawsuits ware actually
recorded and reported by participants who believed their
ERISA benefit claims had been improperly denied. Of
these, 32' were tiled e;ainat insurers, 53t e;ainst
employers,
against a labor union, and the remainder
were against "other." Of the suits brouqht against
insurers, the plaintiff won llt of the cases, the
defendant won 53\, 22\ of the suits were remanded for
further proceeding, and in 14\ of the cases the plaintiff
was able to circumvent ERISA end aue in a state court.
(The figures don't add up to 100\ due to rounding.) To
put this in context, in 1990 tans of millions of people
were covered, and claimed benefita, under ERISA plana.
Less than 150 suits were filed to contest an unfair
claims practice, and the majority of those related to
denial of claims due to the experimental nature of the
treatment, not a blatantly denial of payment. The
plaintiff bar contends that insurers routinely and
arbitrarily deny claims. If that was, in fact, the case,
one would expect to aee millions of auita brought against
insurers, especially since ERISA provides a remedy which
includes reimbursement of attorneys' fees. The absence
of these suite can be attributed to one of two theories:
either unfair claims denial is a very rare event, or
plaintiff attorneys do not enjoy a financial incentive
(beyond being reimbursed for their time and expenses) to
file suit.
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Recommendations 2 through 6, if enacted, would open the
door for contingency fee attorneys to file an avalanche
of spurious suits in the hope of hittinq the "litigation
lottery." The net result would be an explosion in
litigation which, in turn, would raise the price of
health insurance. Pacific Mutual endorses fair, prompt
claims payment, and would welcome the opportunity to work
with the Department to protect consumers -- both from
unfair insurer practices and from the hidden costs to
consumers of windfall payments to plaintiff attorneys.
31 and 32 -- A• alluded to above, experimental
treatment is an extremely difficult and eensitive area.
The text aupportinq these recommendations seems to tie
the review of prescription drug claims by insurers to the
advent of HIV. In fact, prescription drugs constitute
one of the fastest risinq components (alonq with mental
health benefits) of claims costs, and have drawn closer
scrutiny for that reason. A• the example in the text
grudgingly acknowledges, when ~he FDA approved the use of
AZT tor persons with under 500 T4 Cells, insurers beqan

Recom~endations
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reimbursing claims on that basis. Insurer& rely upon
authoritative, third-party sources (in this case, the
FDA) for guidance as to what constitutes proper treatment
and protocol. Without auch standards insurers would tace
a virtually unlimited liability and the resulting costs
would exacerbate the nearly unaffordable price of health
insurance. On that baais, Pacific Mutual also rejects
the report's contention that it "seems reaaonable that
insurance companies ahould be liable for some of the
ancillary costa" associated with monitoring experimantal
drugs and treatments. Insurers have an obligation
1
of their insureds to monitor claims costs while, at the
same time, reimbursing valid treatments. Surely all
parties would agree that objective standards and
are necessary in this area.

...

Notwithstanding the objections raised above, Pacific Mutual
supports the ettorta of the HIV/AIDS Task Force
Commissioner and the California Department
"road map" to address the concerns of t.ho&u~
tragic disease.
Sincerely,

~10

Andrew F. Morrison

APPENDIX C
EXHIBITS

-

-

...

Western Businessmen's Association
Rate Schedule
(Ra1u Etrec:dvc Juury 1. 1992)

Base Rates
Single Rates $ 230.00

+ 20.00 Admin Fee + 5.00 Assoc. Dues

Family Rates $ 455.00 + :ZO.OO Admin Fee + 5.00 Assoc. Dues
Age Factors

18 to 34 80% of Base Rate
35 to 54 100% of Base Rate
55+
110% of Base Rate
Zip Code Factors

Zip Codes 900, 902-908, 910-918, 926-928
100% of Base Rate
Zip Codes 940-949
95% of Base Rate
Zip Codes 920·925, 930-939
90o/c of Base Rate
Zip Codes 950-959, 961
85% of Base Rate
Example: 37 year old single male living in Zip 956 == $ 230.00 (for single rate) X
factor) = $ 195.50 + $ 20.00 admin fees and$ 5.00 association dues, = ~=~==:.::..
premium.
Example: 56 year old husband with wife and two children, living in Zip 920
family rate) X 1.10 (for age factor) -= $ 500.50 X .90 (for zip factor) = $
admin fee and S 5.00 association dues, = S 475.45 total monthly premium.

This insuran~_ is issued pursuant to California Insurance Code,
1780, and is placed with· an insurer or irisurers not
a
Authority from or regulated by the California Insurance

C -la

=$

"T-'"''"'"'

SCHEDUU: OF BENEFITS
For Employees and Dependents of
Wl:STIRJ~ BUS~"E$51\II.-.:·s ASSOCIATION

1·1·!12

lJF'ETTh!E MAXIMUMS
Pc:r lndividual ...........,... ___,. _______ ..................................................... -·-··-·--·········· .................................. -....... $1,000,000
Menw and Nervous (per individual) ······-·············--·-··""....... - ........................ _. ..-............................................................... $25,000
Alcohol & Chem. Dep. or Drug Addiction ....................................................................................................................... - ....... $3,000
Th1J Benefit (per individual) ··---···---·-··· ..·-······--------·--..·-·--·--....·---·-·-··-·····-··-··-·-·-·-·.................. Sl,OOO
~rgan Transplants-·-···-·-·--·----·-...-----------····............................................................ - .................... S25,~
'AIDS or ARC ·-·---·--···-·----·----..---····--·-·····---·-·--··-·-··-..................................- ............ $25,000~
SUPPUME1\1'Al. BENEFITS

Pre·Ad.missioo Testing (no deductible) ...... _ .........................._____.........................-·--·-·-··-······-· ...................--.--..... 100%
MAJOR MEDICAl EXPENSE E~:UUS

Deduc:tible
(All eligible expenses aze subjec:t 10 the foUov.'iDg deduc:u'ble per calendar year.)
• Individual Deduc:u'ble ···---···-·-·····-··.......................- ................................................................................................ $250/1000
• Mu.itnum Dc:duc:b'ble pet family ..........................- ............................................- ........................................................ $750/3000
Benefit Percenuge (After Deduc:u'ble)
Hospitalization .......- ................_ .........................................................................- ........................................- ..•• _...._••_......... 80%
Emergency Room Cue ............................................................................................- .................................................................... 80%
Outpatient Medical Services .................................................-........................................................................................................ 80%
Maximum out of pocket expense' for elig~'blc: charges is 2~ 10 SS,OOO or $1,000 per calendar year.
C!-I.ENDAB YEAR MAXIMUMS

recr IndivjduaD

Mental &. Nervous
Inpatient ........ (lifetime) ......... _ ............- .................................................................................................................... 80% 10$25,000
Outpatient ..............................................................................._...................................................... S20. Max per visit 30 visits./c:al. Yr.
Chiropractor VlSits ................................................................................................................................ $20. Max. per visit SO visits.!cal. Yr.
E.A1ended Care Fac:ility .............._. ___..........................- ............................................._ ........'" ...................................._ ........ 60 days
Prescription Drugs ............. _.......-.............................................................. _ ................................................ 80% to a Maximum of S1,000
(Birth Control and experimental /investigative: drup ac:luded)
OJ}fEB BEtrurr JNFQRMADON.

Daily hospital room & board maximum ...................................................................- ................................................_ ...........- ... Average
JCU, CCU, and Burn Unit ......- ............................. '" ....... _........- ............................................................................... - ...... 3 X DHR ... B
Surgical Proccduns .................._ ..................................... _ .................- ....................................................................................... 80/20%
A:I:Jestbesia ..................................- ...- ........................_ , ______........................................................................................ 80/20%
Optional Maternity Coverage .......... _............- ......................- ...- ........................................................................... Same as any disability
Dependent Determined ages ....... ___...................- ....·-·-----·-..........._ ......... BWI 10 age 19 & to age 2S if a full time 5tudCDt.
Pt;-Ccnjficatiqn and Utiliz.ation Reyinr

Additional SSOO deduc:u'ble for Non-Compliance
Pre-ExistiDi Cocditions
Conditions fint manifested within 1 twelve (12) month period prior 10 the effective date or that medical advice or treatment or
medication was recommended or rcc:elvc:d from 1 physic:ian within a twelve (12) month period prior to the effective date will be limited to a
maximum of Sl.SOO durillg the twelve (12) months !oUowing the effective date or 6 consecutive month~ without treatmc:Dl.
fOB OUALIFIED IAJ(EOYEB EMPLOYEES A."-1> DEPEt.'DEN'TS ONLY;
Conditions for which tteatmcnt is received 'lloithin 12 months prior 10 the effective date will be paid as any other illaess subject 10 tbc
limitations sboWD on the Schedule of Benefits paac.
• Optional deductl'blc of Sl,OOO per individual and $3,000 per family ls available.

c -lb

Employee Handbook

~
~

Medical Benefits
Medical Coverage/Flight Attendants

------------~~~-----------------------------------l
Preexisting
ConditiOnS

I

EXCLUSION FoP PliE::xJS11NG SICKNEss oR INJURY
FCR ALL EMF!..':. 'fEES.
::r.:s erc:us:ol' a,:c ..es to aJI employees ll1rec! en cr a:ter
Oec&:noer ~. i ;cs.J

If ycu or any elig.ble oependent have a pllKIJCS!.Ing rnJury or
lic:la'less (one wr.c.h is present on your date of h•re 1. thiS
gn::uo hea•ttl bene'ts coveraoe w•il not pay &f'IV t>xoenses
tne~-red ~:r t'iO .. .;n: ;e: :pr.g as sue.., tr.Jurv cr SiCI'J'\ess
tJ•s:s ;t ycu orr_-;£- l';·o;e oepenc:ent had sym;:;!oms of a
IICII."''ess or tnJU!)' c.elore your daUI of ture. suc:ll s•d<.ness or
inJury w1ll a. so be C.On$ldered a preeJOstJng oond;tJon even rf
the c.ondltion 1'1110 not been spec:fica~ly diagnosed. No
bene fils Will be payable fer s.ucn &lc:M6iss or InJUry.

Covwage wiD be provided for a subse~ent oc:cumilnQ of
the s~C:kr19s.s or i'1!UfY if you can pro1111 lhat you or your
ehg:tlle depencllir'lt completely recovered ln::m lhe P!"i'Vlous
OCQ;rr&nc:lli! or 1t\a! the cause of the sub&oe~ent oc:cui'T8nce
of suc:ll s•c:Mess or InJury was totally unre!aled 1e !he Pr&IIIOUS

one.

EXCLUSION FOR PREEXISTING SICKNESS OR INJURY
FOR AU.. DEPENDENTS ADDEO AFTER DECEMBER 1,
1186.
(This exclusion a::C~ies to all employees. regan:llees of
your
of hire.)
If ycu lequire new c:epenoents {suc.'l u by ma.rrt~tgft or
ad~t10n1 after y~r da!B of hire. Ilia daUI on wtm::n sUCh rn·
dvic:ualls;becorroi cove!"&d as your deoenoent(s: ll'nil ce
usee :0 estabbs.~ .,.,..elt.er cr not any preeJCstmg s;or.f\4ilss or
inJUry ex1s:s. 1f 1 f'!lliiW deoendent nu a s;c:kni:ss or lllJ ury
present on s:.~cr: :.ua. 1t w•ll not be covered ~.:r.eer the
cow~e. ·P:wx:s:~n; Sicmess or Injury• is oef\nGO in the

"t•

above IXCIUs.;cn.
'This exeiu~n w::i not acply 10 cnildren bom 1e you or your
spouse att&r N ::a.:u ol hn.

Coordination Of
Benefits

If y'JIIJ or your •'s:l':~ dependents are cev~ for Medea!
Can Expense Eioir.Elits ;,~ndef anoltler plan, A.'Tllill'!c.a.rn
co~raga Wlll ~n£18 Oltn&fits to 111\/CIId dup!ic:a!lon

payment
Other plans are l!'iese under whie.'l an employer pays all or
part ol !he cost c; 1"oe plan or takes payrcll deoucnons.
Suen plans a.so r.cude any gowmmant or tax·supported
programs and "no-laulf auto insurance coverage.
Cocrti:'lallorl of bEr.efits applies when 1he ICtal benefits pay·
able ul'lOGf the A..,.,.nean Alnines· plan and all o!her plans
COW1":1'19 you or tp...'f eli9it:le depenclfmts ex~ lhe
ax;>en&U inaJmi': c:ilnng 1!1 ea!endar year.

NFiM25
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Have ')-uu:.applied to or been insured by Great Republic before? ONo

DYes
I

Name of Plan

WILL THIS REPLACE AN EMPLOYER PLAN YOU HAVE NOW?
~ NO Please skip the following shaded e>rea and go directly to the Health Questions section be~ow.

HEALTH QUESTIONS. HAVE YOU OR YOUR DEPENDENTS:
1. Hac or been treated for a Heart Attack. Chest Pains. Stroke, Arteriosclerosis, Dizzy Spells. High Blood
P•essutt~. or ar.y dtsease. co:1ditton or aonormallty related to the heart or circulatory system? ...... .
2 Been diagnosed or treated for Cancer, Leukemia. Hodgkin's Disease. Diabetes, Rheumatoid Arthritis. Hyper·
thyroidrsm, or a Malignancy within the past ten years? ................................... .
3. Now or ever had a d1sease or disorder of the Kidney, Ureter, Esophagus, Stomach, Intestine, Liver, Blood,
Respi~a~ory Svstem. Spine, Spinal Cord. Brain, Gall Bladder or Reproductive System? ............ .
4. No ... or ever had a Psychosis or Emotional/Mental Illness; or been treated by a P:;ychiatrist or Psychologist
within the past ftve years; or presently have a Mental D1sability or Retardation? ................ .
- New or ever had Parkinson's Disease. Seizure Disorders. Alcoholism or used a controlled substance or a
dru~ other tho~. as prescnbed by a Phys1cian? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
6. A physical impairment. deformity, congenital abnormality, current disc,bility; or an in::~bility to engage in
all normal activ1t1es of a person in good health? ........................................ .
7. Knowiec'ge or a symptom of currently being pregnant?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .
8. 1Jiithi:1 the past six months experienced any unintended weight loss; anorexia or loss of appetite; enlargement of lymph node!sl or gland(s); recurrent or persistent fever, rash, infection or diarrhea; or any venereal
or genitai ci1sorder or d1sease? ..................................................... .
9 Had treatment o: a d1agnosis of. A.R.C IA1ds Related Complex) or A.I.D.S. (Ar.quired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome) or any lmrnune System disorder? .......................................... .
10. Previous:y t.een or are now receiving benefits under Medicare, Medicaid or any disability income plan?

(Answers to b~
completed by
applicant)
DYes

~Nc

DYes

~·-CD

DYes

jQNo

DYes

JiiNo

DYes

jl(No

DYes
DYes

t2'fNo
~No

DYes

~No

DYes
DYes

~No

~No

Coverage isn't .n force unless you receive written approval from the Company.
APPLICANT'S ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP AND CERTIFICATION:
I hereby apply for non-voting membership in the Bone Reconstruction Association for Care and Education (BRACE I. I have

arswered every question completely and truthfully. I understand that if coverage is afforded it is in consideration of my
statements and answers. I also understand that any misstatements or failure to report information may cause my insurance
to bP rescinded The plan's exclusions and limitations have been explained to me and I understand the Agent has no authority
to change the plan in any way nor to advise me how to answer any questions. I understand the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act IERISAJ app!ie~ to this group health plan.
_ _ _ _ -r-:-- - . . . . - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature of Applicant_X

Date _ _l__;,__
l --

Signature of Spouse....:X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . . . . , . . - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date ___
I _ _J_

Requ••ed only if spouse apply•ng

...:;ENT'S CERTIFICATION:
have explained the plan's exclusions and limitations to the applicant I hereb·{ certify that I am not aware of any other
nformation which might have a bearing on the applicant's insurab1lity nor have I altered or completed any responses on
his epplication except after PRODUCER aQd AGEf\IT I n.:""' nnt ~rfvi~P.d the applicant how to answer any question.
3ignature of Agent X

C-3
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Date _...:.__!_ _ _ __

§'Loup fln.~u:a.n.c£ fP'I.o9'La.m 9o'l. c:ll~!hocla.tlon. d1.tmb£'Li

~ta.nda.'I.J 9-e.a.tu.'t£~

*

$1,000,000.00 lifetime maximum benefit
amount for all Injuries and Sickness.

-

*

$500,000.00 maximum bendit amount
~Sickness or Injury.

_,.¥

'Jjou'L aholc£ of buuf1e':f.
~

5 !B£ne.(it~

~

~

l.
.'

:

To meet your individual need and budget, this proaram offers your choice of three .....,......... ~.
and four room and board rates to help you control your costs.
~

.

'

-

..Ci{dlm£

'

'Jo't_~!!£'-.!Jf~~-~a<ringj..
1

~.~.~~:~:~.w .-··~. • -.'

<

Each insured person has one lifetime deductible for
how many times or how often it requires treatment. :

* In-hospital Expenses

·: '-

~

i

:bufuatd;t_

'

; /

-•/

--

each panic:ular
injury or
.,..___., -- ....-

· ..· . .·* .

Nursing Home Care

-:;;:.~±.~--.-~~~'I, ~

* Outpatient Expenses

Jf you should die while your coverage is in force, we will continue your family's rnv ..... ,.,,.,
year at no cost to your family.

C- 4a
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CERTIFICATE

--.·.-:o-·•-'"fll'·•-·
"

~.

I

•

- . , _;

~

-. -. , -~~~

~-· ,~.~ ~

...

"'""- ..... -.... - ...
'

4

~

;.,;•

:

-~---

i:L~)::.-~:·

Initial Premium:. · ,.
- ·.-.......

Name of Association Member.

..

:..._•

~.

Certificate Date:

of

Certificate Number

-···· 8

QUARTERLY
$150

Maximum Daily Hospital
Max1mum Days Payable

No Limit

$300

Maximum Daily Intensive
Maximum Days Payable:

No limit

Maximum Benefit for
80% of $6,000

... 10

.. 11
.. 14

14

$3,000

Maximum Surgical Benefit:
Maximum Daily Nursing Home Benefit
Max1mum Days Payable:

$75
90 Days

Maximum Daily Benefit for Doctor Visits:
Maximum Number of Visits:

40 Visits

Maximum Benefit for Each Private Duty Nursing Shift:
Maximum Number of Shifts

$30
50 Shifts

$30

Maximum Benefit for Each Ambulance

$150

Maximum Benefit for Outpatient Hospital

$600
$1,500

Maximum Benefit for Hospice Care:

-·· 15

S600

Cash Deductible Amount for Each InJury or
Sicknesses

Lifetime Max1mum Amount for All

$1,500

Monthly Hospital Income Benefit (at Age 65):

--- 15

$1.000,000

Accident Benefit Rider
Maximum Benefit:

$600

Term life Rider
-·- 16
... 16
.. 18

Chemotherapy Benefit Rider

Catastrophic Benefit Rider
Catastrophic Deductible

NOTE:

$6,000

Covered Dependents. if Any,
Other Attached Documentation.

Association. National Association

Named in the Attached Enrollment Application and/or In

the Self-Employed

Group Policy No.: 0008 • GPNN

7-88 CERT

... 4d

,

r--=-----~=

HIGHLIGHTS OF BENEFITS

r - --·- --·-·-- ·- -- L---

The PHYSICIANS BENEFIT PLAN Offers You:
, SOo/o less out of pocket expense than most other plans.
r

World wide coverage.

r

Guaranteed renewable.
Pap-Smear and Mammogram covered expense.

• 1OOo/o hospital coverage after annual Stop Loss met. Stop Loss or medical
deductible expenses met in final quarter of year apply to following years
deductible.

' S1.000.000 per

injury or sickness.

t

90o/o outpatient- 80% inpatient to 7,500.00, then 100%.

r

The Doctor or Hospital of your choice.

c. Prescription drugs covered after annual deductible.

L

1:

Physicians Benefit Plan pays physicians· and hospitals' regular rates. Most plans pay
usual and customary. allowable or average charges.
Fully automated state-of-the-art claims and cost review saves you money and
pays claims quickly.

a No lifetime maximum. ·

C- Sb

_-:_:-__.:JCATASTROPHIC HOSPI

L BE EFITS

The Catastrophic Hospital Benefits listed below are available for all
and injuries after your Stop Loss of S7.500.

DESCRIPTION OF CATASTROPHIC EXPENSES AND BEN F
Hospital Services and Supplies

10 0 q~cJ of the regular charges for: semiprivate room. general nursing care,
laboratory services. medicines. drugs. operating and recovery rooms, x-rays.
other medically necessary services and supplies furnished while
SL!~gec·n

and r.ssisrant

q.o

10 0 of the regular charges by physicians. including fees
surgeons. for surgical procedures performed while hospital
c' .c
i• ~'"'.
_ '"
._,· r·. ~_ of the regular charges for second and third (if

~
C of the regular charges for anesthesia services in
operation while hospital confined.

:0 J

1

,"'"'\ .. -

,-, /

. ...,· '. . . - ~ of the regular charges for primary attending
visit per day (other than physician who performs surgery).
-:-.·--

1
•

,.-

,-

~

:-v'

-

...

~

~

p

.-

,..J ..

'

---

I

of the regular charges for services of ,....,.,.""''"'''"',....

--·-

•

~;:;,r

;(!'•

~

--

- ---

of regular charges for services of

-.I

• ,_ \..,· '- ·::; of regular charges for services of

- - .- r ..

~ ~ of the regular charges for surgery and
center. plus charges for other associated medically necessary
surgery.

-------------------------- Premium for

y~ur

dependents waived for I 2

C Sc

in

not to
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1.

(1)

2.
3.

4.

s.
6.

{2)

RBI

Date
Name & Address
Reference
Addreaaee
Signature
Copies to

(3)

Dear ( 4) t
Information we have in your claims file indicates you may be totally disabled.
If so, plP~se have your physician eubmit, in writing, the date you became totally
disabled. The following options for continuing your medical coverage are
available to yous
1.

CONTINUATION OF PREMIUM PAYMENT THROUQH THE EMPLOYER

Your insurance will not stop aolely because you cease being actively at work
on a full-time basis ifs A) Your absence from work ia due to illness or
injury, in such event, your active, full-time aervice will be deemed to
continue for a period not to exceed 12 months, if your employer continues
premium payments for your coverage. • • •
(From page 2 of General Provision section of your Group certificate, under
"Termination of Insurance.")
There are no continuation righta whena

1.
2.
2.

your Employer ceases to be a participant under the Group Employer
Trust1 or
the Employer is.no longer 8oing busineaa.

EXTENSION OF BENEFITS
If you are totally disabled, as defined below, and under the care of a
physician at the time your Major Medical insurance atopa, as provided in the
general provisions, Major Medical benefits will continue to be payable as if
insurance had not stopped (without premium paymenta), but only for covered
medical chargee incurred as a direct result of the injury or illness causing
your total disability. Coverage will continue until the earliest ofa
.... :·.
1.
The date your total diaability ceaeea1 or
2.
3.

The date you cease to be under the continuing care of a physician
with respect to your total disability (unless you have reached the
maximum point of recovery)r or
The date you become eligible for Medicare coverage, or

C- 6a
··- ·-

-- __,.,...

•

•

Page 2
4. · The end of the 12-month period of time which begins on the date

your insurance stope.
For purposes of this eectlon, total disability means your inability to engage in
your usual occupation, because of an injury or illness.
(Prom Page 3 of the Major Medical Benefits Section of your Group Certificate,
under "Bxteneion of Benefite.")
~~
Extension of Benefits only applies to the diaabled employee, unleee e
dependent ie totally dieabled. Please refer to Page 4 of the Major Medical
Benefita Section of your Group Certificate for provision with reapect to
dependents.
I

3.

l

OONVIRSION RIQHTS
If your Major Medical Insurance stops because:
1.
2.
3.

The Group Policy terminateet or
Your employer ceases to be a participant under the group
or
Your continuation (as described above) etops;

You may be entitled to apply for your own personal medical insurance
coverage, without a etatement of health. You will be eo entitled if!
1.
2.

You are not then eligible for medical coverage; and
You have been insured under your employer•e
for at least
months in a row.

You ~ apply for your personal coverage and pay the first premium within
daye after the date of your Major Medical ineurance etops. Please be aware
Conversion ie not an option at the end of your Extension of Benefite
For
more information on conversion, please contact Alden Risk Management service•
(A.R.M.S.) at 1-800-352-0042.

4.

LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUM WAIVER
Your Life Insurance will be continued in effect without
premiums at your written request and with aubmieeion of written
suffer total and permanent disability whlchs

1)
2)

3)

Begine while you are ineured under thle
Begine while you are under age 60; and
Laete continuously for at least 6 monthe

Refer to the "Life Insurance For Employee" section of your group Certificate
under "If You Become Dieabled" for complete information regarding thl•

Please review the optione indicated above end let ua know, in writ
option(s) you prefer to remain covered under •

which

•

c- 6b

-

Please contact our office with your statue and any queations you may have.
Sincerely,

(5)

Group Claims
cca

D~partment

(6)

TDAl

C- 6c

SUMMARY PLAN
DESCRIPTION

2. Outpatient (maximum
20 sessions per

for I family. Charges. Ia
excess of Reasonable and
Customary are the sole
responslbHity of the
Insured.

$20 per session

Calendar Year)

•

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrone (AIDS); Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HfV);
AIDS Related Complex (ARC) .

of

n

THE UNIVERSITY
HILTON

I

-...I

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN

~·

1. Inpatient (maximum •
30 days per Cllendar
Year)

S50 copaymem per day

2. Outpatient (maximum
20 treatments or
sessions per Calendar
Year)

$20 eopaymen~ per
treatment or session

-

Mallm~rn Ultllrne Benefit Per EmpiOJte/

Dependent
Ownl

$1,000,000

Mental Health: Substance
Abuse, AIDS, HIV or ARC

$10,000 per Calendar
Year; $25,000 lifetime
(these are combined
maximums)

Prosthetics

$100 per Calendar Year

Dlllrlble Medal Equip-

$100 per Calendar Year

HosnD!I Care Expenses

$5,000 Ufettme Maximum

•

•
September 1 1991
•

ment

•

Statement of Health of Employee Or Dependent- Group l.,ovt:'"!:lc
Part A below should be completed by the employee.
Part B, Employer's Statement, which Is the last page of this form, should be
completed by the employer after the employee has completed Part A.
Part A-Employee's Statement
Fnt

~·NafPrwt)

Middle

,.,_..II//JtJI...

I

Lui

Soaal Security IUIIDir

SlrMI

I

~1\\1--Homl

~--·

Teiephont r,u,...

,...,..

Buatras

J

c wo:-c

OS""V'f
0 tMnwCI

Slallll'

IP . . .

O.• ol Elutrl

0~

[f

o~

..

Zip Coda

Slate

Clly

(-eo.'

Dependentlnformalion

I

I

I

He•gtw
Wt•ghl

IMaotnNa-

(Complete only if coverage for other than the employee is being requested )

Medical Information- Answer an questiOns below. Om1tted information will cause delays.

1. Has the person for whom coverage is being requested ever

1. Has any apphcahon lor hte or health insurance or\ account of the
person for whom group coverage is being requested ever been

received treatment. attention or advice from any physacaan or other
practitioner for, or been told by any phySician or other pract•honer
thai he she had:
Yes No

c:ledined. postponed, or issued other than as applied tor. or
Withdrawn. or have you tailed to receive notice of action on such
J~pplcation? H"Yes." gM! details includmg dates.
'18s0

0

No

2. II the person lor whom coverage is being requested is a female,
is she now pregnant?

'*'

0

No 0

l. Does the person lor whom coverap:: is being requested have
any deformity. loss or 1mpairment o limb. or any known impair·
mer1 ol saghl or heaMg?
'*' O
Has the person for whom coverage is be1ng requested been
advised by a physician or other prac!lltoner to have an operation

that has not been per1ormed?

'18s

0

No

~s

0

0

disease of the lungs?
(c) Gallstones. ulcers or any disease of the liver?
(d) Epilepsy, paralysis, diU•ness or any mental or
nervous disorder?
(e) Cancer or other tumor?
(I) Arthritis or rheumatiC fever?
(~} Diabetes; disease of the kidneys?
( ~ Anemia. leukemia or other disease of the blood?

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0

more. swollen glands, patches in mouth. v1sua1 disturbance. or
recurring diarrhea, fever or infection?
'*s 0
0 No

0

1. During the pastS years, has the person for whom coverage is be1ng
requested had any diseases. ailments. or injuries not revealed etse·

5. Has the person tor whom coverage is being requested ever
been advised by a phys1caan or other practit1oner to modify or
restrict h1s 'her eallng, dnnk•ng. or liv•ng habits because of at?f
health cond•tJons?

0

7. During the past two years, has the person for whom coverage IS
being requested had persistent cough, pneumon1a. chest d1scom·
fort. muscle weakness, unexplained we1ght loss of ten pounds or

NoD

.c.

(a} High blOod pressure, chest pain or heart trouble?
(b) Asthma. bronchitis, tuberculOsis or other

where on this statement for which there was treatment. examina·
tion. or advice by or under the directaon ol a phys•ctan or other
practitioner, or at a clinic, hospital, dispensary. or sanitorium?
~s 0

NoD

0

No

I. Hin the past 5 years any physiCaan or other practit•oner examined, advised, or treated this person or if any ot questions 3·8 is answered 'ftls,
g.ve full details. includtng:
~

""'""*

O.leaol

Namt Prgic:ian or OC.... Pr-=-

Na,.. o1

All"*' fit

'hatmenr

Durlllian

Tr Mll'l'l8lll

10. Namlt or

or

o1 lone or MoSI)rt.ll
wid ~ta lldOreu. -.:.

Addresaol
Personal Physician:

Personal Physician:

CERnAcAnON-1 certify that the information given above is true and compll• to the best of my knowledge. Hcoverage is provided on the basis of this
information, 1M any ol my sta\IWNII'1tl or answers are ~~~. lnoorlec:t, or untNe, ,.;u. Metropolitan nor my emplo)'er lt\all na... any liabtlity under the
(:OIIerlgll provided.
AUTHORIZAnON-For unclelwriting and daim purposes. I permit: 11ft physician or OChlr ~cal practilic:nr, hospital, clinic. Olhlr medical related facll~
~ and grcup polocyholdefs, oonlractholders or benefit plan adminiltrator'l:
To diselose to Metropol1tan and any benent plan administratora, consumer reporting agencies. anomeya, and Independent claim administrators acting on
Metropolrtan·a bet\IH, with any and all ~ical data that )'OU rn11f na... on the
proj)osed for coverage. I specifically authorize disclOsure of lindi~s on:
~dut care 01 surgery: p~hiatric Of psychological care or exam1nations; and a c:ohol or drug abuse incuding 11ft data protec:wd by Fedefat Re;utations 4 CFR
Part 2. Further, I specmca ly authorize lhl disclOsure ol any information COI'II*'ni~ually transmitted diseasn or other aenous communcable d1seases
including venereal diseases •cy HIV tesf results or information aw AIDS and A
tela tad conditions whd\ may be conltolled by various state taws and
1
regula!lona.

cson

'*
....._.., ...,.............~~
~ .... .....- ........... ~ ...
Side d

mt c:op; (A ltus form.

---....

_...............

I understand that I may r.-..oke this aulhorizat
any timl. HI do not. I will bl valid for 2<l triOI"UUI from the da• I sign 1t. A phoiDtopy d. this authorilation is
as valid as the origl!lll form.
The ~e •nust sign in all cun. The I*SOII for Wl'lO
~.,.age Is being requestad "'"' also lign If~ under age 14.

~

~

::,..,

=fer wto'rl co-age is be•n;
GTIUI·S (~l ,.,.,., "U SA

reoues~ II "'* •
11:11

~
111

Employee-A•

~

~

c- 8

Your Employer

~·

THE EQUALIZER (PPO PLAN)
APPLICATION
R.E.ASf: COMPL.ETE All. OF THE FOUOWING OUESTIONS USING BUCK INK.. FAII..UM: TO PROVIDE COMPI.ETE ANO TRUTHFUl..
INFORMATION MAY IE CAUSE FOR RESCISSION OF VOUR COVERAGE.

List

First

Initial

Name of Member
Home Address of Member

State

County

City

- I Social Security Number:
I
Zip

Area Rate

Billing Address of Member (if different than home address)

OSingle
0 Divorced
Ollarried
OSeparated
OWidowed

Are you

• u.s.

citizen?
DYes
ONo

I Beneficiary/Relationship
I

.

Name and Address of Employer

How long
have you
lived in
the U.S.?
_Years

Home Phone

0

Best Time
To Call

a.m.

M/f

0 p.m.

DAU OF IIRTH &

su
NAMf OF PERSON(S) ENROLLING

Work Phone

Occupation (describe duties)

IULATIONSHIP

Maiden Name If Female

MEMBER

Malden Name If Female

SPOUSE

STAn

PIUS£ NT i
AGE

HEIGHT

I .._

WUGHT

1ft.

CHII.D

CHILO
CHII.D
::'

Is this an add-on Dependent to a family billing? 0 No
Is this an add-on Member to an existing list bill? 0 No

0
0

Yes If '"Yes, • then complete a list billing form
in addition to the application.
Yes

1. Wid'lin the past 2 years. have you or your dependents consulted with or been treated by or
received medication from any physician or other practitioner: or do you intend to enter a IK.J=•PII,jlll,
clinic or other institution for consultation, treatment or surgery?
2. Have you or your dependents ever had a diagnosis of or consultation, treatment or medication for
cisease or disorder of:
a. sighl or hearing; brain or nervous system, ~kin's disease, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson'l
disease; mental illness, emotional or nervous d;sorder; convulsions,
seizures or nlllrru'"'~'!l:'v'
b. high blood pressure, the blood, tumor, cancer, leukemia, heart, heart murmur or oa!Jostatioril
. or any other condition related to the heart or circulatory systfllm?
c. 1he lungs or digestive system or reproductive system, chest pain, ulcer, fiver, pancreas,
gallbladder, intestines or rectum?
d. genito-urinary system; kidneys. bladder, prostate or thyroid glandular trouble or Ola!oetltl7
e. bone, joints or muscles, back, spine or arthritis?
3. Have you or your dependents been treated for, within the last 5 years, persistent cough,
4.1nexplained weight loss, lymph gland enlari}ements, Shortness of breath, night sweats,
disease of the immune system, AIDS or test
·i
ni
•· Have you ever sought advice. been trea e or arreste 01 e
5. ke you or any of your dependents pregnant?
6. To the best of your knowledge and belief, are you and your d
from impaitment?

t&AME OF M(MIUI 01
FAMILY MUiiiUI

C- 9a

Yes

No

r;-,
PFL Life
Insurance Company
LNameor ...

APPUCAnON
PART ONE
A.dministmiYe Office, 501 Wood Lane,
Ua.le Rock. AJbnsas 72201

.. Insured

I

l. Plan of Coveta.ge

Sex

I

Benefit Amount

ARe

Benefit Period

Binhdate

MotO.yJ Yr.

I

Sw.e of Birth

Elimination Paiod

HeiJtht

I

Weight

Oc:c. Class

1 Residence off'r'opo9ed lns1.Rd -::--:-::-:-------------,,..---------:-----~-...,........,
a.,
._
Zip
Tdepbooe Number (

5. Employe: Name

) - - - - - - Ba:t time to aiD

A. w.
,_.._

4. Oa:upl.lion ---~-:-:-:---Cliol--)

-------------1'· Will any ocher bealth insunln:e a disability coverage be replaced

by dUs policy? CYesC No If .. yes.. Jive name of company. and
benefit amount

and Address

6. Insured's Social Security No.

1

1

----------------~--------~--~------~

Compuy Name

Benent Amount

7. Premium --------...-------::::--------Premium Payable:OAnn. C SA ~.CPAC 0 Sal. Sav.
TotAl Amount Paid with Application: S

11. HaS the PrOposed Insured:
(a) ever applied for or re:tZived a pension or disability benefit.s for a sickness or injury? • • • • • . • • . . • • • •
(b) ever had life, disability, or hospital insurance rated up, modified, rejected, c:anceUed or not renewed? • • • • •
If ..YC$; give details below:
Il. Has the Proposed Insured ever had. been diagnosed as having, or been tre.at.ed for, Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) AIDS Relat.ed Complex (ARC), or antibodies to Human T-CeU LXffipho,gwhic virys~ rype m

lJ~~~j,;~r~~ie~~r~·~~~fo;hl~h·bj~p~~~:~~·

C
0

0
C

~r:~~·.~h~ia:~a

, •
O
O
ulcer, any nervous disorder, any disease or disorder of the kidney, any disease or
rder or the blood, any disease
of the reproductive organs or treast.s; any disease or di.sorc:!a of stOmach, heart,Ju , int.estines, liver, gall bladder;
any neck, bad:, or bone injury or disorder; rheumatism, anhritis, or a deformity loss of limb? (If "yes," circle
condition and give dates, duration, result and name and address of 111ending phy ian and hospital.) . . . • • •
D D
14. Is the Proposed Insured now in good health and free from any disease or physi irnpainnent to the best of your
knowledge and belief? (If "no," givefull particulars.) • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . • • • . • •
0
0
Reason for Treatment or Consultation
Date
e cl FuU Address of Physician/Clinic or Hospital
(P.Iuse include type of o-e.aunent and degree of recovery)

AUTHORIZA nON TO OBT AlN AND DISCLOSE IN FORMA nON: P Ufe Insurance Company (referred to as PFL Life), its
reinsurers, insurance suppa-t organizations, and their authorized n::presentati , may obtain medical and othea- information in order to
evaluate my (our) application fc:6life or disability insurance. Any physician, ctitioner, hospital, clinic, or other medical or medica.Uy
related facility, the Veterans Administration, the Medical Information B
, Inc., my ernployea- and consumer reporting agency or
insurance company who possess information of c:a.re, treatment or ad ·
r me may furnish such information to PFL Ufe or its
· ·on includes information about drugs, alcoholism or mental
representative upon presenting this authorization or photocopy. This au
illness. PFL Ufe or its reinsurers may make a brief report regarding me 10 er companies 10 whom I have applied or may apply. This
•Jthori.zation will be valid from the dale signed b 1 period of two and one
·ears. I authcriu PFL Life to obtain an investigative consumea..:port on me. I have read this au!hcrization and have received a copy. J have
received copies of the Notice regarding MIB, and the Notice
uncb the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and ""Notice or Infcnnation Pr-ac:tica" OfPFL Life Insurance Company (if re<:zuired in your state).
Form 11378

(C«
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APPENDIX D
TASKFORCE
:MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

APPENDIX D

TASK FORCE ON HIV/AIDS INSURANCE ISSUES

Membership Roster
Christine Adams-Tripp, J.D. is a co-founder of the Minority AIDS Projects. She is a
certification officer for the California Department of Transportation Civil Rights
Unit.
Regina Aragon is the State Governmental Affairs Coordinator for the San Francisco
AIDS Foundation.
Brent Barnhardt is a former lobbyist in Sacramento for the American Civil Liberties
Union. He now represents Blue Cross of California.
Wendell Carmichael is Program Coordinator of the EACH Program (Early Advocacy &
Care for HIV).
Jacques Chambers is Program Manager of the Insurance Unit at AIDS Project Los
Angeles. Prior to that, he spent twenty-five years underwriting and marketing health
insurance products in the Los Angeles area, fifteen years with Wausau Insurance
Companies and ten years as an independent agent
Lawrence Colton is Senior Vice-President of Goldman Insurance.

David C. Detrlck is a member of the Boards of both the Human Rights Campaign Fund
and the LIFE AIDS Lobby.
Kathryn Saenz Duke is a health care attorney and former consultant to the Senate
Select Committee on AIDS.
John Dunn-Mortlmer, Ph.D. is Vice President of the California Association of
Agencies, and on the Board of Directors of California AIDS Leadership Committee.
He sponsored legislation to establish health insurance subsidies for low income
persons with HIV as well as legislation prohibiting the use of antibody or antigen
testing to determine insurability for health insurance.
Don Francis, M.D.is a staff member of the California Department of Health

0-1

Gunther Freehlll serves on the ACT-UP/LA Insurance Committee.
R. Scott Hitt, M.D. is a physician in a major practice treating persons 'With HIV. He is
Chair of Access Now For Gay and Lesbian Equality and a participant with the
National Gay & Lesbian Victory Fund.
·

Thomas Horowitz, D.O. is a private practitioner in AIDS issues. He is Chairman of the
Los Angeles County Commission on AIDS.
Paul Koretz is the Mayor of the City of West Hol1ywood.
David Lewis is an active member 'With ACT-UP/Golden Gate.
Rand Martin is a member of California Assembyman Terry Friedman's staff.
Steve Morin Ph.D. (member, ex-officio) is a Special Assistant for Health Policy to
Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), where his job assignments include work on
the Federal budget as well as health and human services appropriations. He also
staffs the House Democratic Caucus Task Force on Health Care and the House
Democratic Caucus Task Force on AIDS. In addition, he is an Assistant Clinical
Professor of Medicine, Department of General Internal Medicine and the Center for
AIDS Prevention Studies, University of California, San Francisco, where he has
specialized in health policy studies and research on AIDS prevention.
Andrew Morrison is Assistant Vice President for Public Affairs at Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Company. He has over 8 years experience in the life insurance industry.
:Mary NaJick is the Executive Director of the All Saints AIDS Service Center. She is also
an attorney and social worker, and is a former director of an AIDS Hospice.
Brent Nance, CLU, RHU is a Tbantologic/lnsurance Consultant providing financial
planning services to people with life-threatening illnesses. He served as the Insurance
Specialist for AIDS Project Los Angeles for seven years.
:Mary Newcomb is an attorney with the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund,
which litigates cases of insurance discrimination, HIV testing, and access to
treatment and benefits.
Maryann O'Sullivan is the founding Executive Director of Health Access. She formerly
worked with Consumers Union and Common Cause.
Allee Phillipson is an attorney and founder of the AIDS Legal Referral Panel. She
teaches AIDS/insurance law classes and is active with Bay Area Lawyers For
Individual Freedom.

0·2

obinson has been an independent life and health insurance agent for the past ten
years, with his office located in West Hollywood. He is a board member of the Los
Angeles Association of Health Underwriters, and he also serves on the Executive
Committee of the LIFE AIDS Lobby in Sacramento.
Rodriguez, Ph.D.is the Director of Drug Abuse Programming for Alta-Med Health
Service.
W. Rosenzweig is a staff member of Health Access of California.

Topper (member, ex-officio) has been Legislative Assistant to State Senator David
Roberti since 1985, specializing in community-based AIDS advocacy organizations.
· Whalen is a social worker with the Maternal Child Immunology Clinic, at the
Department of Pediatrics at the UCLA School of Medicine through the Pediatrics
AIDS Network.

\\1Js~ is u.tb·~ AIDS Coordinator for the City of Los Angeles. He is also Co-Chair of
the Federal CARE bill and Chair of the Black Gay & Lesbian Leadership Forum .

.Member/Consultants from the California Department of Insurance
~r

Groom is Senior Staff Counsel for the California Department of Insurance.

resa Guillory is an Associate Claims Officer with the California Department of
Insurance and was the Coordinator for the Task Force.
ricia Ryan is an Associate Underwriting Officers in the Consumer Services Division
of the CDI. With twelve years in the industty, she is experienced in personal and
commercial lines of insurance. She is Co-Chair of the City of West Hollywood
Lesbian & Gay Advisory Council and a member of the City of West
AIDS Task Force. She is a Master's Candidate in Public Administration
State University, Northridge.
.Iter Zelman is the Special Deputy to Commissioner John Garamendi on Health
Issues and was the facilitator for the Task Force. He is also the
Director of California Common Cause.
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PACIFIC MUTUAL
ANDREW F. MORRISON
Assistant Vice President
Public Affairs
Telephone (714) 640-3639
FAX (714) 640-7614

November 24, 1992
The Honorable Art Torres
Chairman, Senate Committee on
Insurance, Claims & Corporations
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Senator Torres:

Regrettably, I will be unable to participate in your hearing on
December 1 to explore discriminatory insurance practices and the
implications of imposing disease specific policy caps under
self-insured health plans. Because this is such a controversial
and important issue, however, we feel it is important to have
Pacific Mutual's policy and position on the record.
Under ERISA, the plan sponsor (generally the employer) can
establish a self-funded insurance plan and is held responsible
for payment of benefits. Insurance companies often provide
administrative services as well as stop-loss coverage for these
ERISA, self-funded plans.
It appears ERISA allows plan sponsors
to terminate existing plans and replace them with new plans
containing limitations on benefits for specific diseases.
Since 1988 Pacific Mutual has refused to administer or provide
stop-loss coverage to self-funded insurance plans with specific
exclusions or limits for AIDS.
If we can provide any further information, please contact us.
Sincerely,

cc: Brad Wenger -- ACLIC

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company
700 Newport Center Drive. Newport Beach, California92660, Telephone (714)640-3011

Blue Cross
of California

Leonard D. Schaeffer
Chairman & CEO

•

•

.

21555 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, California 91367
(818) 703-3145
FAX (818) 703-3253

November 25, 1992

Senator Art Torres
State Capitol, Room 2080
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Senator Torres:
I understand from Brent Barnhart that you will be holding a hearing on December L
related to the recent case of McGann vs. H & H Music. I wanted to let you know Blue Cross

of California's perspective on that case.
The Supreme Court refusal to consider McGann us. H & H Music gave companies that self
fund their own health benefits the right to restrict employee health coverage for
conditions. The Court's decision, based on the 1974 ERISA (Employee Retirement
Security Act) law, does not apply to contracts or policies of medical coverage
insurance companies.
Health insurers and health plans, such as Blue Cross of California, are
by
California Department of Insurance (DOl) or the Department of Corporations (DOC). The
programs offered to the public by these entities must meet certain standards.
DOl and DOC regulations prohibit health insurers, but not self-insured companies. from
reducing the health coverage that consumers and businesses purchase through
premiums. Companies that offer Blue Cross of California insurance plans are
contractually obligated to maintain their insurance coverage at least until the
period. At that time. the employer can discontinue contracting with their current health
plan. Blue Cross of California, however. guarantees renewal except when premiums
not been paid.
Blue Cross of California shares the public's concern regarding the availability and
of health care coverage. We support health care reform such as A.B. l
guarantees access to health care for the small group market. We have
number of affordable managed care products to help the working uninsured;
mothers with infants; and uninsured children obtain the health services
recently celebrated the enrollment of the l millionth member in businesses
50 employees. Blue Cross of California recognizes our responsibility to
care needs of the communities we serve.

LDS/lh

AIDS Caps
Many large employers and labor groups have bypassed group health insurance and
aeated self-insured health benefit plans. Not being '1nsured' they escape regulation by
state insurance regulations. Their only regulation is the EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
INCOME SECURITY ACT OF 1974. As recently verified by the U.S. Supreme Court,
ERISA does not prohibit such plans from imposing separate, lower, benefit maximums
for specific disabilities, such as AIDS.
These self-insured plans cover almost all large employers and union groups. It has been
estimated that one half of the California residents covered under their employer's plans,
are covered under such a self-funded arrangement.
As a counselor to persons with AIDS, I can verify the anguish and fear such limits cause.
Even the threat of such a limit, for persons covered under self-funded plans, adds
unnecessary and unhealthful stress to the person Vv'ith HIV.
The administrators of such plans claim they are protecting the assets of the plan for
other members, implying .. more deserving .. members. As a group insurance underwriter
for fifteen years, I can assure you that, financially, there is absolutely no justification for
such disease-specific limits. The dollars saved by the daims limited by such limits are
nothing when compared to the costs of medical inflation, overuse and overcharges, and
administrative waste.
Disease specific caps, espedally AIDS caps, are placed on plans solely for judgmental
reasons. These administrators daim they are saving money by not paying for disabilities
to which the insured's actions were a contributing factor. Absolutely untrue! OtherVv'ise,
where are the caps for lung cancer for cigarette smokers? Where are the caps for heart
disease for non-joggers?
The ultimate example of this is the ••Laborers Health and Welfare Trust for Southern
California... Its plan lists the following among the list of covered benefits:
AIDS and ARC, or related conditions, are covered for children up to age
13, and for eligibles of any age if the disease was contracted through a
blood transfusion a a medical transfusion of blood products.
This plan clearly intends to provide benefits only for 11 innocenf' victims of HIV. Their
Oaims Supervisor even confirmed that they would, in fact, cover a husband who
acquired HIV from his wife who got it from a blood transfusion despite the fact that this
is not covered by the plan description. And this is not some small, inconsequential plan.
The employers that are part of this plan indude: Associated General Contractors of
California, Inc., Building Industry Association of So. California, Inc., and Southern
California Contractors Association, Inc. Unions induded in this plan indude: Southern
California District Council of Laborers and union locals from Bakersfield and San Luis
Obispo through Los Angeles and Riverside and Imperial Counties.

Given permission by the U.S. Supreme Court, it is expected more employers will follow
this trend.
While the AIDS community is justifiably concerned, it is also alarming to the mill
who
are covered under such plans. If they can limit benefits payable for AIDS, they can add
limitations for cancer, heart bypass, and other diseases with expensive treatments. One
employer did just that. To avoid being sued for putting a cap of $50,000 on AIDS, it
revised its plan to limit all benefits to $50,000 per person.
Since these plans are permitted under Federal law, what can state legislators do to
preted their constituents from sud1 discriminatory practices?
1.

Encourage Congress to correct this egregious loophole that
is further eroding the public's confidence in a collapsing
health oore delivery system;

2.

Strengthen rurrent insurance regulation to prohibit this
practice for all plans subject to state regulation;

3.

Enact legislation prohibiting any state entity from conducting
business wth any organization that indudes such a diseasespecific cap in its benefit plan; and,

4.

Publidy condemn the practice and help us publicize the
names of employers who have such heinous limits
plans, sud1 as:
University Hilton Hotel of Los Angeles which has a $25,000
lifetime limit for AIDS.
Centinela Hospital of Inglewood, CA which just raised its
AIDS cap to $100,000, but still covers other disabilities
to
$1,000,000.
Metro Hotels which operates the Sheraton Rosemead
in Rosemead which has $10,000 lifetime limit on HIV
treatment.
Printing Industries Association, Inc. of Southern
which recently increased its benefits for AIDS but
benefits to less than those for other disabilities.
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HEALTH LAWYERS ASSOCIATION

presents
ERISA and the Health Benefits Plan: New Directions in Law

ERISA Preemption of State Laws and Regulations

Jack Helitzer, Esq.
Vice President
Metropolitan Life Insurance
New York, NY

ERISA Preemption of State Laws and Regu!adons

By Jack B. HeiJtzer
Outline

1

The Law
The Major Cases

Metropolitan Life v. Myachusetl§
Pilot Life v. Dedeaux
fMC Corooration v. Holligax

2
4

7

Recent Cases ReprcUng ERISA Preemption of Medical Malpractfee CJafms
Rollo v. Maxistare of Louisiana
McManus v. Travelers Heal!b NetworJc of Texas
Altieri v... ClGNA Dental Healm
Independen" HMQ v. Smith
Pickett v. CIGNA HealtbPlan of Texas
Corcoran v. UniJed Healthcare

9
9
10
10
11

12

Pnempdon of State PPO Laws
Stuart Circle Hospital v.

Aema Health Mana&emegt

14

Preemption and Provider Rate Reguladona

United Health Services v. UpsliJ& AdmilJistrative Services
United Wire v. Morristown Memorial Hospital

16
17

ERISA Preempdon of State Laws And Regulations
by Jack B. Helltzer

The Law

Section 514 of ERISA (29 USCA §1144), the so--called preemption provision, has long been
recognized as a very difficult statute to understand. Even the U.S. Supreme Coun does not
regard it as a model of legislative drafting. Its major provisions are in three distinct pans:
A.

Preemption of state laws that .. relate to" employee benefit plans [§514(a) of ERISA;
29

USCA §1144(a))

Except as provided [in the "saving clause], the provisions of this subchapter and
subchapter m of this chapter shall supersede any and all State laws insofar as they
may now or hereafter relate to any employee benefit plan described in section
1003(a) of [ERISA] and not exempt under section 1003(b) of [ERISA)....

B.

The "Saving .. Clause [§514(b)(2)(A) of ERISA; 29 USCA §1144(b)(2)(A))
Except as provided [in the deemer clause). nothing in this chapter shall be
consuued to exempt or relieve any person from any law of any State which
regulates Insurance, banking, or securities.

C.

The ''Deemer" Cause [§S14(b)(2)(B) of ERISA; 29 USCA §ll44(b)(2){8)]

Neither an employee benefit plan ... nor any trust established under such a plan.
shall be deemed to be an IDSUI'anCe company or other Insurer. bank, uust
company, or invesunent company or to be engaged in the business of insurance
or banking for purposes of any law of any State purporting to regulate insurance
companies, insurance contracts. banks. truSt companies. or invesunent companies.

~etropolltan

A.

life Insurance Co. v. "lassachusetts. 471 US 724 (1985)

The Facts

Section 47B of the Massachusetts insurance law required that a specific minimum mental
health care benefit be provided to a Massachusetts resident who is insured under health
care insurance. In this case. an employer provided coverage through an insurance policy
which covered mental health care benefits. but not the specific mental health care benefits
required by the Massachusetts law.

B.

The Decision
This state statute. as applied to insurance policies purchased by employee health care
plans regulated by ERISA. is preempted by ERISA.

C.

Tbe Court's Rationale

Section 478 clearly "relare[s] to welfare benefit plans governed by ERISA so as
to fall within the reach oi ERISA' s preemption provision. §514(a).... The Phrase
~relate to" was given its broad common-sense meaning, such that a state law
~relate[s] to'' a benefit plan "in the normal sense of the phrase. if it has a
connection with or reference to such a plan. ·• ... The pre..emption provision was
intended to displace all state laws that fall within its sphere, even including state
laws that are consistent with ERISA's substantive requirements. ...
Nonetheless, £he sphere in which §Sl4(a) operates was explicitly limited by
§514(b)(2). The insurance saving clause preserves any state law "which regulates.
insurance. banking. or securities. The two pre-emption sections. while clear
enough on their faces. perhaps are not a model of legislative drafting, for while
the general pre-emption clause broadly pre·empts state law. the saving clause
appears broadly to preserve the Stares· lawmaking power over much of the same
regulation. ...
To state the obvious, §47B regulates the terms of cenain insurance conttacts. and
so seems to be saved from pre-emption by the saving clause as a law "which
regulates insurance." This common-sense view of the matter, moreover, is
reinforced by the language of the subsequent section of ERISA. the "deemer
clause." ... By exempting from the savings clause laws regulating insurance
contracts that apply directly to benefit plans, the deemer clause makes explicit
Congress' intention ro include laws that regulate insurance contracts within the
scope of the insurance laws preserved by the saving clause. Unless Congress
intended to include laws regulating insurance contra.cL~ within the scope of the
insurance saving clause. it would have been unnecessary for the deemer clause
explicitly to exempt such laws from the saving clause when the are applied
directly to benetit plans.

• 3•
... In short. the plain language of the saving clause, its relationship to rhe other
ERISA pre-emption provisions. and the traditional understanding of insurance
regulation. all lead us to the conclusion that mandated-benefit laws such as §47B
are saved from pre~emption by the operation of the saving clause.

Nothing in the legislative history of ERISA suggest a different result. ...
We therefore decline to impose any limitation on the saving clause beyond those
Congress imposed in the clause itself and in the "deemer clause" which modifies
it. If a scare law "regulates insurance," as mandated-benefit laws do. it is not pre·
empted. Nothing in the language. structure. or legislative history of [ERISA]
supports a more narrow reading of the clause, ...

We are aware that our decision results in a distinction between insured and
uninsured plans. leaving the fonner open to indirect regulation while the latter are
not. By so doing, we merely give life to a distinction created by Congress in the
"deemer clause." a distinction Congress is aware of and one which it has chosen
not to alter. ... Arguments as to the wisdom of these policy choices must be
directed to Congress.
D.

E.

Other Issues
1.

The policy in question wu a minimum premium arrangement

2.

The policy was issued in New York. not Massachusetts.

3.

NLRA preemption -- The Supreme Court also ruled that the NLRA
preempt the application of state law.

Other Cases

Ale§si
~haw

v.

Raybestos-Manbattan.

v. Delta Air

foe.• 451

US 504 (1981)

f..ines. Inc.. 463 US 85 (1983)

not
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Pilot Life Insurance Co.v. Dedeaux, 481 CS 41 H 9g7)

A.

The facts
was covered under a long term disability plan provided and partially paid for
by his employer and msured by Pilot Life. Dedeaux sutlered an injury in 1975 and
soughr benerits under the policy. After a period of time. Pilot Life terminated benefits,
and over a few years thereafter, benefits were rein.statc::c.J and terminated by Pilot Life
!'>everal times. In 1980, Dedeaux sued Pilot Life in federal court asserting state common
law claims. He was awarded $250,000 as compensatory damages "for mental and
emotional distress and other incidental damages," and $500,000 as "punitive and
exemplary damages" under these common law claims.
D~deaux

B.

The Decision

The state common law causes of action are preempted by ERISA.
C.

The Court's Rationale
There is no dis pule thaL the common law causes of action asserted in Dedeaux· s
complaint "relate to" an employee benefit plan and therefore fall under ERISA's
express pre-emption clause, §S 14(a) .... The common law causes of action raised
in Dedeaux's complaint, each based on alleged improper processing of a claim for
benefits under an employee benefit plan. undoubtedly meet the criteria for
preemption under §S 14(a).
In Metropolitan Life. we were guided by several considerations in determining
whether a state law falls under the saving clause. FtrSt we took what guidance
was available from a "common-sense view" of the language of the saving clau.sc::
itself. ... Second. we made use of the case law interpreting the phrase "business
of insurance" under the McCarran~Ferguson Act ... in interpreting the savings
cia~ ....
In the present case::. the considerations weighed in Meqowlitan Life nrgue against
the assertion that the Mississippi law of bad faith is a state law that "regulates
insurance."

Cenainly a common-sense understanding of rhe phrase "regulates insurance" does
not suppon the argument that the Mississippi law of bad faith falls under the
savings clause. A common-sense view of the word "regulates" would lead to the
~..:onclu~ion that in order lo rt:gulate insurance. a law must not just have an impa~l
on the insurance industry. but be specitically directed toward that industry. Even
'though the ,Mississippi Supreme Court has identified its law of bad faith with the
insurance industry. the roots of this law are ti.rmly implanted in the general
principles of Mississippi tort and contract law. Any breach of contract. and not
merely breach of an insurance contract may lead to liability for punitive damages
under Mississippi law.

• 5Neither do the McCarran-Ferguson Act factors support the assertion that the
Mississippi law of had faith ''regulates insurance." Unlike the mandated-benefits
law al issue in Metropolitan Life, the Mississippi common law of bad faith does
not effect a spreading of policyholder risk. The state common law of bad faith
may be said to concern "the relationship between the insurer and the insured."
The connection to the insurer-insured relationship is attenuated at best, however.
In contrast to the mandated-benefits law in MetJ:9rolitan Life, the common law of
bad faith does not define the tenns of the relationship between the insurer and the
insured; it declares only that, whatever terms have been agreed upon in the
insurance contract. a breach of that contract may in certain circumstances allow
the policyholder to obtain punitive damages. The stace common law of bad faith
is therefore no more "integral" to the insurer-insured relationship than any state's
general contract law is integral to a contract made in that state. Flnally, as we
have just noted. Mississippi's law of bad faith. even if associated with the
insurance indusuy, has developed from general principles of ton and contract law
available in any Mississippi breach of contract case. ...
In the present case. moreover, we are obliged in interpreting the saving clause to
consider not only the factors by which we were guided in Metropolitan Life. but
also the role of the saving clause in ERlSA as a whole.
The Solicitor General ... argues that Congress clearly expressed an intent that the
civil enforcement provision of ERISA §SOl(a) be the exclusive vehicle for actions
by ERISA-plan participants and beneficiaries aSserting impro~r processing of a
claim for benefits, and that varying state causes of action for claims within the
scope of §502(a) would pose an obstaCle to the purposes and objectives of
Congress. ... We agree. ...
In sum. the det.ailed provisions of §502(a) set forth a comprehensive civil
enforcement scheme that represents a careful balanCing of the need for prompt and
fair claims settlement procedures against the public interest in encouraging the
formation of employee benefit plans. The policy choices reflected in the inclusion
of certain remedies and the exclusion of others under the federal scheme would
be completely undermined if ERISA·plan panicipants and beneficiaries were free
to obtain remedies under state law that Conaress rejected in ERISA. ...
The deliberate care with which ERISA· s civil enforcement remedies were drafted
and the balancing of policies embodied in its choice of remedies argue strongly
for the conclusion that ERISA' s civil enforcement remedies were intended to
exclusive. This conclusion is fully confumed by the legislative history of the
enforcement provision. ...

-6.
In Metropolitan Life ... this Coun rejected an interpretation of the saving c.:L::wse
of ERISA's express pre-emption provisions ... that saved from pre-emption ··u.1ly
!)tate regulations unrelated to the substantive provisions of ERISA." finding thar
"[n]othing in the language, structure. or legislative history of the Act" supported
this reading of the saving clause. YletroQoliran Lite. however. did not involve a
state law £hat conflicted with a substantive provision of ERlSA. ... In panicular.
the court had no occasion to consider in Metropolitan Life the question raised in
the present case: whether Congress might clearly express, through the structure
and legislative history of a panicular substantive provision of ERISA, an intention
that the federal remedy provided by that provision displace state causes of action.
Our resolution of this different question does not conflict with the Court's earlier
genera! observations in Meqopolit.an Life.

Considering the common-sense understanding of the saving clause. the McCarranFerguson Act factors defining the business of insurance, and most imponanlly, the
dear expression of congressional intent that ERISA's civil enforcement scheme
be excJusive. we conclude that Dedeaux·s state law suit asserting improper
processing of a claim for benefits under an ERISA-regulated plan is not saved by
§514(b)(2)(A), and therefore is pre-empced by §514(a).

D.

Other Issue
The insurer and/or ERISA plan may remove an action brought in state court for state
causes of action to federal coun. See Metrooolitag yre Insurance Co. v. Taylor, 4R 1
1987).

us ··- (

E.

Other Case

Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Russell. 473 US 134 ( 1985)

. 7.
FMC Comoradon v. Houtdav, 498 US --·, 111
A.

403 ( 1

The Facts
FMC Corporation provided a self insured welian: bt:nefil plan covering its employees and
dependentS. The daughter of a covered employee was injured in an automobile accident,
and Lhe plan paid medical expense benefits. She sued the driver of the other car, and as
the case reached settlement. FMC asserted a claim to reimbursement for what il had paid
under the plan's so-called subrogation provision. Pennsylvania· s Motor Vehicle Financial
Responsibility Law specifically provided that '~there shall be no right of subrogation or
reimbursement from a claimant's ton recovery" with respect to such benefits.

B.

The Decision

The Pennsylvania law was preempr.ed by EIUSA.
C.

Tbe Court's Rationale

Pennsylvania's antisubrogation law "relate[s] to" a.n employee benefit plan.
Pennsylvania's antisubrogation law has "reference'' to benefit plans governed by
ERISA....

The Pennsylvania stawte a.Lso as a "connection" to ERISA benefit
In the
past we have not hesitated to apply ERISA's pre-emption clause to state laws that
risk subjecting plan administrators to contllcting state regulations. ...
There is no dispute that the Pennsylvania law falls within ERISA' s insurance
saving clause, which provides. "exceot y provided in [the <Jeemer clause}. nothing
in this subchapter shall be construed to exempt or relieve any person from any law
of any state which regulates insurance," ... [The Pennsylvania law] directly
controls the term~ of insurance contracas by invalidating any subrogation
provisions that they contain. ... lt does not merely have an impact on the
insurance industry~ it is aimed at it ... This returns the matter of subrogation to
state law. Unless the statute is excluded from the reach the saving
by
virtue of the deemer clause. therefore, it is not preempted.

We read the deemer clause to exempt self-funded ERISA plans from state
that ''regulat[e] insurance within the meaning of the saving clause. By
States to deem employee benefit plans ''to be an insurance
or
insurer .. . or to be engaged in the business of insurance," the dee mer
relieves plans from state laws ''purporting to regulB.te insurance:·
a
funded ERISA plans are exempt from state regulation insofar as that re&uiation
··relates to" the plans. State laws directed toward the plans are
because the.y relate to an employee oonetit plan bm are not "saved" u~; ....,~;~.~.~,~
do not regulate insurance. State laws that directly regulate insurance are ''saved"
but do not reach self-funded employee benefit plans
the plans
not be
deemed to be insurance companies, other insurers. or
insurance for
such state laws.

- XOur reading of the deemer clause is consistent with Metropohtan Life lns. Co. v.
Massachusetts ... In pointing out that Massachusetts had never tried to enforce the
portion of the statute pertaining directly ro benetlt plans. we stated, "[i]n light of
ERlSA's 'deemer clause.' ... Massachusem; has never tried to enforce [the statute]
as applied to benefit plans directly. effectively conceding that such an application
of [the statute] would be pre-empted by ERISA'S pre-emption clause."
Our const.ruction of the deemer clause is also respectful of the presumption that
Congress does not intend to pre-empt areas of traditional stare regulation. ... By
recogmzing a distmction between insurers of plans and the contracts of those
insurers. which are subject to direct state regulation, and self-insured employee
benefit plans governed by ERISA, which are not. we observe Congress' presumed
desire to reserve to the States the regulation of the "business of insurance."
Laws that tturoortedly regulate insurance companies or insurance contracts are
laws having the "appearance or regulating or "intending" to regulate insurance
companies or contracts. ... Congress' use of the word does not indicate that it
directed the deemer clause solely at deceit that it feared state legislatures would
practice. Indeed, the Conference Report. in describing the deemer clause. omits
the word "purponing," stating, ''an employee benefit plan is not to be considered
as an insurance company ... (and is not to be considered as engaged in the
business of insurance ... ) for purposes of any State law that regulates insurance
companies, ...
Nor. in our view, is the deemer clause directed solely at laws governing the
business of insurance. It is plainly directed at "any law of any State purponing"-·.
to regulate insurance companies, insurance contracts. .. ." .. . To be sure. the
saving and deemer clauses employ different language to achieve their ends - the
former saving. except as provided in the deemer clause. "any law of any State
which regulates insurance" and the latter referring to "any law of any State
purporting to regulate insurance companies [or] insurance contracts." We view
the language of the deemer clause, however. to be either coextensive with or
broader. not narrower, than that of the saving clause. Our rejection of a restricted
reading of the deemer clause does not lead to the deemer clause· s engulftng the
saving clause. As we have pointed ou~ ... the saving clause retains the
independent effect of protecting state insurance reaulation of lnsurance contracts
purchased by employee benefit plans.
Our interpretation of the deemer clause makes clear that if a plan is insured, a
State may regulate it indirectly through regulation of its insurer and its insurer's
insurance contracts; if the plan is uninsured. the State may not regulate it. .. . A
construction of the deemer clause that exempts employee benefit plans from only
those state regulations that encroach upon core ERISA concerns or that apply to
if!Surance as a business would be fraught with administrative difficulties....
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Recent Cases Regarding ERISA Preemption of Medical Malpractice Claims

Rollo v. Maxicare of Lout§igna, Inc., 695 F. Supp. 245 (E.D. La. 1988)
A.

The Facts
Rollo. an employee of Martin-Marietta. was a member of his employer's health care plan
administered by Maxicare, an HMO. He was injured in an automobile accident. and
sought treatment for those injuries from the HMO. It is not clear whether he was basing
his claims on medical malpractice. but he was obviously dissatisfied with the service he
received. He sued the HMO and a treating physician in state court claiming tortious
interference with his relationship with his physician, breach of contract. intentional
infliction of emotional distress, and unfair and deceptive trade practices. The case was
removed to federal court. which entertained motions by the defendants to dismiss and for
summary judgment.

B.

The Decision

The motions were granted. since the court found that the claims were preempted by
ERISA

C.

The Court's Rationale

Relyin& primarily on Pilot Life. the district coun concluded that Rollo's "claims have one
central feature: the circumstances of his medical treatment under his employer's medical
service plan for employees." The court distinguished cases where the suit was by a party
not related to the ERISA plan. and where the suit was against parties who were not
ERlSA fidut."iaries.
McManus v. Travelers Health Network of Ieg. 742 F. Supp. 337 (W.D. Tex. 1990)
A.

The Facts

McManus was an employee of Lockheed Missile & Space Company which provided a
self insured plan which offered employees a choice of an indemnity plan or one
HMOs. McManus received what he regarded as unsatisfactory service from one
HMOs. and sued for breach of good faith and emotional disuess. which were causes of
action available under Texas law. The case was removed to federal court, which
considered <.:ross motions by McManus to remand ana by the HMO to disml.Ss.
B.

The Dedston
The coun dismissed the action because ERISA preempts the state statutes on which the
causes of action were based.

- l0 -

C.

The Court's Rationale

Again. relying primarily on Pilot Life, the district court concluded that the law relates to
bcnctit plans. and is thus preempted by ERISA. Its analysis found that the placement in
{he insurance laws was not sufficient to invoke the saving clause. The court also cited
consistenr decisions in the Fifth Circuit (Light v. Blue Cross. 790 F. 2d 1274 (5th Cir.
1986); Hermann Hospital v. \IIEBA Medical & Benetits Plans. 845 F. 2d 1286 (5th Cir.
1988); and Ramirez v. Inter-Continental Hotels. 890 F. 2d 760 (5th Cir. 1989). The court
also rejected McManus· argument that the defendants were not tiduciaries, finding that
they did indeed have distretionary authority under the plan.
Altfert v.CIGNA Dental Health, Inc., 753 F. Supp. 151 (0. Conn. 1990)
A.

The Fads

Altieri was employed by Ban.kMan and was covered under his employer's dental
program. After being treated by a dentist who was a provider under of the plan. he
brought a malpractice action against CIGNA. the administrator of the plan. and the
participating dentist. alleging several state common law and statutory causes of action.
The defendants removed the action to federal court and the court heard motions by the
plaintiff to remand and by the defendants to dismiss.
B.

The Declsion

CIGNA 's motion to dismiss was granted. since the coun found that the state causes of
action were preempted by ERISA. However, plaintiff's motion to remand was granted
with respect to the dentist.
C.

The Court's Rationale

Relying on Rollo. the coun found that the central feature of the plaintiffs claim against
CIGNA was based on the circumstances of his dental treatmenl under the employer's
plan. Following the approach in Rollo. and again relying on Pilot Life. it found the
claims preempted by ERISA. However, as to the dentist. there was no ERISA
preemption, and since there was no basis for federal jurisdiction, that portion of the case
was remanded to the state court for funher proceedings.
Independence Hl\'10. Inc. v. Smith. 733 F. Supp. 983 (E.D. Pa. 1990)
A.

The Facts

Smith was a member of the HMO pursuant to a plan provided by her employer. Tremont
Hotel. She tiled a malpractice claim in state coun. The HMO sought injunctive relief
in the federal court. claiming ERISA preemption. The facts indicate that Smith did not
follow the plan's grievance procedure prior to commencement of the malpractice action.

• 11 B.

The Decision

The court found that ERISA did not preempt the state court claim.
C.

The Court's Rationale
The court said:
The plaintiff HMO in the instant case is also being sued in state
court as a tortfeasor under this type of vicarious liability. Does this
sort of state tort action "impact upon" an employee benefit plan or
"affect the Congressional scheme contained in (ERISA)?" We
think not. The suit which the defendant Smith is bringing has
nothing to do with any denial of her rights under the plan. Instead.
she seeks redress for physical injuries in which the Plainti.ff HMO' s
selection of an operating surgeon allegedly played a pan. ... [W]e
fail to see how such a state tort action can affect the scheme
carefully devised by Congress in the ERISA statute.

Relying on Mackey v. Lanter CoUecdons Agenq & $enice. 486 US 825 (1988).
quoting from it. the cowt said:
ERlSA plans may be sued in a second type of civil action as well.
These cases -· lawsuirs against ERISA plans for run-of-the-mill
state-law claims such as unpaid rent. failure to pay creditors or
even torts committed by an ERISA plan -- are relatively
commonplace. Petitioner and the United States (appearing here as
amicus curiae> concede that these .suits, although obviously
affecting and involving ERISA plans and their crusr.ees. are not
preempted by ERISA§ 514. [emphasis added)
Pfqett v. CIGNA Healthflan of Texas. Inc.. 742 F. SUPP.· 946 (S.D.

A.

1990)

The Facts

Pickett. covered through an HMO provided by his employer. brought
court against CIGNA and three doctors for failure to diagnose and treat his cancer
timely fashion. CIGNA removed the suit to federal court and sought dismissal.
B.

The Decision

The cowt ruled that ERISA did not preempt. and remanded
C.

case to state court

The Court's Rational

In a less than well-reasoned opinion, the court stated three reasons why it felt that ERlSA
did not preempt

• 12 l.

The ERISA plllll was not a party to the action. and plaintiff did not challenge the
plan's administration.

2.

Plaintiff was challenging CIGNA's sys£ern of rotating doctors as an unreasonable
medical procedure. and was not challenging its administrative procedures. Thus,
CIGN A was being sued in its capacity as an H~10 and not m its capacity as a
plan administrator.

3.

The coun concluded that an ERISA plan itself is the only entity which may serve
as a defendant in an ERISA case. This is an unusually narrow characterization
of an ERISA suit as ont: which challenges the denial of benefits.

Corcoran v. l:nited Healthcare, Inc., ... F. 2d --- (Sth Cir. June 26. 1992)

A.

The Facts
Corcoran was covered under a self insured health care plan provided by her employer,
South Central Bell Telephone Company. She became pregnant early in 1989, and in July,
her obstetrician recommended complete bed rest during her fmal months of pregnancy.
Her request for temporary disability benefits was denied, and she continued to work. As
she neared her delivery date, her doctor ordered her hospitalized so he could monitor the
fetus around the clock (a procedure he followed in Corcoran's previous pregnancy in
1988. at which time ht: was able to intervene and perform a successful caesarian section
when the fetus went into distress).· The plan's utilization review agency refused to cenify
hospitalization. Instead. it authorized 10 hours a day of home nursing care. While
receiving this care, but when no nurse was on duty. the fetus went into distress and died.
Corcoran filed a wrongful death action in Louisiana state coun. and also claimed other
ton damages. The action was against both the utilization review agency and Blue Cross
which administered the employer's self insured health plan. Defendants removed the
action to federal coun ~d moved for summary judgment.

B.

The Decision
On appeal. the plaintiffs abandoned their claim against Blue Cross (the claim
administrator) and concentrated on the claim against the utilization review agency. The
coun concluded that the utilization review agency's action is preempted by ERISA.

C.

The Court's Rationale
The plaintiff argued that the utilization revtew agency makes medical decisions and not
benefit detenninations. The utilization review agency argued that it makes benefit
determinations and not medical decisions. The coun concluded that the utilization review
agency ., gives medical advice ·~ but it does so in the context of making a determination
about _the availability of benefits under the plan." As a rt:sult it held that the state tort
action was preempted by ERISA. In pan. the coun said:
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United makes much of the disclaimer that decisions about medical
care are up to the beneticiary and his or her doctor. While that
may be so, and while the disclaimer may support the conclusion
that the relationship between United and the beneficiary is not that
of doctor-patient. it does not mean thal United does not make
medical decisions or dispense medical advice. .. .
... [I)n a prospective [review1system a beneficiary may be squarely
presented in advance of treaunent with a statement that the insurer
will not pay for the proposed course of treatment recommended by
his or her doctor and the beneficiary has the potential of recovering
the cost of the tteaunent only if he or she can prevail in a
challenge to the insurer's decision. A beneficiary in [this kind of]
system would likely be far less inclined to undertake the course of
treatment that the insurer hu at least preliminarily rejected.

By its very nature. a system of prospective decisionmaking
influences the beneficiary's choice among treatment options to a far
greater degree than does the theoretical risk of disallowance of a
claim facing a beneficiary in a retrospective system. ..•
... In our view, United makes medical decisions as part and parcel
of its mandate to decide what benefits are available under the Bell
plan. As the [plan] Booklet concisely puts it. United decides "what
the medical plan will pay for." When United•s actions are viewed

from tbis perspective it becomes apparent that the Corcorans are
anempting to recover for a ton allegedly committed in the course
of handling a benefit derennination. The nature of the benefit
detennination is different than the type of decision that was at issue
in Pilot Life. but it is a benefit determination nonetheless. The
principle of Pjlot J,.ife that ERISA pre-empts state-law claims
alleging improper handling of benefit claims is broad enough
cover the cause of action asserted here•

....
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Preemption of State PPO Laws
Stuart Circle HospitaJ Corp. v. Aetna HeaJth Mana1ement. --· F. Supp. --- (E.D. Va., July
22. 1992)
..
A.

The Facts

The hospir.al brought an action to compel Aetna to comply with the provisions of
Virginia's law and include it as a member of Aetna's PPO. Some of the plans which use
Aetna's PPO program are self insured. and others are insured. All of Aetna's plans in
the service area. both insured and self insured. used the PPO.
B.

The Decision ·
The

C.

~ourt

dismissed the action based on ERISA preemption.

The Court's Rationale
The court concluded that it is clear that the Virginia law relates to employee benetit plans
and thus is preempted by ERISA. The fact that the law does not relate to the content of
specific plans was roo narrow a reading of the ERISA preemption provision and the cases
interpreting it. The coun said that the law "goes to the sum and substance of employee
benefit plans: the delivery of promised benetits." Tt said:
By regulating the makeup of the PPO networks, the PPO Statute
constrains how health benefits may be structured under an
employee benefit plan and interferes with the discretion of the plan
sponsor....
The administrauon of the employee benefit plans is similarly
affected. Whether a provider is "preferred" will affect the fonnula
for beneiit payments by employee benefit plans with respect to
services rendered by that provider to plan participants. ...
With respect to the application of the saving clause. the coun concluded that:
The arrangements between Aetna and the hospitals and physicians
that panicipate in the Aetna PPO are similarly "for the purchase of
goods and services." and not involving the business of insurance.
Aetna contracts with various hospitals and physicians to provide
health care to Aetna's customers. who may or may not be insured
by Aetna. Any transfer of risk occurs when (and if) Aetna insures
a benefit plan. not when it minimizes its cost of fulfilling iLS
contractual obligations. Thus the arrangements are "legally
indistinguishable from countless other business arrangements that
may be made by insurance companies to lceep their costs low and
thereby also keep low the level of premiums charged to their
policyholders....

· lS

~

Secondly. the practice is not an integral part of the relationship
between the insurer and the insured. Indeed, in many instances
there is no insurer-insured relationship between Aetna and the
employee benefit plan....
Finally. the practice being regulated is not limited to entities within
the insurance industry. Various non-insurers maintain preferred
provider programs in Virginia. PPO programs simply constitute a
line of business in which Aetna. an insurance company, has
entered. ... In addition. the PPO statute affects insurance
companies even if they do not insure the employee benefit plan
which has access o the PPO. but simply administer it. Thus.
because the practice is one that frequently and inevitably involves
entitles outside the insurance industry, and sometimes does not
even involve insurance at all. it does not meet the third criterion for
identifying practices constituting the business of insurance.

, __

- 16 Preemption and Provider Rate Regulations

Recent cases have raised questions regarding the effectiveness of state laws which affect the rates
providers (primanly hospitals) may chnrge. The two most significant cases are discussed.
United Health Services, Inc. v. Upstate Administrative Services, Inc .. 573 N. Y.S.2d 851 (Sup.
Ct. Broome County. 1991)
A.

The Facts

The case involves payments made by self insured Taft-Hartley trust. subject to ERlSA,
regarding benefits for a covered member's hospital expenses. Under New York law,
hospitals may charge msured (or self insured) plans fixed diagnostic related group (DRG)
rates. The hospital bills also show actual charges for services rendered. In this case, the
DRG rate was about $5,800, while charges were only slightly less than $1,800. Under
the terms of the plan, it covered 80% of the fltst $1,000 of "covered medical expenses"
after a deductible, and 100% of all additional covered medical expenses. The plan paid
the amount due based on the approximately $1,800 of actual charges. and all parties
refused to pay the remaining $4,000.

B.

The Decision
The application of the DRG methodology is preempted by ERISA.

C.

The Court's Rationale
Based on its review of the major cases on preemption. the coun concluded that the DRG
methodology referred to ERlSA employee benefit plans, and were not saved under the
saving clause. However. the coun had to deal with an earlier decision. Rebaldo v.
Cuomo, 749 F.2d 133 (2d Cir. 1984), cen. denied 472 US 1008. which specifically held
that the New York DRG law was not preempted by ERISA. The court said:
Viewed in the perspective of the United States Supreme Court's
broadening of the "relation" rest in FMC v. Holliday ... and other
cases, the coun cannot agree that the holding in Reba1do ... is
either binding precedent or persuasive authority conuolling the
present action in spite of the similarity of the statutes involved.
Since the statute. if applied here, would affect the terms or benefits
provided by the plan in a wo.y tho.t would require the plan to have
terms specifically dependent upon New York's regulations to
provide a comparable level of coverage, the coun finds that the
statute does modify the plan by either requiring payment in excess
of the plan· s terms or by penalizing the participant by effectively
reducing the level of coverage below that contemplated by the
parties. Clearly. preemption was intended in such circumstances.

f~
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United Wire. Metal & Machine Health and WeJfa!! Fund v. Morristown Memorial
Hospital.--· F. Supp. --- (0. N.J., May 27. 1992)
A.

The Facts
Since 1978. New Jersey law provided for hospital rates to be set on a ORO basis. using
a weighted average of the cost incurred by a hospital to lreat a particular illness or
condition and the average cost incurred by all New Jersey hospitals to treat that condition.
However, the methodology did not include all of the hospital's overhead costs-· mainly
excluding the cost of uncompensated care and the Medicare cost shift As. a result.
hospitals could not recover the full cost of providing services because:
l.

When a hospital treats Medicare patients. it only recovers what Medicare pays,
and that amount is always less than the New Jersey DRG rate for that hospital.

2.

Hospitals generally provide emergency care to everyone regardless of ability to
pay. Thus. most. if not au, of the cost of such cue to uninsured patients cannot
be recovered.

3.

Blue Cross and most HMOs. which provide open enrollment and community
rating, get an 11% discount off the DRG rate. This discount is not available to
other plans.

4.

At least with respect to the plans involved in the lawsuit. a 2.2% discount
prompt payment is available to Blue Cross but not to them.

To mate up the shonfall caused by these factors. the law imposes a 19.1% surcharge on
all other plans. insured and self insuredt which is added to the DRG rate. A group
inSured welfare benefit plans refused to pay the surcnarae. and this suit resulted.
B.

The Dedsion

The court held that ERISA preempts the application of this surcharge to self insured plans.

C.

The Court's Rationale

After a thorough analysis of the c.a.se law discussed previously, including some GU.\IilU\J'I""
cases. the coun reached the conclusion that ERISA preempts the application of
swcharge. However. pan of its reasoning goes beyond the usual discussion. and is
and interesting. The court said:

In particular, the charges included in the ORO rate for
uncompensated care, rhe shortfall for Medicare. and the discounts
granted to cenain payors, force the Benefit Plans to incur costs for
· the benefits of others if the Benefit Plans provide benefits to cover
total hospital costs. The Benefit Plans themselves are not allowed
to disburse funds to anyone other than a plan panicipant. As a
result. Benefit Plans that are mandated to pay tow hospital costs
must disregard their express purposes.

Furthermore, in states in which hospital rares du not include costs
for others. the Benefit Plans ~an abide by !.heir express purposes.
Hence the plans are subjected to inconsistent regulations.
Accordingly, plan members in different states receive differem and

disproportionate benefit amounts depending whether a given state· s
hospital rate setting policy includes charges beyond "actual hospital
costs.'' Consequently, this Court rinds that these provisions and the
regulations promulgated thereunder frustrate ERISA· s purpose of
subjecting benefit plans to uniform federal regulations.
Additionally, ERISA itself forbids benefit plans from paying
benetits for anyone olher than a plan benetlciary. This proscription
funher compels this Court to find that ERISA pre-empts [the law's]
contested provisions and the regulations promulgated thereunder.

